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4 Key Points

• Mytel is a Myanmar mobile network owned by the Myanmar military, Vietnam’s Ministry of 
National Defence and a network of Myanmar investors. Since its launch in June 2018 it has 
grown its subscriber base to over 10 million users and is a lucrative source of revenue for the 
Myanmar military. 

• Mytel, its owners – Viettel, Myanmar Economic Corporation (MEC) and Myanmar National 
Telecom Holding Public Ltd (MNTH) – and its suppliers are directly and indirectly supporting 
the Myanmar military through the transfer of technology, infrastructure development, financing, 
the provision of services and access to data.

• These business facts have implications for accountability under international law and those 
accountability issues are the subject of this report’s analysis and findings.

Mytel and Viettel provide the Myanmar military with access to technology, infrastructure and data

• Viettel is a major military conglomerate whose primary mission is to research, manufacture and 
sell arms. Viettel business units that manufacture weapons and dual-use tech have relationships 
with the Myanmar military and/or are operating in Myanmar. 

• Mytel and Viettel are directly supporting the Myanmar military’s modernisation through the 
transfer of arms and dual-use technology, training and the upgrading of military infrastructure. 
Mytel and the Myanmar military share infrastructure, including a national network of fibre-optic 
cables owned by the Myanmar Army’s Directorate of Signals. 

• A Viettel subsidiary is leading the construction of at least 38 Mytel towers in military bases, 
which may support military communications. These bases include regional and strategic 
operational commands, infantry battalions and an engineering battalion. Most of the bases are in 
ethnic areas and house military units that are directly perpetrating grave human rights violations. 
Four towers are located in Directorate of Defence Industries facilities, the Myanmar military’s 
arms manufacturer. 

KEY POINTS
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• Viettel units, under the Ministry of National Defence, are mining personal data for analysis in 
Vietnam. The Myanmar military has access to this data and could use it for military purposes.

Viettel and Mytel have an international network of suppliers connected to the Myanmar military’s human 
rights violations

• International businesses are providing technology and services to Mytel and Viettel, exposing 
them to risks of directly or indirectly contributing to the Myanmar military’s egregious human  
rights violations.

• The Myanmar military has access to satellites manufactured by Lockheed Martin and Maxar 
Technologies, through relationships with Intelsat (Luxembourg/USA), AsiaSat (Hong Kong), 
ArianeGroup (France) and Gilat Satellite Networks (Israel). These businesses may be directly 
contributing to the Myanmar military’s international crimes. 

• JAXA, Japan’s space agency, and allied Japanese universities, are supporting Myanmar’s space 
programme, which benefits the Myanmar military. 

• Major international businesses are supplying Mytel, commercially supporting the Myanmar 
military and providing technology that may be utilised for military purposes. These include NEC 
(Japan), ngena (Germany), CommScope (USA), Huawei (China), ZTE (China), Yanmar (Japan) 
and Adva (Germany). Other businesses may be connected to the Myanmar military’s human 
rights violations through Viettel. These include Qualcomm (USA), Microsoft (USA), Fujitsu 
(Japan), Nokia (Finland) and Ericsson (Sweden).

The Myanmar military benefits from public and international financing of Mytel and allied networks

• Mytel was created as a public-private partnership and the military is the “government 
shareholder”. The military is misappropriating public funds and assets through Mytel, which 
feeds a secretive off-budget slush fund, and misusing public assets.  

• The creation of Mytel was enabled by World Bank-supported telecommunications reforms. 

• Major international banks provide loans to Viettel Global Investment JSC, benefiting the 
Myanmar military and further enabling its criminal conduct. These funds may be used for the 
procurement and transfer for arms and dual-use goods to Myanmar. Banks include HSBC (UK), 
Standard Chartered (UK), Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (MUFG) (Japan), Taipei Fubon 
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(Taiwan) and Maybank (Malaysia).

• Vietnamese banks provide loans and services to Mytel, directly benefiting the Myanmar military. 
These include banks in which the International Finance Corporation (IFC) holds equity, and 
banks on the IFC and Asian Development Bank’s (ADB) trade finance programmes. Banks 
include TPBank, AB Bank, VIB Bank, BIDV and VietinBank. 

• Boku (USA), Digital Virgo (France), Oracle (USA) and FPT (Vietnam) are providing support to 
Mytel’s financial operations, which benefits the Myanmar military. 



“In the wrong hands, telecommunications can do immense harm. Myanmar is 
undergoing a digital revolution, with rapid changes as the population comes online 
and gets connected. Who is in control of Myanmar’s digital transformation, and for 
what purpose?”

INTRODUCTION
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Information and communication technology (ICT) can be a force for good. It can connect communities, 
enable access to knowledge, support livelihoods and be used as a tool for social change. In the wrong hands, 
telecommunications can do immense harm. In June 2018, the Myanmar and Vietnamese militaries, joined 
by a network of Myanmar crony1 investors, launched Mytel, Myanmar’s fourth and final mobile network 
operator. Within two years, it has grown to become a formidable business with a subscriber base of over 
10 million.2 

The construction and operation of Mytel has involved the upgrading and expansion of the Myanmar armed 
forces’ telecommunications infrastructure. Mytel provides cover for the military to access an extensive 
international network of suppliers. Mytel is also very profitable, generating revenue that could be used as a 
secret military slush fund. Through a strategic alliance with Vietnam, the Myanmar military – responsible 
for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity – has expanded its grip on the state, its infrastructure 
and the people of Myanmar. In the process, the military has misappropriated state funds and assets, further 
entrenching its power and enriching top generals.  

The Myanmar military’s international crimes involve the use of military communications equipment 
and digital tech. It is through communications systems that the military leadership issues orders for 
clearance operations, ground attacks against civilians and wholesale air strikes against villages. Through 
communications infrastructure, the army’s Directorate of Psychological Warfare and Public Relations3 
is able to disseminate hate speech, instigating violence against ethnic and religious minorities. Through 
communications and digital tech, the military is able to carry out surveillance and target civilians for 
unlawful detention and torture. And, through its powerful hold over the judiciary, the military is persecuting 
journalists and activists, blocking critical websites and initiating legal action in an attempt to silence 
dissenting voices. 

Risks to Myanmar civilians will only increase with the military’s access to 5G, artificial intelligence, internet 
of things, big data and data mining. 

The military’s hold over the information and communications telecommunications (ICT) sector has 
taken place through its control and manipulation of Myanmar’s political and economic liberalisation. 
Telecommunications reform has been supported by the World Bank. Justice For Myanmar has found that  
the World Bank has inadvertently legitimised the role of the military and its cronies, and strengthened 
military communications capabilities. Mytel’s network has been bankrolled by international and Vietnamese  
banks, including ones supported by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Asian  

INTRODUCTION
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Development Bank (ADB). For Myanmar to achieve federal democracy and sustainable peace, the  
Myanmar military must be brought under civilian control and held accountable for its international crimes. 
The role of ICT must be for peace and democracy, not a weapon of the military in its human rights violations 
and corruption.    

This report details the enmeshment of the Myanmar military’s strategic and economic interests in 
telecommunications and digital technology. The report focuses on Mytel and its business partners aiding and 
abetting the Myanmar military’s war crimes, crimes against humanity and other human rights violations. It 
exposes the grand corruption of the Myanmar military and its partners – but this is just the tip of the iceberg. 
 
Given the total lack of transparency of Myanmar’s military, a report such as this can never be fully complete. 
The abuse and corruption of the Myanmar military and its partners needs to be further investigated. 
Perpetrators must be held accountable. 
 
Myanmar is undergoing a digital revolution, with rapid changes as the population comes online and gets 
connected. Who is in control of Myanmar’s digital transformation, and for what purpose?
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This report is based on open source material and a trove of files from a data breach, in which Viettel 
Construction Myanmar (VCM) inadvertently published internal files online relating to Viettel operations in 
Myanmar from 2017-2020. The documents include detailed plans of base transceiver stations, operational 
instructions, inventories, receipts, photographs and internal policies. Where a document from the VCM data 
breach is cited, the original is made available on the Justice For Myanmar website and a link is provided. 
Justice For Myanmar has taken measures to protect the privacy of Viettel staff in documents made public.

Open source material is from the following primary sources:

• State media in Myanmar and Vietnam, with priority given to the official media of the Vietnam 
and Myanmar militaries.

• Myanmar, Vietnam and international laws and directives. 
• Corporate disclosures published on company websites and the website of the Yangon  

Stock Exchange. 
• Information published on government and company websites. 
• Satellite imagery from Google Earth. 
• Company LinkedIn and Facebook accounts. 
• Registered patents and published scientific research. 

The following secondary sources are also used:

• Human rights documentation from reputable sources, including the United Nations Independent 
International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar (UN IIFFMM), the UN Special Rapporteur and 
international and Myanmar-based human rights organisations. 

• Reports in privately-owned media.
• Business databases. 

In instances where no translation is provided please refer to Google Translate. 

 METHODOLOGY
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ABBank An Binh Commercial Joint Stock Bank
ADB    Asian Development Bank
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
BIDV Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Investment and Development of Vietnam
BIO Belgian Investment Company for Developing countries 
BTS Base transceiver station
BUC Block upconverter 
CDMA   Code-division multiple access
Cesium clock Atomic clock used for highly accurate timekeeping in high-speed communications, global 

positioning and other functions
CFO Chief financial officer
CMEC China-Myanmar Economic Corridor 
DAC Viettel Big Data Analytics Center
Dark fibre Unused optical cable
DEG Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft
DFC Development Finance Corporation
DICA Directorate of Investment and Company Administration
DOS Directorate of Signals, Myanmar Army
EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
EDFI European Development Financial Institutions
EW   Electronic warfare
Eximbank Vietnam Export Import Commercial Joint Stock Bank
FMO Financierings-Maatschappij voor Ontwikkelingslanden
GPRS General packet radio service
GSM   Global system for mobiles
HDBank Ho Chi Minh City Development Joint Stock Commercial Bank
ICC   International Criminal Court
ICT   Information and communication technology
IFC   International Finance Corporation 
IGT Irrawaddy Green Towers
IP Internet protocol
ITAH Irrawaddy Towers Asset Holdings
ITAR   International Traffic and Arms Regulations
JAXA Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

GLOSSARY
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JSC Joint Stock Company
KIA   Kachin Independence Army
Ku-band A range of the electromagnetic spectrum covering frequencies from 12-18 GHz. 
LID   Light Infantry Division
LienVietPostBank Lien Viet Post Commercial Joint Stock Bank
MAEU Myanmar Aerospace Engineering University
MAPCO Myanmar Agribusiness Public Corporation
MAS   Military Affairs Security
MB Military Commercial Joint Stock Bank
MEC   Myanmar Economic Corporation
MECTel   Myanmar Economic Corporation’s mobile network  
MEHL   Myanma Economic Holdings Limited
MFOCN Myanmar Fiber Optic Communication Network Co. Ltd.
MIL Myanmar Investments International Ltd.
MMK   Myanmar kyat, the currency of Myanmar 
MNO   Mobile network operators 
MNTH   Myanmar National Telecom Holdings 
MNTI Myanmar National Telecom Infra Co. Ltd.
MNTS Myanmar National Telecom Services Co. Ltd.
MOTC   Ministry of Transport and Communications
MoU Memorandum of understanding 
MPSS Myanmar Payment Solution Services
MPT   Myanma Posts and Telecommunications
MPU Myanmar Payment Union
MTI Myanmar Technologies and Investment Corporation
MVNO   Mobile virtual network operator 
MWD Myawaddy, Myanmar military media
Mytel Telecom International Myanmar Co. Ltd. 
Nasdaq A US-based stock exchange 
NLD   National League for Democracy
Norinco China North Industries Corporation
NRC National Registration Card
NTD National Tower Development Co. Ltd.
ODU Outdoor unit
OECD   Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OeEB Development Bank of Austria
PPIAF   Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility
S & K Sabae Taung and Kyay Sin Taung
Saffron Revolution Monk-led mass protests for democratic reform in Myanmar in 2007
SCB Sai Gon Commercial Joint Stock Bank
SD-WAN Software-defined wide area network 
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SeABank Southeast Asia Commercial Joint Stock Bank
SIGINT   Signals intelligence  
Tatmadaw  Myanmar military
TECHCOMBANK Vietnam Technological and Commercial Joint Stock Bank
TP Bank Tien Phong Commercial Joint Stock Bank
TSRP   Telecommunications Sector Reform Project
UAV   Unmanned aerial vehicle
UHF   Ultra high frequency
UN   United Nations 
UN IIFFMM United Nations Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar
USDP   Union Solidarity and Development Party
VCM Viettel Construction Myanmar
VHF   Very high frequency
VHT Viettel High Technology Industry Corp
VIB Vietnam International Commercial Joint Stock Bank
VIB  Vietnam International Bank
Vietcombank Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam
Viettel Military Industry and Telecoms Group
Viettelimex Viettel Import and Export
VNPT Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications
VOIP Voice over internet protocol 
VRLA Valve regulated lead-acid 
VSAT Very small aperture terminal 
VTCC Viettel Cyberspace Center
VTTEK Vietnam Network Technologies Center
YSX Yangon Stock Exchange
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• Businesses with interests in Myanmar (formerly Burma) can be held 
accountable for international human rights obligations directly and indirectly. 

• The Myanmar military controls the country’s transition to democracy to 
maintain its power, privilege and impunity.

• Signals is a key area of the military that has been modernised since 1988.

• The Myanmar military has an extensive network of businesses, which supports 
its international crimes of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

• Viettel, owned by Vietnam’s Ministry of National Defence, is focussed on the 
production and sale of arms. Viettel has a record of illegal practices and is 
implicated in human rights violations.

BACKGROUND
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1.1  International law and business responsibility 

1.2 Myanmar’s authoritarian transition

1.3 Military signals 

1.4 Myanmar human rights context 

1.5 The abuse and corruption of myanmar military business

1.6 Viettel: SIM cards and missiles

International law and business responsibility 

CHAPTER 01

1.1 International law and business responsibility 

Businesses with interests in Myanmar (formerly Burma) can be held accountable for international human 
rights obligations directly and indirectly. They can be held accountable by states because of the obligations 
under international human rights law. They can be held criminally accountable in international and national 
courts under international criminal law. They have responsibilities under UN human rights principles and 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines applicable specifically 
to businesses.

Under international human rights law, states must respect, protect and fulfil human rights. State parties 
to binding international treaties, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Convention Against Torture and 
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, have an obligation to ensure that third 
parties domiciled or operating in their territory or under their control abide by those treaties, including 
private citizens and businesses. 
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Grave violations of international human rights law, including by individuals engaged in business, come under 
the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court (ICC). Under the Rome Statute, individuals can be held 
accountable before the ICC for the crime of genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and the crime 
of aggression. Under Art. 25(c), criminal responsibility also arises when a person acts “For the purpose of 
facilitating the commission of such a crime, aids, abets or otherwise assists in its commission or its attempted 
commission, including providing the means for its commission”.4 In the Rome Statute, crimes against humanity 
are defined as murder; extermination; enslavement; deportation or population transfer; imprisonment 
in violation of international law; torture; rape and other forms of sexual violence; ethnic and religious 
persecution; enforced disappearance; and apartheid; when any of those acts are committed within a systemic 
attack against a civilian population.5 War crimes are defined as “grave breaches of the Geneva Convention” 
and “other serious violations of the laws and customs applicable in international armed conflict”.6 The phrase 
“aids, abets or otherwise assists” includes knowingly providing financial, infrastructure or logistical support 
that is used in the commission of these crimes under international law.

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights elaborates how international human rights 
standards apply to businesses, and reiterates state responsibility over businesses domiciled or operating in its 
territory or under its control.7  Under the UN Guiding Principles, businesses are obliged to operate in a way 
that prevents any negative human rights impact, directly as a result of their business operations and indirectly 
through their business relationships.8 Businesses must conduct systematic human rights due diligence, 
which includes regular human rights assessments, the implementation of a human rights policy, transparent 
communication and, when violations do occur, to mitigate the impact and provide a means of remediation.9 

Under the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, businesses domiciled or operating in OECD 
member and observer states are required to uphold international standards of human rights and take 
proactive measures across their supply chains to prevent causing, contributing or being directly linked to 
human rights violations10 and corrupt practices.11 The OECD guidelines therefore elaborate the standards 
that enable compliance with international treaty obligations. The OECD has issued sector-specific guidance 
to advise businesses in the implementation of human rights due diligence and anti-corruption requirements, 
including for banks in the issuance of corporate loans.12

Mandatory human rights due diligence, where it has been legislated, provides increased safeguards to prevent 
human rights violations by business. The 2017 French Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law is a positive step 
towards the creation of a legal system to prevent corporate abuse and hold perpetrators to account.13 

In addition to general human rights obligations, states have requirements specifically relating to the trade of 
arms and dual-use goods. States have a responsibility to regulate exports under the international Arms Trade 
Treaty and regional and international frameworks. “Dual-use” is a broad category that covers equipment and 
software that can serve both military and non-military purposes and is therefore subject to export controls. 
The Wassenaar Arrangement provides a voluntary regime for the control of dual-use goods. It has 42 
members, including the USA, Canada, Australia, India, Japan, South Korea and EU member states.14 Within 
the EU Common Position on the control of arms and military equipment, states have an obligation to impose 
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arms embargoes and deny export licences to jurisdictions where there is a risk that the technology could be 
used for international repression, such as in killings, torture, disappearances, arbitrary detention and other 
major human rights violations.15 Under the Common Position, equipment and technology is classified as 
“dual-use” when there is a reasonable likelihood that the recipient will be a military or security force. This is 
applied to Myanmar through the EU Council Decision concerning restrictive measures against Myanmar/
Burma.16 These controls apply to technology in the telecommunications field that can be used for civil and 
military purposes. 
 
The findings in this report have been analysed in relation to international human rights standards, including 
of international human rights law and international criminal law, guidelines on responsible business 
practices, and controls on the trade of arms and dual-use goods. 

1.2 Myanmar’s authoritarian transition 

A decade into Myanmar’s democratic transition, the Myanmar military continues to dominate the state and 
operate with impunity. This conduct is enabled by an authoritarian constitutional regime that the military 
itself created to protect its economic and political interests.17 The transition to “disciplined” democracy came 
after the passage of a military-drafted constitution in 2008, elections in 2010 and one term of government 
that was led by the military’s proxy party, the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP).  

Under the Myanmar Constitution, an objective of the Union is “enabling the Defence Services to be able to 
participate in the National political leadership role of the State”,18 a principle that limits democratisation and 
safeguards military control over organs of the state, undermining the civilian government, parliament, civil 
service and judiciary.19 The military maintains its hold on the civilian government through a 25% quota in 
parliament, giving it a veto on constitutional reform. The military also retains the power to appoint a vice-
president and the ministers of defence, home affairs and border affairs. The Ministry of Home Affairs is 
responsible for police, domestic intelligence and prisons, giving the military a monopoly over the use of force. 

Myanmar’s judiciary is co-opted through a weak constitutional tribunal and courts that are dominated by 
judges appointed during the military dictatorship, before the start of Myanmar’s democratic transition.  
Laws provide further safeguards for the military. For instance, the auditor general of the Union Law  
exempts the Ministry of Defence from scrutiny. The Archives Law exempts the military from obligations for 
public disclosure. 

Informally, the military maintains a hold on civilian branches of government through the systematic transfer 
of former military officials into the civil service. This provides the military leadership with an extensive 
network of influence, which is in part maintained through the distribution of rewards from military 
business.20 For instance, the head of the Myanmar Customs Department, Kyaw Htin, a former brigadier 
general, was transferred into his post from the Ministry of Defence in the period immediately before the 
transition to a National League for Democracy (NLD)-led government in March 2016. A military appointee 
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also heads the Myanma21 Port Authority, providing the military with power over imports and exports, despite 
the agency formally being under civilian control.22 

Despite a term of NLD-led government, the military has been able to successfully entrench its hold over the 
political system, and the NLD has been unwilling to implement meaningful reforms to reduce the military’s 
power or even criticise its violations of international law. There is therefore no democratic oversight or 
independent limits on military conduct, even when this encompasses on areas that are formally under 
civilian control, such as telecommunications and the governing of the economy.

1.3 Military signals 

The Myanmar military began an extensive defence modernisation programme when it came to power in 
1988 after violently crushing a pro-democracy uprising. It ruled the country as the State Law and Order 
Restoration, later transitioning into the State Peace and Development Council. From 1988 to the political 
transition in 2011, the military built and operated a totalitarian system to control the population through 
mass arrests, torture and brutal military operations against civilians in ethnic areas. Military rule and the 
crimes committed were made possible by the development of signals and communications capabilities. 

The military’s communications and signals intelligence (SIGINT) functions are under the Directorate of 
Signals of the Myanmar army, part of the General Staff of the Myanmar army, and were a key focus of the 
military’s post-1988 modernisation. According to strategic studies scholar Desmond Ball:

Since 1988-89, Burma’s SIGINT capabilities have been dramatically enhanced. An extensive 
array of SIGINT equipment has been acquired, mostly from China, but also evidently 
from Singapore and Israel. The new capabilities include ground stations for collection of 
foreign SIGINT as well as for ocean surveillance; mobile SIGINT facilities; tactical SIGINT 
systems for military operations; electronic warfare (EW) systems; capabilities for monitoring 
microwave telecommunications (carrying telephone and facsimile traffic) in Rangoon; and a 
better capability to jam HF [high frequency] radio broadcasts.23 

Desmond Ball documented “SIGINT and coastal surveillance stations” in Yangon, Ramree, Hainggyi, 
Zadetkyi Island and Coco Island, constructed by Chinese technicians,24 as well as SIGINT stations in each 
regional military command headquarters. China and Myanmar signed a cooperation agreement in 1997 that 
included intelligence sharing and SIGINT training for the Myanmar navy and air force. Desmond Ball writes 
that “Chinese personnel have evidently been stationed at the [coastal surveillance] sites, but probably in technical 
support and intelligence liaison roles”.25 The military has been restructured a number of times since 1998, 
when Desmond Ball published extensive research on SIGINT in Myanmar. 

Signals development was essential for the army’s command and control system, enabling generals to direct 
troops and carry out military operations against ethnic groups’ armed organisations. SIGINT capabilities 
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were extensively utilised for the surveillance of ethnic armed organisation communications. In urban 
areas, the military’s signals capabilities were used for the surveillance of political dissidents and journalists, 
and the jamming of radio broadcasts critical of the regime. SIGINT functions are also carried out by 
military intelligence, known as Military Affairs Security (MAS) (formerly the Defence Services Computer 
Directorate). The role of military intelligence is related to “network-centric warfare, cyber-capabilities and 
electronic warfare”.26 Like the Directorate of Signals, military intelligence is also under the General Staff of the 
Myanmar army.  

The post-1988 dictatorship also saw the development of “civil” telecommunications, in a way that 
strengthened military rule and increased its signals capabilities. Reforms were carried out with the 
involvement of international business. After 1988, the military dictatorship awarded major contracts to 
Sumitomo Corporation (Japan) (current joint operator of state-mobile operator MPT), Ericsson (Sweden) 
and Siemens (Germany). According to military analyst Andrew Selth, “it would be extraordinary if the 
Tatmadaw [Myanmar military] was not taking full advantage of these improvements to Burma’s civil system”.27

At the time of Myanmar’s transition to democracy in 2011, each regional command of the military had 
significant signals capabilities. For instance, the Naypyidaw Command included the Advanced Signals 
Warfare Force, Air Defence Signals Battalion 8 and Advanced Signals Battalion 2. The Western Command, 
responsible for Arakan State (renamed Rakhine in English by the former military dictatorship),  includes 
three advanced signals battalions, two signals battalions, a signals security force, an air defence signals 
battalion, three signals workstations and a signals materials-keeping squadron. The navy’s main signals forces 
are located in the Coastal Command and South Western Command. Bureau of Special Operations, high level 
units that oversee regional military command operations, also have dedicated signals units. 

The Myanmar military also operates the Defence Services Signals and Electronic School with courses for 
officers and those of lower ranks: 

Infantry officers take the infantry signals officer course to gain basic knowledge of combat-
level signals operations. Officers in the signals corps have to take courses designed for signals 
platoon, signals company, and signals (electronic) engineering. These courses include radio 
operation, signals intelligence, interception, cipher making and decoding, electronic warfare, 
and so on.28 

The Myanmar military prioritises the development of signals and SIGINT capabilities, which it utilises to 
commit genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. As is evident during the post-1988 period, the 
Myanmar military is continuing to benefit from the development of “civil” telecommunications and utilise it 
in human rights violations.
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1.4 Myanmar human rights context 

For decades, the Myanmar military has been responsible for committing grave human rights violations with 
impunity. It is well established that the Myanmar military has committed crimes against humanity, war 
crimes, and genocide.29  
On August 25, 2017, the Myanmar military launched a campaign of genocide against the Rohingya, driving 
740,000 Rohingya to Bangladesh and committing atrocities including killings, sexual violence, torture and 
destruction of property.

The United Nations Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar (UN IIFFMM) described 
the build-up to genocide: “As the situation deteriorated from October 2016, it became a matter of the public 
record that United Nations humanitarian agencies were blocked from delivering aid. Myanmar’s security forces 
were accused of undertaking a “scorched earth” policy.”30 

In Alethankyaw, a fishing community in Maungdaw township, soldiers used civil telecommunications towers 
as sniper posts in a systematic attack on civilians, according to a report published by the Bangladesh-based 
Rohingya independent media organisation Kaladan Press:

Burma Army snipers positioned on the tops of the MPT and Telenor telecommunication 
towers were able to target a wide range around the village. Well over a hundred villagers 
were killed as they fled or tried to hide near their homes. Scores of bodies were dragged by 
troops and thrown into wells, as well as dumped under the Telenor tower, and into a pond 
near the beach.31 

Scores of Rohingya continue to be rendered stateless through Myanmar’s discriminatory citizenship law. 
Large numbers of Rohingya are confined to camps in Arakan state, guarded by security forces and denied 
basic human rights.  

In September 2018, the UN Human Rights Council established the Independent Investigative Mechanism 
for Myanmar to “collect, consolidate, preserve and analyse evidence of the most serious international crimes 
and violations of international law committed in Myanmar since 2011, and to prepare files in order to facilitate 
and expedite fair and independent criminal proceedings, in accordance with international law standards.”32 In 
November 2019, the International Criminal Court (ICC) authorised an investigation into “alleged crimes of 
deportation, persecution, and any other crime within the ICC jurisdiction committed, against the Rohingya 
people or others, violence which occurred in Rakhine State, Myanmar, and any other crimes under the ICC’s 
jurisdiction sufficiently linked to these events”.33

In December 2019, a case against Myanmar for the state crime of genocide was opened in the International 
Court of Justice. An initial decision ordered provisional measures that the Myanmar state is legally obliged 
to follow, to protect the human rights of Rohingya and to prevent the destruction of evidence. Despite 
the court’s binding order, Myanmar announced the start of a new “clearance operation” in Arakan state in 
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June 2020, causing mass displacement.34 The same month, the UN reported that there are 77,200 civilians 
displaced in Arakan and Chin states.35

The Myanmar military is committing ongoing war crimes and crimes against humanity in ethnic areas 
of Myanmar, including Arakan, Chin, Shan and Kachin states. On July 8, 2020, Amnesty International 
published evidence of indiscriminate air strikes against civilians in Arakan and southern Chin state, killing 
innocent people, razing ethnic villages and causing further displacement: 

After hearing explosions, [a villager] ran to his father’s house and found his brother with 
a fatal stomach wound, as well as the body of his brother’s 16-year-old friend. He said his 
uncle, who was in a different house at the time, was also killed in the same airstrike. Two 
people from another family in the same village cluster told Amnesty International that an 
airstrike killed nine people in their community, including a seven-year-old boy. “Our family is 
destroyed,” the boy’s father said.36

In Shan and Kachin states, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar reported 
that “between August 2019 and January 2020, 75 civilians were injured, 88 civilians were detained by the 
Tatmadaw or militia groups, and six civilians were tortured”.37 Amnesty International documented human 
rights violations against civilians in northern Shan state in 2019, finding evidence of unlawful attacks against 
civilians, arbitrary arrest, torture and the confiscation of property. In one incident, in March 2019, soldiers of 
the 99th Light Infantry Division (LID) detained villagers from Kutkai township. 

One man described what happened: 

They asked where we were going and what we were doing. Then they asked our ethnicity. 
[When we said Kachin] they asked where the other combatants were... Someone asked me 
“are you KIA [Kachin Independence Army]?” – I said “no”, then I was punched. [They asked] 
“where are your KIA commanders?” I said, “I don’t know, I’m not KIA,” then I was punched 
again... I was bleeding from my mouth. 

They took me to a corner of the village. [A soldier asked again] “Are you KIA?” I said “no”, 
then they started punching and kicking me. They forced me to take off my clothes [and] held a 
knife to my neck... Then they forced me to squat with my fingers on my knees... They told me 
if I moved they would cut off my fingers... They put a grenade in my mouth... I was afraid if I 
moved it would explode.38 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, Myanmar authorities have cracked down on journalists and civil society 
activists. As of January 2020, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar 
reported 647 political prisoners, and 96 defamation cases filed by members of the military.39 In March, a 
warrant was issued for the arrest of Saw Tha Phoe, a Karen environmentalist who has drawn attention to 
the social and environmental destruction from a military-owned coal-powered cement factory, forcing him 
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into hiding.40 The same month, the Myanmar government classified the Arakan Army, an ethnic armed 
organisation, as a terrorist group and used the designation as a pretext in attacks against independent media. 
Nay Myo Lin, the editor-in-chief of Voice of Myanmar, was arrested for interviewing a spokesperson of the 
Arakan Army, and a warrant was issued for the arrest of Hline Zin Wai, editor-in-chief of Khit Thit Media  
for re-publishing the interview, forcing him into hiding.41 In June 2020, charges were filed against six  
freedom of expression activists, including poet Maung Saungkha, for campaigning against the internet 
shutdown in western Myanmar.42 In September, 14 anti-war student protesters were arrested and have been 
sentenced to prison.43 

1.5 The abuse and corruption of Myanmar military business

The Myanmar military has an expansive hold on the Myanmar economy, which supports the military’s 
continued autonomy from civilian oversight and provides a strong financial incentive for it to block 
meaningful, democratic reform. The military’s business interests are dominated by two conglomerates: 
Myanma Economic Holdings Limited (MEHL) and Myanmar Economic Corporation (MEC), each of  
which have their own global networks of subsidiaries, joint ventures and business partnerships. Both 
conglomerates were built through the systematic transfer of state assets and the endemic corruption of 
Myanmar’s military dictatorship.

During the military dictatorship following the 1988 pro-democracy uprising, a rapid programme of 
privatisation involved the transfer of state assets to military conglomerates and their cronies, an immense loss 
of wealth for the people of Myanmar and a mechanism for the maintenance of military power. Research on 
the Myanmar military’s economic reforms found that “marketisation was entered into as part of an attempt 
to reconstitute and reassert authoritarianism, as both a practical strategy (policies to rebuild a failing economy) 
and a symbolic attempt (economic “reform” alongside closed authority structures) to resolve an apparent crisis of 
state legitimacy,” concluding that “the ostensibly market-supporting process of privatisation not only provided an 
opportunity for powerful governing and business elites to absorb many of the most profitable assets and business 
sectors, but resulted in the fundamental transformation of the country’s political economy”.44  

MEC is owned by the Myanmar military and reportedly operates with a high degree of secrecy under 
the office of the Quartermaster General Department of the General Staff of the Myanmar army.45 The 
quartermaster general is under the command of the commander-in-chief, who has ultimate responsibility 
for MEC. The UN fact-finding mission has recommended prosecution of the current Commander-in-
Chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, as a perpetrator of international crimes in Arakan state.46 MEC has 
multiple businesses and joint ventures across key sectors of the economy, including telecommunications, 
banking, insurance, mining, trade, agriculture, real estate, manufacturing, transportation and logistics.47  

Despite being owned by the state and controlling valuable state assets, there is no transparency over revenue 
flows. There is even a lack of clarity over what legal entity MEC refers to. Myanmar Economic Corporation 
Co. Ltd. is registered as a private company and shares are held by Myanmar Economic Corporation, an entity 
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with registration number 23/2010. However, entity 23/2010 does not exist in Myanmar’s company registry. 
The legality, structure and operations of entity 23/2010 are therefore unknown.

In a press conference on June 22, 2020, a spokesperson for the Ministry of Defence claimed that MEC was 
privatised and is “concerned only with the military”.48 There is no evidence of MEC being privatised, or of any 
democratic process to sell MEC’s state assets. It is odd to claim that a “private” business can be owned by the 
military, as the military is a state institution funded through the Union Budget. Therefore, a military-owned 
business would, by definition, be a state-owned enterprise. It follows from this that for all practical purposes, 
MEC can be considered a state-owned enterprise.

Within the telecommunications sector, MEC operates a number of businesses in addition to Mytel, MECTel 
and digital financial services (discussed later in this report). Within the telecommunications sector, they 
control a remote sensing ground station and a cable factory. Details of the remote sensing ground station are 
scarce. According to the MEC website, it was established in 1997 as “Electronic and Computer Department”, 
which may have been part of the military intelligence apparatus. The facility is located in the “Indine Military 
District” in Hlegu.49 It is not known if the Myanmar military operates other remote sensing ground stations 
in addition to that under MEC. The remote sensing data MEC is able to produce for the Myanmar military 
could be “essential for strategic planning, deployment, monitoring, targeting and threat assessment. Their 
strategic and tactical value cannot be underestimated”.50 It is likely that MEC’s remote sensing ground station 
is supporting the Directorate of Signals and SIGINT. Justice For Myanmar sees a high likelihood that MEC’s 
remote sensing ground station plays a direct role in military operations, and it is probable that data provided 
by MEC from the remote sensing ground station to the military could amount to the crime of aiding and 
abetting genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.  

MEC’s Sigma Wire and Cable Factory is in Hlaingthaya, Yangon, and was established in 2001. According 
to the MEC website, the factory produces 56 types of wires, copper rods and telephone cables. MEC’s 
cable manufacturing capabilities are unknown.51 It is likely that MEC manufactures some materials for the 
Directorate of Signals, as well as for the supply of other parts of the military. 

In 2019, the UN fact-finding mission published an extensive report on the Myanmar military’s business 
interests.52 The report found that military-owned businesses enable the Myanmar military’s conduct, and that:  

Two Tatmadaw conglomerates, Myanmar Economic Holdings Limited (MEHL) and Myanmar 
Economic Corporation (MEC), are owned and influenced by senior Tatmadaw leaders, including the 
Commander-in-Chief Senior General Min Aung Hlaing and the Deputy Commander-in-Chief Vice 
Senior General Soe Win, responsible for gross violations of international human rights law and serious 
violations of international humanitarian law… The revenue that these military businesses generate 
strengthens the Tatmadaw’s autonomy from elected civilian oversight and provides financial support for 
the Tatmadaw’s operations with their wide array of international human rights and humanitarian  
law violations.53 
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In addition to revenue, the Myanmar military uses business relationships to purchase military items, 
including arms and dual-use goods. The UN fact-finding mission revealed an annexe of seven private 
companies from which the Myanmar military has procured or sought to procure dual-use goods. Of the 
seven companies, six provide communications and allied technology, including a cellular data streaming 
system from Dejero (Canada), VHF transceivers from Icom Inc (Japan), remote radio controllers from 
Jotron (Norway), very high frequency (VHF) and ultra high frequency (UHF) transceivers from Reutech 
Communications (South Africa) and a navigation and positions system from Veripos (UK), a subsidiary 
of Hexagon (Sweden). These procurement records, which are likely a very small sample of dual-use 
procurement, form part of the Myanmar military’s modernisation efforts, in which communications are 
prominent. It also shows diversification of procurement, lessening the military’s reliance on China for 
military communications equipment.

The UN fact-finding mission report recommended that all entities, including loan-providers and investors, 
cut ties with Myanmar military-controlled businesses and their “subsidiaries and business relationships” and 
warned of potential criminal culpability, directly naming Telecom International Myanmar (Mytel) and its 
largest shareholder, Viettel: 

Through such joint venture and commercial relationships, the Mission finds that any foreign business 
activity involving the Tatmadaw and its conglomerates MEHL and MEC poses a high risk of 
contributing to, or being linked to, violations of international human rights law and international 
humanitarian law. At a minimum, these foreign companies are contributing to supporting the 
Tatmadaw’s financial capacity. 54  

The fact-finding mission called on UN member states to:

Implement targeted sanctions against legal persons, entities or bodies contributing economically to 
or benefitting economically from the Tatmadaw and its operations as well as family members and 
associates of identified individuals, where they may act as surrogate business owners or be used as 
proxies by identified individuals to evade sanctions, while respecting human rights.55 

Despite the UN fact-finding mission’s recommendations for sanctions against military businesses, their 
owners and partners, no country has implemented sanctions thus far. Canada is currently the only 
jurisdiction with sanctions against Myanmar military businesses, although its list of targets has not been 
updated to reflect the military’s current business network.56 Canada, along with other UN member states, has 
so far failed to implement targeted sanctions as the mission recommended. 
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1.6 Viettel: SIM cards and missiles 

Military Industry and Telecoms Group (Viettel), is the biggest shareholder in Mytel and a key business and 
technology partner of the Myanmar military. Viettel is a large state-owned conglomerate established by the 
prime minister of Vietnam and managed by the minister of defence. Viettel is the only Vietnamese brand that 
makes the Brand Finance Global 500 list.57 

Viettel is an arm of the Vietnam People’s Army, under the leadership of the Central Military Commission.58  
It is led by a president who is legally required to be a serving officer of the Vietnam People’s Army.59   
Other key leadership positions through Viettel are also held by serving military officials.60 The group has 
more than 20 subsidiaries61.

In 2018, the Vietnam government issued Decree No.05/2018/ND-CP, reorienting Viettel as a high-tech arms 
manufacturer. Its chartered capital, as of January 5, 2018, was US$5.35 billion, slated to increase to US$13.2 
billion by 2020.62 Viettel’s charter, published together with the decree, describes the group as a “national 
defence and security enterprise”.63 This includes building, operating and reserving telecommunications 
infrastructure for military use and “information missions” as required.64   

According to Article 1 of Viettel’s 2018 charter, Viettel must carry out “special political, military and defense 
tasks assigned and produced by the State and the Ministry of National Defense in accordance with the law”.

Vietnam’s National Assembly 
Chairperson addressing Viettel 
officials at the company’s 
headquarters in July 2020. 
In her speech, she stated the 
need for Viettel to “become the 
centre of the hi-tech defence 
industry complex”.
SOURCE: PHNOM PENH POST AND 

PEOPLE’S ARMY NEWSPAPER
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 Viettel Group’s national security and defence operational objectives (5.1) are:

• Set up a hi-tech defense industry complex, integrating the national defense industry with the 
national industries; create national defense-related products, military hardware, equipment,  
and supplies.

• Ensure the infrastructure of the military information network works properly when the country 
faces threats, hostile circumstances and be the backup network during peacetime.

Viettel’s main business lines (Article 5.2 (a)) include:

• Research, develop, manufacture, produce, repair, improve, maintain, trade, perform technology 
transfer, export and import of products, military technical equipment; specialized professional 
means and techniques, weapons, military hardware, ammunition, chemical products, specialized 
chemical supplies, explosives and explosive materials (explosive powders, launchers, triggers, 
detonators); combat vehicles, combat support equipment, aircraft, spacecraft and related machines; 
measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment and support instruments in service of national 
defense and security.

• Research, develop, manufacture, produce, and repair; perform trading products and services; 
leasing, exporting and importing dual-use goods (including technical equipment, services, supplies 
and goods used for national defense as well as socio-economic domain). 

Viettel’s business makes clear that the group’s primary purpose is military, and “civil” communications is a 
tool for defence and political objectives. 

It is of grave concern that Viettel is investing significant resources into the research and development of 
military and dual-use technology, including for guided missiles, radars, laser weapons and unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs). Viettel has already manufactured a UAV with surveillance capabilities and plans 
to arm it with missiles.65 UAV and UAV weapons development likely takes place within VTX, the Viettel 
Aerospace Institute.66 

Recent Viettel scientific publications give insight into the company’s research and development ambitions, 
which include utilising artificial intelligence for military use. Research projects include simulating a control 
system of “smart” guided munitions;67 an “algorithm for viewshed computation on raster terrain”, specifically 
for electronic warfare;68 a damping controller for autopilot homing missiles;69 and an abnormal moving target 
detection system for coastal surveillance radars.70 

Viettel’s global ambitions in the arms industry can be further seen in its patent activity. A selection of 2019-
2020 US patent applications include a wing deployment system that can be used in missiles and UAVs;71 a 
marine target surveillance system;72 a high-magnification continuous zoom system for UAV surveillance;73 an 
optical focusing system;74 a target-tracking method through radar with sensor;75 a method to identify flying 
targets;76 a low-profile antenna that can be used in military radar and communications systems;77 a  
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spring-support mechanism for parallel robots;78 and a damping method for laser activation.79 

Under Viettel’s regulations, it is authorised to use telecommunications resources for defence and security, 
including in overseas markets such as Myanmar. In Article 16, Viettel is obliged to use telecommunications 
and television for defence and security purposes. The section enables Viettel to use resources of the Vietnam 
People’s Army units to perform defence and security in relation to business enterprises and to produce and 
supply military equipment for foreign organisations, which is what Viettel is evidently doing in Myanmar. In 
Article 21, Viettel’s national defence obligations are outlined, including the use of army assets and “to produce 
and supply national defense and security products and services or to perform national defense and security 
tasks”, which authorises a military role for Viettel in Myanmar.

Viettel has a track record of illegal conduct and disregard for human rights. In 2017, Huy Quang Bui, a Viettel 
executive operating in the USA, was sentenced to 12 months and one-day imprisonment for attempting to 
smuggle missile parts out of the country. Viettel had tried to evade allegations of criminal activity.80 in the 
USA under the guise of a civil communications subsidiary, registered as VTA Telecom to sell international 
calling cards. Viettel hid its intentions by failing to register its business with the Federal Communications 
Commission under its legal Vietnamese name at the time, “Military Telecommunications Industry Group” 
and did not disclose that it is fully owned and operated by Vietnam’s Ministry of National Defence. 

Mark Harris, a tech journalist, investigated the case for OneZero:

Although [Bui] was meant to be focusing on calling cards, Bui was also regularly asked 
by his superiors in Vietnam to procure various items for Viettel. Early that summer, Bui 
began negotiations for a sophisticated motion sensor used in commercial aircraft and 
satellites, but also in bombs, missiles, and torpedoes.... In June 2015, he approached a Florida 
company about buying 10 video tracking systems. This time, there was no ambiguity about 
their intended use – the trackers were designated “significant military equipment” under 
U.S. International Traffic and Arms Regulations (ITAR), and thus subject to strict export 
controls. Then in August, Bui attempted to purchase mechanical components for a missile 
from a third company. When the supplier told him the device was also ITAR-controlled, Bui 
responded that he did not have time to get an export license, and requested that his and VTA’s 
name be removed from all paperwork in the deal. Bui had progressed from selling telephone 
cards to shopping for engines made for the U.S. military’s premier anti-ship cruise missile,  
the Harpoon.81

In June 2018, VTA hired law firm McDermott Will & Emery to “involve helping VTA acquire US 
or US licensed technology, including but not limited to radar equipment and other defense or dual 
use technologies.”82

In Cambodia, Viettel’s subsidiary Metfone is the dominant mobile operator. The Metfone board includes 
Hun Mana, a daughter of Cambodia’s strongman prime minister Hun Sen, and Viettel actively supports the 
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military and gendarmes, which are systematic abusers of human rights and rule of law.83 In 2009, Viettel 
announced a promotion of free SIM cards for all members of the armed forces, loaded with $8 in free call 
credit with a further $2 in call credit automatically provided on a monthly basis.84 In 2010, Metfone became 
“sponsor” of the Ream Naval Base and RCAF Division 31,85 donating US$461,000 between 2010 and 2014  
to the base.86 

In March 2020 the CEO of Viettel’s Tanzania subsidiary and five executives appeared in a Tanzania court 
charged with organised crime, money laundering and the illegal use of communications equipment.87 Viettel 
also operates mobile networks in Cameroon, Burundi, Peru, Haiti, Lao and Timor-Leste. Viettel has also 
explored investment in Belarus.88 

In Vietnam, as the Viettel regulations show, Viettel’s market domination as a telecommunications operator 
is explicitly utilised for defence and security purposes, and is part of Vietnam’s system of censorship that 
Freedom House labels “draconian”.89 Viettel’s domestic mobile network has a 50.6% market share and is 
part of the government’s systemic violations of freedom of expression and the right to privacy.90 Vietnam’s 
freedom of expression violations have implicated international businesses under its 2019 Cybersecurity 
Law, which requires foreign businesses to open an office in the country, store data domestically and provide 
user information to the government upon request under the law.91 In one prominent case, the government 
succeeded in forcing Google and Facebook complied with government requests to censor content related 
to the widespread discontent around land confiscation in Dong Tam, in which Viettel seized 50 hectares of 
land from local villagers.92 Amnesty International has found that “Facebook and Google play an increasingly 
prominent and complicit role in the Vietnamese authorities’ systematic repression of freedom of expression 
online in Viet Nam”, censoring content critical of the state and removing accounts.93



• Mytel was created in the context of World Bank-supported reforms of the 
telecommunications sector. 

• The sector was reformed in a way that enables the Myanmar military to control 
critical infrastructure, undertake mass surveillance, access technology and 
profit financially.

• Mytel is a public private partnership, formed by the Myanmar government, 
which appointed military-owned Star High as the public shareholder. 
Despite the Myanmar public’s stake in Mytel, the business operates without 
transparency. Profits are misappropriated. 

• Mytel’s domestic private shareholder, Myanmar National Telecom Holdings, is a 
consortium of crony investors, some of who have family and commercial ties to 
the Myanmar military. 

• Mytel has grown its subscriber base by undercutting competitors and providing 
lucrative content offerings. CH
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CHAPTER 02

In Myanmar, telecommunications are under the authority of the Ministry of Transport and Communications 
(MOTC) (formerly the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology until it was reorganised 
in 2016). Until 2012, there was a national telecommunications monopoly held by Myanma Posts and 
Telecommunications (MPT), a state-owned enterprise under MOTC. During Myanmar’s military 
dictatorship, the state telecommunications monopoly provided the military with total control over all 
aspects of telecommunications, and there were no safeguards to protect privacy or freedom of expression. 
Telecommunications infrastructure was poor, coverage limited and costs astronomical. When mobile 
telecommunication was first introduced under military dictatorship, the cost of a SIM card was as high 
as $7,000.94

After the ruling Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) government was formed in 2011, the 
sector was reformed in a way that allowed for foreign entry into the market and rapid telecommunications 
development, while enabling the Myanmar military to control critical infrastructure, undertake mass 
surveillance, access technology and profit financially. Myanmar’s Telecommunications Law95 was passed in 
2013, followed by Licensing Rules in 2014 and Competition, Numbering and Spectrum Rules in 2015.96  

These reforms were supported through two World Bank projects: the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory 
Facility (PPIAF), with a technical assistance grant of US$540,000;97 and the Telecommunications Sector 
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Reform Project (TSRP), which involved a US$22.5 million international development assistance grant.98 
The reform agenda was put in place by the USDP-led government, and provides the regulatory context that 
facilitated the international crimes discussed in this report. 

The World Bank detailed the role of the PPIAF project:

In 2013 PPIAF provided a technical assistance (TA) grant to the Post and 
Telecommunications Department (PTD) in charge of regulatory issues. This TA supported 
the development of an operational sector road map, the design and implementation of a 
regulatory framework, and helped develop technical and administrative capacity within the 
PTD to address issues related to sector liberalization. An international best practices report on 
telecommunications regulations was delivered to the Ministry, providing inputs in the design 
process of telecommunication regulations applicable to Myanmar’s context.  Accordingly, a 
set of key regulations on licensing, competition, access and interconnection, spectrum and 
numbering have been drafted and are undergoing public consultations for finalization.99

Market liberalisation, in a way that is highly beneficial for the Myanmar military, continued under the World 
Bank’s TSRP. One of the four TSRP components was “creating an enabling environment for connectivity… 
[with a] focus on technical assistance for addressing policy and regulatory bottlenecks to maximize the benefits 
of the sector reform agenda”. This was intended to facilitate private sector entry in telecommunications. One 
of the key performance indicators is the number of licensed telecommunications operators. As licensed 
operators include the Myanmar Economic Corporation (MEC), Mytel and military cronies, the World Bank’s 
project design therefore counts the entry of military and crony licensees as a sign of success.100 

Myanmar’s 2013 Telecommunications Law provides the military with authority to use telecommunications 
for “security” purposes and to undertake surveillance, thereby failing to meet basic democratic standards. 
One of the law’s main objectives (4(e)) is “To supervise telecommunications services, network facilities and 
telecommunications equipment for the purpose of ensuring the stability and security of the State”,101 giving the 
Myanmar military, which has a monopoly on security, a central role. Under Article 77, the military is granted 
emergency powers to suspend, intercept or take over communications from licensees. Under Article 82, the 
military may carry out telecommunications activities without prior government approval. These powers are 
exercised without any adequate protections for the people of Myanmar and there is no transparency over how 
the law is used and abused by the military. 

Article 77 of the law has been used to enforce an internet shutdown in western Myanmar,102 in place for more 
than one year, after which “obsolete” 2G internet was restored, which “means in practical terms that access to 
internet service in these areas continues to be effectively denied”.103 The government has also issued orders to 
censor ethnic media sites and the website of Justice For Myanmar, the author of this report.104 These acts are a 
violation of international human rights law. According to Human Rights Watch, it puts people at further risk 
of Covid-19, by blocking access to information, and prevents reporting on the grave human rights violations 
being committed by the Myanmar military in those areas.105 
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The Telecommunications Law has been regularly used against activists and journalists, and is a serious threat 
to freedom of expression. Section 66(d) sets a prison sentence of up to three years for “extorting, coercing, 
restraining wrongfully, defaming, disturbing, causing undue influence or threatening to any person by using 
any telecommunications network”. The Say No to 66(d) campaign has documented 210 criminal complaints, 
noting that judicial harassment involving the Telecommunications Law has “substantially increased under the 
NLD [National League for Democracy]”.106

As part of telecommunications reforms, the government is supposed to establish an independent 
communications commission, outlined in Section 86 of the Telecommunications Law. An independent 
commission ought to protect Myanmar telecommunications users. However, this has not taken place 
and, under the security provisions of the law and Myanmar’s authoritarian constitutional framework, a 
commission could not exercise power over the Myanmar military. 

In 2014, the government established a National Communication Advisory Committee, which may be a 
precursor to the proposed commission. Under Ministry of Communications and Information Technology 
Notice 19/2014, the government appointed Maj Gen Thaw Lwin, director of the Directorate of Signals of the 
Myanmar army, to the committee, thereby protecting military interests and giving the military direct power 
of civil telecommunications. It was also a conflict of interest as Maj Gen Thaw Lwin was a director of MEC, 
which operates its own virtual mobile network, in addition to other telecommunications-related businesses. 
Justice For Myanmar cannot confirm if the committee is still operational. 

It is likely that active or retired military appointees would be part of any independent commission, thereby 
protecting military interests. This is the case in the National Broadcasting Development Authority, set up 
under the 2015 Broadcasting Law. The authority includes the director of the Directorate of Psychological 
Warfare and Public Relations as a member.107

After the passage of the Telecommunications Law, Myanmar held a tender process for two 
telecommunications licences, to be fully owned by a private foreign or domestic company. Telenor (Norway) 
announced that it signed an agreement with the Myanmar government on January 30, 2014, paying US$500 
million for the 15-year licence.108 Ooredoo (Qatar) was also awarded a licence on the same day as Telenor.109

Before the telecommunications law was passed, MEC began operating a virtual network, named MECTel, 
with the support of the communications ministry. According to the MEC website, an 800MHz  
code-division multiple access (CDMA) project was authorised in 2012 for a public telecommunications 
network, and MEC states there are 6 million subscribers.110 A 438,000-user global system for mobiles 
(GSM) allocation was announced for 2014-15, covering the Ayeyarwaddy region.111 MEC did not receive 
a telecommunications licence until March 23, 2015, and it is the only company with a licence as a mobile 
virtual network operator (MVNO). According to the International Telecommunications Union, “MVNOs 
are wireless services providers that do not own the wireless network infrastructure but instead buy network 
capacity from existing MNOs [mobile network operators] to offer services to their users”.112 
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In MECTel’s case, it has been operating through the MPT network.113 Myanmar’s Spectrum Roadmap 
describes MECTel as “using spectrum provided by MPT”.114 

It is unlikely that MEC is paying MPT for use of the public network, and it is not known where MECTel’s 
profits are going. MEC profits are not disclosed to parliament and remain “off-budget”.115 A thorough and 
independent investigation is needed on MECTel’s relationship with MPT and the Ministry of Transport  
and Communications, including public funds and assets used by MECTel and a complete audit of  
MECTel finances. 

In 2017, Myanmar passed the Law Protecting the Privacy and Security of Citizens, which fails to protect 
the privacy of citizens, in accordance with international human rights standards.116 Concerningly, the law 
allows for the interception of communications on government approval and fails to provide safeguards on 
the collection and storage of data or judicial review.117 Rather than protecting people’s rights, the law has been 
used to infringe on freedom of expression, in effect as “Burma’s fourth criminal defamation law”.118 Robust 
privacy protections that meet international human rights standards are therefore urgently needed. 

The surveillance risk faced by the people of Myanmar has severely worsened as the Myanmar government 
acquires new technology. In November 2020, a report published by the Open Technology Fund revealed 
that MOTC has allocated approximately US$4 million in a “lawful interception system” within its  
2019-2020 financial year budget.119  The system’s capabilities include the indexing and search of SMS, 
calls and metadata, network analysis and the collection of location data, involving all mobile network 
operators. The Open Technology Fund research concluded that “it is of grave concern to see the government 
implementing a surveillance system in a country where no legal framework to protect people’s rights exists”.120 
Telenor Myanmar has confirmed that “the government intends to be able to directly access each operator and 
ISP’s [internet service provider] systems without case-by-case approval”.121  While Telenor states that they 
are advocating for a regulatory framework that upholds human rights, they are nonetheless complying 
with the order. The “lawful interception system” for mobile operators and ISPs risks greatly contributing to 
the Myanmar military’s surveillance capabilities. The system is a serious breach of the right to privacy of 
the people of Myanmar and is a major threat to civic space and media freedom. This comes in addition to 
technology used by the government’s Social Media Monitoring Team, whose work has led to the censorship 
of independent media and civil society websites, including Justice For Myanmar. 122

The TSRP includes support for the development of e-government, under the implementation of MOTC’s 
Department of Information Technology and Cyber Security, in collaboration and coordination with 
the Asian Development Bank (ADB).123 In 2015, the ADB commissioned an e-government master plan 
design, which was conducted by digital consultant service Infosys. Worryingly, the document included 
an e-government plan for the Ministry of Defence, with provisions for procurement and support for the 
military’s psychological warfare programme, namely an online portal/system for tender management 
and an “Integrated Communication Management Platform”.124 The tender system is designed to facilitate 
military procurement, including arms. The integrated communications platform is linked to the Myanmar 
army’s Directorate of Psychological Warfare and Public Relations, and it involves the development of a 
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“unified strategy” for the directorate’s media to “project the holistic image [sic]”. The expected benefit is 
“to make Citizens aware of the support/positive work conducted by the Defence forces”.125 It is not known 
how much of the ADB’s plan has been implemented through the TSRP. The TSRP includes a component for 
“enabling eGovernment foundations… to support the Government’s charter in governance reforms by improving 
transparency and accountability. It will also place a stronger emphasis on the provision of Government 
information and services for its constituents as committed by the President to its people.”126 In Notification 
14/2018, the government established a steering committee for e-government under the patronage of State 
Councillor Aung San Suu Kyi, while the committee is controlled by the military. The committee is chaired by 
Vice-President Lt Gen Myint Swe, a military appointee who commanded the brutal crackdown of the 2007 
“Saffron Revolution”.127 It also includes the ministers of home affairs, border affairs and defence. In November, 
MOTC announced the drafting of a second e-governance master plan for 2021-2025, which will include 
cyber crime and criminal tracking systems.128

 
Justice For Myanmar concludes that World Bank-supported telecommunications reforms paved the way 
for the military to stake out a dominant position within Myanmar’s telecommunications sector. The World 
Bank failed in its due diligence by not preventing the military’s entrenchment in the communications sector. 
These risks should have been identified. MECTel began operations before the commencement of the PPIAF 
programme, and were operating in the same ministry that the World Bank was supporting. The World Bank 
must investigate its telecommunications sector support and put in place heightened measures to prevent its 
Myanmar programmes from directly or indirectly supporting the military and its business interests. 

2.1 Mytel: A military-crony “public-private-partnership”

In 2015, the Myanmar government formed a Joint Venture Formation and Tender Selection Work Committee 
to form the consortium for Myanmar’s fourth and final telecommunications licence, intended as “a 
successful collaboration between private sector and Union Government [sic]”.129 The consortium consists 
of three parts: an international company, a domestic special-purpose vehicle of “local firms or investors” 
and a Myanmar government shareholder. After the selection process, state-owned enterprise Star High 
Co. Ltd. was selected as the Myanmar government shareholder, under the “supervision” of the Ministry of 
Defence, with a 28% stake. Viettel’s international telecommunications investment subsidiary, Viettel Global 
Investment JSC, controls 49% of Mytel; and Myanmar National Telecom Holdings (MNTH), a special 
project vehicle of Myanmar companies, controls 23%.130 Through the combination of Star High and MNTH 
equity, the government ensured that 51% of the company is Myanmar-owned. Mytel is registered as a private 
company under the name Telecom International Myanmar Co. Ltd. (formerly Myanmar National Tele & 
Communications Co. Ltd.).
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Where are the Mytel 
profits? 
The Myanmar military’s 
profits in Mytel are hidden 
through proxy shareholders 
and military shell companies. 
Star High was appointed by 
Myanmar’s communications 
ministry as the government 
shareholder, under the 
“supervision” of the Ministry 
of Defence. There is no 
transparency over financial 
flows.
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Despite being identified as a public company in government documents and on the Mytel website, Star High 
is registered as a private company. Unlike other MEC subsidiaries, shares in Star High are held by individual 
members of the military leadership, including MEC’s managing director Thant Swe, based on an analysis of 
company extracts of MEC and its subsidiaries. As Star High is “supervised by” the Ministry of Defence,131 
the civilian government lacks authority to scrutinise Mytel finances or operations, despite MEC holding the 
government’s share in the business. 

2.2 Myanmar National Telecom Holdings

Myanmar National Telecom Holdings (MNTH) is a holding company of 11 Myanmar public companies, 
created by the government to facilitate domestic private investment in Mytel. MNTH’s total paid up capital is 
nearly 55 billion MMK, equivalent to just under US$40 million, according to data from Myanmar’s company 
registry.132 This low market capitalisation figure is consistent with the government expression of interest 
document, which required a minimum investment commitment of only US$3 million in order to join 
MNTH.133 As Viettel’s investment commitment is US$859.95 million for its 49% stake in Mytel, it appears 
that MNTH investors have been awarded a massive public subsidy, paying a fraction of Mytel’s true market 
value for lucrative shares in the business.

MNTH shareholders (share percentage unknown)

No. NAME

1 Golden Land East Asia Development Ltd.

2 International Power Generation Public Company Ltd.

3 Mahar Yoma Public Company Ltd.

4 Myanmar Agribusiness Public Corporation Ltd.

5 Myanmar Agriculture And General Development Public Ltd.

6 Myanmar Edible Oil Industrial Public Corporation Ltd.

7 Myanmar Ict Development Corporation Ltd.

8 Myanmar Industries Alliance Public Ltd.

9 Myanmar Technologies And Investment Corporation Ltd.

10 Royal Yatanarpon Telecom Public Company Ltd.

11 Shwe Pyi Tagon Telecommunication Public Company Ltd.

SOURCE: JOINT VENTURE FORMATION AND TENDER SELECTION WORK COMMITTEE
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Neither MNTH nor Mytel publish financial reports, but Justice For Myanmar found limited information 
in the disclosures of some MNTH shareholders. A 2016-17 audit report for Myanmar Technologies and 
Investment Co. Ltd. (MTI) states that its MNTH share purchases are carried “at cost, less impairment because 
the fair value cannot be reliably estimated using valuation techniques supported by observable market data”.134 
MTI’s stake in MNTH is 11.16%, from an initial share purchase of 435,520 shares at 10,000 MMK per share 
in 2017, followed by an additional purchase of 120,000 shares in 2019. In the 2019 purchase, shares were still 
valued at 10,000 MMK per share, an artificially low figure given Mytel’s “strong growth” and Viettel’s large-
scale investment.135 

There are additional inconsistencies regarding MNTH’s ownership stake in Mytel. According to the Mytel 
website, MNTH controls 23% of Mytel.136 However, MTI’s 2018-19 report states that MNTH only controls 
12% of Mytel.137 Justice For Myanmar is not able to explain this inconsistency.   

MNTH includes major crony companies and investors from senior military families. For instance, one of 
Myanmar Technologies and Investment Co. Ltd.’s founders is Aung Soe Tha, the son of U Soe Tha, former 
Minister of Communications and former Minister of National Planning and Economic Development 
under Myanmar’s military dictatorship. Aung Soe Tha is also chairperson of ComBiz Group of companies, 
named by the UN Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar (UN IIFFMM) for making 
donations to the Myanmar military in support of “clearance” operations against the Rohingya. Aung Soe Tha 
and his father were formerly subject to EU and Australian sanctions.138 MTI has also borrowed funds from 
Innwa Bank, which is owned by MEC.139 

MNTH shareholder, International Power Generation Public Company Ltd., is a major crony conglomerate 
owned by Ne Aung, son of Aung Thaung, the former Minister for Industry-1 under the military dictatorship 
and a leader of USDP, the military’s proxy party.140 Aung Thaung was sanctioned by the US in 2014 for 
undermining Myanmar’s reform process and “perpetuating violence, oppression, and corruption”.141  
Aung Thaung died in July 2015. 

MNTH shareholder Myanmar Agribusiness Public Corporation (MAPCO) is headed by Chit Khine, a 
notorious crony who amassed immense wealth during the dictatorship and received major government 
contracts, including for corrupt and secretive construction of Naypyidaw, Myanmar’s new capital city. Chit 
Khine was also formerly subject to US sanctions.142 As of MAPCO’s 2017 annual report, MAPCO held a 
3.34% stake in MNTH.143 

Dagon Win Aung, a major crony removed from US Treasury Sanctions in 2015, invests in MNTH through 
his company, Golden Land East Asia Development, which holds 72,480 shares in MNTH.144 

MNTH has two fully-owned subsidiaries, presumably established to serve and profit from Mytel: Myanmar 
National Telecom Infra Co. Ltd. (MNTI) and Myanmar National Telecom Services Co. Ltd. (MNTS). Little is 
publicly available about these MNTH subsidiaries.   
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MNTH operates in secrecy, despite being formed and regulated by the government. Myanmar’s company 
directorate shows changes in MNTH’s share capital structure and directory of members, demonstrating 
that the company is engaged in share trading. However, share purchases are not open to the public and 
MNTH and the Myanmar government does not disclose MNTH equity details. Created by the USDP-led 
government, the investor structure of MNTH appears to reward loyal cronies and children of top military 
generals, putting them in line to receive Mytel’s profits. A full and independent investigation of MNTH and 
its shareholders is needed, with prosecution for any corrupt practices. 

MNTH plays an integral role in Mytel, as an investor and as an entity represented on the Telecom 
International Myanmar board of directors. Through Mytel, MNTH is supporting the Myanmar military 
operationally, and through the creation of an independent revenue stream for the military, which enables 
the Myanmar military’s international crimes. Justice For Myanmar finds that MNTH is aiding and abetting 
the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. MNTH’s shareholders may also be aiding and 
abetting the commission of those crimes. 

2.3 Mytel’s first call

Mytel’s “first call” took place on February 11, 2018, in a lavish ceremony packed with military generals. 
Senior General Min Aung Hlaing made the first video call to Vietnam’s Minster of National Defence General 
Ngo Xuan Lich, followed by video calls to the commander of the Northern Region Military Command, Maj 
Gen Nyi Nyi Swe, and commander of Triangle Region Military Command, Maj Gen Aung Zaw Aye. The 
Northern Command and Triangle Command commanders are responsible for grave human rights violations 
against ethnic communities in Kachin and eastern Shan states. Vice Senior General Soe Win, the deputy 
commander-in-chief of the armed forces and commander-in-chief of the army, was also in attendance. 

In Mytel’s first call, Myanmar’s commander-in-chief demonstrated the military use of the network. After 
the event, Mytel did a pre-launch roll-out use within the military. According to comments from a Telenor 
executive, “MyTel has launched within the military segment, if I should dare use that term. So, we see that this is 
probably a soft launch.”145 From the beginning, Mytel has explicitly served the Myanmar military. 

Mytel held a public launch on June 9, 2018, a symbolic date that was a dog whistle to extremist Buddhist 
nationalists.146 Senior General Min Aung Hlaing gave the opening speech, stating that information and 
communications technology can “be utilised to promote culture, patriotism, nationalism and national 
identities, which are fundamentals for nation building”.147 The event took place less than a year after Senior 
General Min Aung Hlaing launched “clearance operations” against the Rohingya.

As a business, Mytel operates with a disregard for Myanmar domestic law. According to the Vietnam People’s 
Army Newspaper, “in terms of charges, in the first phase, Mytel will offer call and SMS charges at half the 
current rates in Myanmar while the data rate will be 37% lower”. Norwegian bank DNB described Mytel’s 
advantage as “the military fighting in its corner”.148 This is despite provisions in the Telecommunications 
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Law that prohibit “anti-competitive practice” (Chapter IX). In 2019, the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications issued three complaints against Mytel for failure to abide by the licensing rules.149 Despite 
its anti-competitive practices, Mytel has only been fined a trivial amount of US$200,000 in July 2019 for 
breaching the Pricing and Tariff Regulatory Framework, for giving away free SIM cards.150 

In February 2020, Facebook announced that it had removed 13 accounts and 10 pages linked to Mytel 
for “coordinated inauthentic behaviour”. Mytel used the fake accounts to promote its business and attack 
competitors, including through the use of nationalist messages. Mytel and Viettel spent around US$1,115,000 
on advertising through the fake accounts before they were taken down by Facebook.151  

2.4 Entertainment makes a killing

Mytel’s growth strategy in Myanmar has involved the provision of lucrative content, celebrity endorsement 
and the promotion of eSports to attract Myanmar subscribers. 

One of Mytel and the military’s key partners is SkyNet, owned by Shwe Than Lwin. Shwe Than Lwin is a 
crony conglomerate that was named by the UN fact-finding mission for making donations to the Myanmar 
military in support of “clearance operations”.152 Kyaw Win, Shwe Than Lwin’s owner, was formerly subject to 
EU and Australian sanctions.153 

Mytel and Shwe Than Lwin have a video streaming agreement.154 After Mytel’s launch, Shwe Than Lwin 
offered free access to English Premier League football through Mytel’s MyTV app. This incentivised users to 
join Mytel, feeding military profits.  The details of the English Premier League’s licensing deal with Shwe Than 
Lwin are not known. 

In 2014, Viettel signed a licensing deal with A Company, a German film distributor, for content on “all digital 
platforms”. It is not known if A Company licensed films are available on the MyTV app, however there is a 
risk that A Company could be in business with and profiting the Myanmar military, through its partnership 
with Viettel.155 

Mytel’s savvy marketing features Nay Toe, one of Myanmar’s biggest actors and winner of multiple Myanmar 
Academy Awards. Mytel promotes Myanmar films in its apps, including through Mahar, a Myanmar movie-
streaming service that is integrated into Mytel’s digital content offerings. Mahar is owned by ABC-MIB 
Group, a crony business.
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Mytel offers a number of gaming platforms to subscribers. Mytel’s MyID app included content from Elofun, a 
Vietnam-based developer. Mytel’s game subscription, MySotkasar, includes games from Blue Planet, Contents 
Hub and PlayBox.156 Contents Hub and PlayBox are subsidiaries of Myantel Holdings,157 a conglomerate that 
also operates digital financial services with Myanmar military businesses (see Chapter 7). Other Mytel content 
partners include UniPin, an Indonesia-based gaming platform that provides Mytel users with access to a 
range of games on a subscription basis.158

Mytel is investing heavily in eSports, running major events including the Mytel Community Cup, Mytel 
Myanmar Championship and the seven-country Mytel International Championship.159 Gaming videos are 
streamed through Mytel’s Myanmar Game Hub and MyID app, supporting Mytel’s network growth. One of 
Mytel’s main eSports partners is Moonton, the China-based developer of Mobile Legends: Bang Bang, a game 
banned in India due to privacy concerns.160 

Mytel’s digital content is a serious privacy risk for users. Its MyID Digital Hub, downloaded more than 
1,000,000 times on the Google Play store, requires a large number of permissions, including recording audio, 

A Mytel promotion offering free 
streaming of English Premier 
League matches on the My TV 
app. 
SOURCE: MYTEL
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finding accounts on a device, precise location tracking, photo and video control, reading contacts, reading 
the content of USB storage, making and receiving calls and full network access.161 The MytelPay app requires 
permission to download files without notifications.162 MyID app functions include a free voice over internet 
protocol (VOIP) and messaging service, generating data that could be mined by the Vietnam military. It is 
almost certain that the trove of information from these apps is accessible by the Myanmar military, which 
could use it for intelligence purposes, creating serious risks for Mytel users. 
Digital content providers are, at a minimum, directly linked to the Myanmar military’s international crimes, 
by maintaining a commercial relationship with Mytel and feeding the military’s secret slush fund. They must 
cut ties with the Myanmar military and their partners. 

2.5 Enterprise services 

Mytel currently provides a range of services to enterprise customers. These offer a revenue stream to the 
Myanmar military, enriching top generals and supporting human rights violations. The Myanmar military 
also has access to these enterprise services and could use them for military purposes. 

In August 2018, around the first anniversary of the Rohingya genocide, ngena – the Germany-based Next 
Generation Enterprise Network Alliance, announced a partnership with Viettel for the sale of software-
defined network (SD-WAN) services in Myanmar.163 ngena services include technology from Cisco, for 
“state-of-the-art cloud and virtualization technologies”. 

ngena is an alliance of major international businesses founded by Deutsche Telekom. ngena and Cisco are at 
a high risk of supporting war crimes and crimes against humanity in Myanmar through their provision of 
services to Mytel. At a minimum, they are supporting the military’s criminal business activities. ngena failed 
in its human rights due diligence obligations by allowing Viettel to join ngena. ngena should therefore expel 
Viettel from the alliance until it ceases trading in Myanmar. 

Mytel enterprise offerings include “My Meeting”, a video conferencing solution.164 Justice For Myanmar 
strongly suspects Mytel’s video conferencing technology is supplied by Viettel IDC, a subsidiary within  
the Vietnam Ministry of National Defence. Viettel IDC’s system is also built with Cisco, and there is a risk 
that Cisco technology is being used and sold by the Myanmar military.165 

Other Mytel enterprise services include “My Tracking” for the tracking of “large, distributed fleets” with 
artificial intelligence;166 a distribution management system; cloud computing services; data centre services; 
internet protocol (IP) transit services; and virtual, domestic and international private networks.167 In 2019, 
Blue Ocean Business Services Co. Ltd. signed an agreement with Mytel for the provision of products and 
services to micro, small and medium-sized businesses.168 Blue Ocean Business Services is owned by Htun 
Htun Naing, who also owns content provider Blue Planet. Htun Htun Naing is connected to the military’s 
digital financial services through Myanmar Payment Solutions Services (discussed in Chapter 7).
Mytel has developed an ecosystem of content, products and services, developed through global supply chains. 
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Businesses within these supply chains are, at a minimum, providing an additional source of revenue to 
finance the Myanmar military’s crimes. All businesses that may be connected to Mytel, directly, or indirectly 
through Viettel, must conduct human rights due diligence in accordance with their international human 
rights obligations.   

2.6 SIM registration 

On June 30, 2020, the Myanmar government’s deadline for compulsory SIM card registration passed, 
resulting in the disconnecting of 34 million sim cards during the Covid-19 pandemic.169 The move requires 
registration through the National Registration Cards (NRC) system, which discriminates against Rohingya 
and other minorities who are rendered stateless within Myanmar’s “race”-based citizenship law. According 
to Privacy International, it is also a “serious threat to privacy in a country lacking any data protection or 
surveillance laws and where minorities are systematically persecuted”.170 According to the Special Rapporteur 
on the situation of human rights in Myanmar,

Mandatory registration creates an ability to track and locate registered individuals without 
proportionate and necessary justification. It also has the potential to be used for surveillance, censorship, 
targeting political opponents, and infringing on freedom of expression. This poses serious risks to 
security, safety, privacy and other rights.171 

The mandatory registration involves a “common database” to be paid for through the Universal Service Fund, 
which is supposed to support telecommunications access for remote communities. Privacy International 
wrote to the Ministry of Transport and Communications and the four operators raising human rights and 
privacy concerns regarding compulsory SIM card registration and the common database. Mytel and MPT 
have not replied.172 

Telenor expressed “sincere regret” in an open letter on July 1, 2020, regarding its compliance with the 
Myanmar government’s SIM registration policy, writing that “it is painful to have to switch off and stop 
serving a large share of our customers”.173 Mytel expressed no public concerns. Mytel’s SIM registration is 
being carried out in partnership with Misfit Technologies, a Singapore company with offices in Myanmar 
and Bangladesh. Misfit is providing Mytel with optical character recognition technology for its processing of 
National Registration Cards.174 Misfit Technologies’ business relationship with Mytel contravenes its human 
rights obligations under the UN Guiding Principles. Its participation in the SIM registration scheme, and its 
commercial link to Mytel, contributes to the Myanmar military’s human rights violations. 



• Viettel’s investment in Mytel is part of the wider defence relationship between 
Vietnam and Myanmar, which involves technology transfer and training. 

• The launch of Mytel involved the upgrading of military-owned infrastructure, 
including fibre optic cables.

•  A number of Viettel subsidiaries are operating in the Myanmar market and  
have commercial ties with Mytel and the Myanmar military, supporting the 
Myanmar military’s modernization, and thereby contributing to the military’s 
international crimes. 

• One Viettel subsidiary, M1, has a relationship with the Myanmar Air Defence 
Command for technology transfer and training. 

• Personal data is being collected by Mytel and analysed by a Viettel subsidiary in 
Vietnam, which the Myanmar military could use for intelligence purposes. This 
creates a serious privacy risk for Mytel users and those in their networks.CH
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3.1 Viettel in Myanmar 

3.2 Mytel’s military infrastructure

3.3 Viettel subsidiaries in Myanmar

3.4 Allied Vietnamese businesses 

Viettel in Myanmar

CHAPTER 03

Viettel’s entry into Myanmar and the creation of Mytel is part of a wider context of Myanmar-Vietnam 
military relations, serving the strategic purposes of both militaries. Under the Viettel charter, and within 
the bilateral defence relationship, political concerns and the survival of their authoritarian systems are 
paramount. For Myanmar, close military ties to Vietnam reduces reliance on China and could lessen its 
hold over the Myanmar military. Access to military hardware from Vietnam could strengthen the Myanmar 
military by diversifying the supply of arms and technology. For Vietnam, Myanmar is a key ally in the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and the country has appealed for Myanmar to support its 
position on the South China Sea, including in discussions related to Mytel.175 

3.1 Viettel in Myanmar

Viettel’s first representative office was opened in 2010, under the military dictatorship, after lobbying at the 
highest levels for Myanmar to support Viettel investment in the country.176 In early 2010, the Myanmar 
military dictatorship hosted Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung. A joint cooperation statement 
was signed that included telecommunications, in which “Myanmar agreed to further consider other investment 
projects submitted by Viettel while facilitating VNPT [Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications] to enhance its 
business cooperation in Myanmar”.177 
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When the USDP-led government came to power, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing’s first international trip 
was to Vietnam, breaking from the tradition of the commanders-in-chief visiting China first, which some 
commentators viewed as a snub.178 Myanmar and Vietnam signed a comprehensive military cooperation 
agreement in 2011, which paved the way for later cooperation, including Viettel’s investment in Myanmar 
and support for military communications.179 The 2011 meeting preceded a large number of high-level state 
visits that involved negotiations over Mytel, within the context of the wider political and military relationship. 
In a number of bilateral meetings, Mytel has been framed as a “highlight” of the military relationship between 
the two countries.180 Myanmar military and business delegations to Vietnam for Mytel are almost certainly 
made at public expense, from the state budget.

Justice For Myanmar has found disturbing evidence that Viettel is supporting the Myanmar military’s 
modernisation through the transfer of technology and training, boosting the military’s technical capabilities. 
In doing so, Viettel and the Vietnam Ministry of National Defence are contributing to military operations in 
ethnic areas of Myanmar and aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes against humanity. 
 
The Director of the Myanmar army’s Directorate of Signals, Maj Gen Thaw Lwin, is a Mytel director. This 
gives the Directorate of Signals direct oversight over the Mytel network and its equipment.181 Viettel also 
directly supports the directorate through a military communications partnership. This involved a Directorate 
of Signals delegation to Vietnam in 2017, led by Maj Gen Thaw Lwin.182 The institutionalised role of the 
Directorate of Signals in Mytel is a serious concern, placing what is supposed to be a civil mobile network 
operator within the army’s tactical communications apparatus. It is also a severe conflict of interest, as the 
military and its partners are profiting from public military infrastructure. Maj Gen Thaw Lwin was formerly a 
director of MEC.183  Image184

Maj Gen Thaw Lwin meeting 
the deputy chief of staff of 
the Vietnam People’s Army 
during a visit of the Myanmar 
army Directorate of Signals to 
Vietnam in 2017. 
SOURCE: VOICE OF VIETNAM178 
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The Vietnam-Myanmar military communications relationship includes support for “illegal migration 
control”,185 which potentially means Vietnamese military and Viettel involvement in state attempts to 
block Rohingya from returning to Myanmar, part of the state crime of genocide being heard before the 
International Court of Justice. There is a risk that this could involve the use of Viettel surveillance drones 
in the future, which the company is arming with missiles. Bilateral cooperation has also reportedly been 
deepened in the field of “defence industry”, suggesting Vietnamese support for the Myanmar military’s 
weapons manufacturing programme.186 

3.2 Mytel’s military infrastructure 

Justice For Myanmar has uncovered new evidence that Mytel is using and upgrading Directorate of 
Signals infrastructure, including the army’s network of fibre-optic cables. This infrastructure is under the 
responsibility of Maj Gen Thaw Lwin, director of the Directorate of Signals and a director of Mytel. 

Building and maintaining a dual-use network, where the “civil” network “provides a backup to the military 
communications network in peacetime, ready to be switched to a military footing, if so required in wartime” 
is part of Viettel’s domestic mission, and is a strategy shared by the Myanmar military.187 Mytel’s network was 
built on, and is integrated into, pre-existing Myanmar military infrastructure, constructed with public funds, 
serving the Directorate of Signals as needed and ensuring military profits. 

On launch, Viettel announced that Mytel had “over 30,000km of fibre-optic cable that cover the entire 
nation”.188 Media reporting of Mytel’s launch similarly reported that “30,000km of fiber cable has been 
installed, contributing to 50 percent of the country’s fiber-optic infrastructure”.189 The Vietnam People’s Army 
Newspaper wrote that “Mytel… installed more than 30,000km of optical cable throughout Myanmar”.190 MEC 
reportedly controlled 13,000km of fibre-optic cables at the time of Mytel’s formation in 2016, and this was 
given as a reason for the government’s selection of MEC as the state shareholder.191 If the Mytel and MEC 
figures are added together, it would put Mytel in control of 43,000km of fibre-optic cables. 

However, Ministry of Transport and Communications records of permitted fibre routes show Mytel in 
control of only 14,125km across 48 routes, less than half of the supposed 30,000km. Of the 14,125km, only 
8,892km had been completed as of September 2019. MOTC does not list MEC’s 13,000km, suggesting it is 
not under the remit of the civilian regulator. As MECTel operates and is licenced as a mobile virtual network 
operator, it is unclear how and why MEC came to own and operate 13,000km of fibre optic cables. That figure 
would put MEC on a par with MPT, which MECTel operates through. In comparison, as of 2019, Telenor 
Myanmar only has 3,501km of fibre-optic cables constructed, with 76km under ongoing construction, and 
Ooredoo has 3,722km, with 1.5km under construction.  

Mytel does use fibre-optic cables from third parties. The largest shared fibre network is operated by Chinese-
owned Myanmar Fiber Optic Communication Network Co. Ltd., (MFOCN) which had 24,106km completed 
as of September 2019. MFOCN signed a contract with Mytel in 2018.192 Mytel also has a contract for dark 
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fibre with GlobalNet, a Myanmar company.193 While third-party contractors may increase the capacity of 
Mytel and the military’s network, this does not account for Mytel’s 30,000km and MEC’s 13,000km.  

In an April 2020 Mytel transmission database for Sagaing and Mandalay regions, found in the Viettel 
Construction Myanmar data breach, three owners of Mytel cable routes are listed: Mytel, MFOCN and 
DOS.194 DOS is a common abbreviation for the Directorate of Signals of the Myanmar army. In an incident 
summary spreadsheet, found in the Viettel Construction Myanmar data breach, cable fault descriptions 
related to “DOS” include a number of references to military captains and DOS team captains, description 
of a DOS team repairing a cable in the Defence Services Medical Academy  army compound and multiple 
references to DOS “stations”.195 

Based on the available evidence, Justice For Myanmar concludes that a significant portion of Mytel’s fibre-
optic cable network includes infrastructure controlled by the Myanmar military, serving a military purpose. 
Military communications infrastructure is not regulated by the Ministry of Transport and Communications 
(MOTC) and therefore would not be included in its reporting. Mytel may pay to lease the network from the 
Myanmar army, or access could amount to an “in-kind” contribution, as part of the secret agreement between 
the two militaries and their commercial enterprises. 

It is likely that some fibre-optic cables reported by Mytel come under Myanmar’s Air Defence Command, 
which has a technology transfer partnership with Viettel (discussed under “M3” later in this chapter). 
Myanmar’s air force reportedly constructed a national network of fibre-optic cables before the launch  
of Mytel:

In 2010, Myanmar Air Defense Command has completed installation of optical fiber communication 
network throughout the country. Those network are to be used for Air defense operations between 
Central Command HQ from capital & several air bases, early warning radar stations & mobile anti air 
craft missile & artillery units… Each IOC [Intercept Operations Centre] is optimized to direct either 
SAMs [surface-to-air missiles] or fighter/interceptor aircraft against incoming enemy aircraft or missile. 
Each IOC was connected to observer and early warning area reporting posts (RP) via military owned 
underground fibre optic cable network [sic].196

On launch, MEC had more than 1,000 towers.197 As MECTel was a mobile virtual network operator, run 
through MPT, MECTel would need those towers for its own network. It is likely that the towers are part of the 
army’s signals infrastructure, commercialised by the military and upgraded through Mytel. A DNB analysis 
described MEC’s towers as being on “less regulated military land”.198 Justice For Myanmar has found that an 
unknown number of towers are in military facilities and bases (see Chapter 5). Towers were also built on sites 
of MEC businesses, including its “main store” in the Mingalar Taungnyunt area of Yangon199 and its sugar-
processing facility in Kanbalu, currently at the centre of a conflict with local farmers after the military seized 
their land for sugar plantations.200 According to MOTC, as of May 2020, MEC controls 1,052 towers, with 
Mytel controlling 3,436 towers. This combined figure puts Mytel and MEC in control of 4,488 towers, more 
than any other operator, including MPT. As of May 2020, MOTC has reported that Mytel also controls 14,129 
base transceiver stations. 
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According to Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, the establishment of Mytel has involved the “systematic 
upgrading” of MECTel infrastructure.201 MECTel is fully-owned by the Myanmar military, in which it is 
integrated, and it is likely that the military would utilise MECTel infrastructure, if only as a back-up network. 
Through Mytel, the Myanmar military has therefore upgraded its own infrastructure and expanded its 
military communications network, tightening its grip on the country. 

There must be an independent investigation of Mytel’s use of military infrastructure and the disclosure of all 
public funds spent on the construction and operations of the Mytel network.  

Mytel and Myanmar 
military’s defence 
partnership. 
Viettel is engaged in the 
transfer of military and 
dual-use tech to Myanmar. 
Mytel is a core aspect of the 
Vietnam - Myanmar defence 
partnership. 
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3.3 Viettel subsidiaries in Myanmar 

Through Mytel, numerous Viettel subsidiaries operate in the Myanmar market, to invest in and manage Mytel 
and to supply it and the Myanmar military with technology and services. All Viettel subsidiaries serve a 
military purpose for Vietnam’s national defence. Many are engaged in the manufacture of weapons and dual-
use goods, as well as services for the Vietnam military’s cyber capabilities. There is a high risk that Viettel 
is arming the Myanmar military and supporting its cyber capabilities. Justice For Myanmar concludes that 
Viettel is providing the Myanmar military with dual-use goods, aiding and abetting international crimes. 

3.3.1 Viettel Global Investment JSC
Viettel’s global telecommunications subsidiary, Viettel Global Investment JSC holds Viettel’s 49% 
equity in Telecom International Myanmar (Mytel) and plays a key role in capital-raising and 
management. See details in Chapter 7. Viettel Global Investment JSC hold 4 seats on the Telecom 
International Myanmar board, and a member of Viettel Global Investment JSC holds the position of 
Chief Executive Officer. See Appendix 4 for details.

3.3.2 Viettel High Technology Industry Corp (VHT)
VHT was established with a vision to “become the nuclear of the hi-tech defense industry complex 
[sic]”.202 VHT manufactures radar systems, electronic weapons, electro-optical weapons, military 
command systems and military communications equipment.203 According to the Vietnam People’s 
Army Newspaper, 11 unspecified VHT products are being used in Viettel’s “11 overseas markets”, 
which presumably includes Myanmar.204 In March 2017, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing led a 
military delegation to Vietnam, visiting the Viettel Research and Development Institute, which was 
incorporated into VHT in 2019.205 In 2018, Myanmar military officials visited VHT at the Indo 
Defence arms expo.206 Justice For Myanmar expects a wider range of contacts between the Myanmar 
military and VHT, which are not in the public record. 
 
Viettel is cultivating links with the North Korean regime – a North Korean delegation visited a 
research and development facility in 2019, which is likely VHT,207 and Viettel has publicly announced 
a desire to invest in North Korea.208  

Iridium, a Nasdaq-listed satellite business domiciled in the USA, has a commercial partnership with 
Viettel to sell a hybrid general packet radio service (GPRS)/Iridium satellite tracking system.209 It is 
not known if Iridium provides additional technology to VHT. Through Viettel, Iridium technology 
could be accessed by the Myanmar military and contribute to human rights violations. Iridium has 
previous links with Myanmar, signing a wireless communications deal with the Myanmar military 
dictatorship in 1998.210  
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3.3.3 Viettel Cyber Security 
Viettel Cyber Security is engaged in network surveillance, machine learning and data mining, 
including for the Vietnam’s Ministry of National Defence.211 A 2019 announcement confirmed that 
Viettel Cyber Security provides digital security services to Viettel’s “invested telecommunications 
networks in the 10 foreign markets”, which would include Mytel. This creates the risk that Viettel 
Cyber Security could be utilised by the Myanmar military and security forces, including for 
surveillance and internal repression.212 The presence of Viettel Cyber Security in Myanmar creates 
a serious privacy risk for Myanmar Mytel users, and the technology could also be deployed within 
Directorate of Signals and military intelligence. 

3.3.4 M1 Communication 
M1 is a Viettel subsidiary that manufactures arms and dual-use technology, and has a commercial 
relationship with the Myanmar military. M1 operates five production lines, including manufacturing 
factories for military and telecommunications devices and for military auxiliary.213 M1 was created in 
1945 under the Defence Communications Agency and merged with Viettel Group in 2009.214 
 
In March 2018, Qualcomm (USA) signed a partnership with M1, giving M1 access to its patents for 
the research, design, manufacture and sale of telecommunications equipment worldwide.215 This 
agreement came after Viettel’s entry into Myanmar and followed the Rohingya genocide. There is 
a high risk that Qualcomm technology could be used in the manufacture of weapons or dual-use 
goods that are sold to the Myanmar military. Justice For Myanmar sees a high likelihood that, by 
giving M1 access to Qualcomm patents, Qualcomm has failed to live up to its international human 
rights obligations and may be contributing to human rights violations in Myanmar. 

In April 2018, a Myanmar Air Defence Command delegation held negotiations with M1 for the 
transfer of technology, training and other support. According to news posted on the M1 website, 

Myanmar military officials at 
the VHT booth during the 2018 
Indo Defence expo.
SOURCE: VHT 
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“Lieutenant General Tin Maung Win expected to soon reach agreement with Viettel and M1 for long-
term co-operation in the future, not only related to sales but also technology transfer, training and 
installation of modern lines such as Viettel M1”.216 The reference to “installation of modern lines” 
suggests that Viettel is supporting the Myanmar military to establish high-tech manufacturing. 

3.3.5 M3
M3 is a Viettel subsidiary that manufactures optical products, machinery and antennas for dual-
use. Products include tactical optical cables,217 for use in military communications, and turbojet 
mini engines for use in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and “flying targets”, which may refer to 
missiles.218 In 2018, M3 announced contracts in Myanmar. It is not known if these are with Mytel, the 
Myanmar military directly or a third party.219 Viettel Global lists payments to M3 without specifying 
which market.220 There is a high likelihood that M3 products are being procured for use by Mytel and 
the Myanmar military. 

3.3.6 Viettel Network Center (Viettel IDC)
IDC is Viettel’s cloud computing subsidiary, providing a range of cloud computing, security and data 
centre services. It also deploys smart city technology, including public security surveillance.221 In 
2018, the director of Viettel IDC announced plans to export its cloud computing services, starting 
with Myanmar.222 Justice For Myanmar cannot confirm if the Myanmar military is using Viettel 
IDC technology. However, there is a high risk that the military has access to high capacity cloud 
computing through Viettel IDC, which could support military applications in artificial intelligence, 
big data and internet of things. Mytel is offering cloud computing services to enterprise users already, 
which could possibly be provided by IDC.223 There is a high risk that IDC technology provides profits 
to the Myanmar military and supports the Myanmar military’s modernisation.   
Viettel IDC has partnerships with Fujitsu, for server infrastructure,224 and Microsoft, for access 

Myanmar Air Defence 
Command visit to M1 in 2018.
SOURCE: M1
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to Azure cloud and other applications.225 Azure cloud is also being used by the US Department of 
Defence in a projected US$10 billion “JEDI” cloud computing contract.226 Through their partnership 
with IDC, Fujitsu and Microsoft may be connected to the Myanmar military’s international crimes. 

3.3.7 Viettel Big Data Analytics Center (DAC)
Operating from Hanoi, DAC collects personal data from Viettel subsidiaries into a data lake for 
analysis. The DAC data-mining system has already been implemented in Myanmar.227 Justice For 
Myanmar found evidence that at least one full-time data analyst is employed by DAC solely to 
analyse Mytel user data.228 Justice For Myanmar cannot confirm what data is collected. Mytel’s 
privacy policy does not specify what data is collected and enables the sharing of personal data with 
Mytel shareholders, which therefore includes the Myanmar military, and authorises data storage 
outside of Myanmar’s jurisdiction: 

Mytel is allowed to share your information securely, including internally within 
the Mytel company, Mytel’s shareholders companies and externally our partners in 
accordance with this policy. Your information may, for example, be transfered or 
transmitted to, or stored and processed in the Myanmar or other countries outside of 
where you live for the purposes as described in this policy. These data transfers are 
necessary to provide better the services and products to you.229

It is therefore highly likely that the Myanmar military would have access to DAC’s trove of personal 
data collected from Mytel users and DAC systems could strengthen military intelligence capabilities. 
The operations of DAC raise serious privacy concerns for Mytel users and their networks, whose 
personal data may be used for purposes that they are not aware of and have not consented to, and 
without democratic safeguards. It is of further concern that data is very likely being stored and used 
in Vietnam, outside of Myanmar’s jurisdiction. 

3.3.8 Viettel Cyberspace Center (VTCC)
VTCC provides social listening, artificial intelligence, data mining and big data services. VTCC has 
produced an anti-spam filtering system for phone calls that has been ordered for use in Myanmar, 
which is likely the Mytel network.230 The system would collect a large amount of personal data, which 
the Myanmar military could have access to and could be used for intelligence purposes. VTCC raises 
serious privacy concerns for Myanmar users, which needs further investigation. 

3.3.9  Vietnam Network Technologies Center (VTTEK)
VTTEK undertakes research and development in telecommunications technology and 
systems – including 5G, location systems and core network applications.231 VTTEK technology 
has been deployed in Viettel’s overseas markets and, while it cannot be confirmed that VTTEK 
technology is in use in Myanmar, it is highly probable. As a military manufacturer of 5G technology, 
there is a risk that VTTEK could supply the Directorate of Signals and support the modernisation of 
Myanmar military communications. 
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VTTEK’s 5G development involves a partnership with NuRAN Wireless Inc, a Canada-based 
company listed on the Canadian Securities Exchange.232 There is a high risk that NuRAN’s 
partnership with VTTEK will contribute to the Myanmar military’s war crimes and crimes against 
humanity, through technology transfer and through revenue, as Mytel rolls out its 5G network. 

There is also evidence to suggest VTTEK has adapted Nokia technology for 4G base stations.233 The 
status of this, and whether equipment connected to Nokia has been deployed in the Mytel network, 
needs further investigation. 

3.3.10  Viettel Business Solutions Corporation 
Viettel Business Solutions provides digital services, including in smart city technology and internet 
of things. Viettel Business Solutions products include video surveillance technology,234 an “Intelligent 
Operation Centre”235 and social media monitoring.236 Its Intelligent Operation Centre features 
“intelligent image processing through identification algorithm” for public security supervision and 
monitoring.237 Viettel Business Solutions has been developing smart city technology in partnership 
with Nokia, in connection with Nokia’s Integrated Operations Centre.238 

Viettel Business Solutions lists Myanmar as part of its network239 and Myanmar appears to be one of 
the 10 foreign markets with Viettel Business Solutions’s service and customer care network.240 Justice 
For Myanmar could not find details of services the business is providing in Myanmar. There is a high 
risk that the technology could be used for human rights violations against Myanmar people, were it 
to be used by the Myanmar military or police. 

3.3.11 Viettel Construction 
Viettel Construction specialises in the building, operations and maintenance of telecommunications 
infrastructure, and has a registered office in Myanmar. According to the aforementioned internal 
documents Viettel Construction’s Myanmar subsidiary inadvertently published online, Viettel 
Construction Myanmar (VCM) has major contracts with Mytel. These include the construction 
and maintenance of telecommunications infrastructure in military bases, according to company 
documents. (See Chapter 5 for details). VCM describe themselves as a “strategic partner of ZTE  
and Mytel.”241

3.3.12 Viettel Import and Export (Viettelimex)
Viettel Import and Export is Viettel’s logistics business, operating a distribution and export  
centre and it appears to be involved in procurement for Viettel’s global network, which likely  
includes Myanmar.242
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3.4 Allied Vietnamese businesses 

The following Vietnamese businesses are operating in Myanmar and have commercial links to the 
Vietnamese military:

3.4.1 Comit
Comit works in the field of artificial intelligence, big data, network monitoring, communications 
testing and measuring equipment and allied services. Comit is a partner of Viettel, and works with 
a number of Viettel subsidiaries, including M1 and M3.243 The business is also a contractor of the 
Vietnam Ministry of Defence and police.244 Comit opened a subsidiary in Myanmar in 2014, Comit 
Telecommyanmar Co. Ltd., working with clients including the Myanmar government, MPT, Nokia, 
Ericsson and Mytel. For the Mytel network, Comit is a “partner” for a large number of Mytel and 
MEC towers.245 Comit partners with Nasdaq-listed company VIAVI Solutions (USA). In Myanmar 
and other south-east Asian markets, Comit is a VIAVI Solutions “Premium Elite Partner” providing 
telecommunications system testing, monitoring and optimisation.246 Comit’s role in providing 
services to Mytel appears to be substantial, and may include services on military sites. Justice For 
Myanmar concludes that Comit may be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and 
crimes against humanity. 

Comit provides artificial intelligence-based marketing support to Viettel, as part of a partnership 
with Netherlands-based Flytxt, analysing personal data in Vietnam to increase Viettel sales. It is not 
known if Comit is also using the Flytxt system to analyse Mytel user data, and whether the Myanmar 
military has access to Comit’s artificial intelligence technology.  

3.4.2 FPT
FPT is a Vietnam-based major telecommunications and technology business, operating in sectors 
including security and defence, and a Viettel partner.247 In 2013, FPT opened an office in Myanmar 
and has major contracts with the Myanmar government, including Myanmar’s national portal, six 
data centres for the Ministry of Finance and the construction and operation of Myanmar’s National 
Financial Switching System for Myanmar Payment Union (MPU). FPT also built a data centre for 
Mytel in Myanmar.248  

3.4.3 Taicom JSC
Taicom is a Vietnamese business that is involved in telecommunications infrastructure construction 
for Mytel, including within military bases (see Chapter 5). Justice For Myanmar could not find 
evidence of a Taicom legal subsidiary in Myanmar. 



• Access to satellite technology is essential for the Myanmar military.  
As a result of market liberalisation, the Myanmar has wider access to  
satellite communications. 

• The satellite communications industry implicates major international 
businesses that may be directly contributing to the Myanmar military’s 
international crimes, both directly and through Mytel. 

• JAXA, Japan’s space agency, and allied Japanese universities, are supporting 
Myanmar’s space programme, which benefits the Myanmar military. CH
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AsiaSat (Hong Kong)

CHAPTER 04

Satellite communications (Satcom) is crucial for the military’s command and control system as well as for 
electronic warfare, missile systems, naval and air force operations, killer robots, signals interception and mass 
surveillance. Access to satellites supports the Myanmar military in the commission of international crimes of 
genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

Satellites also plays a role in civil telecommunications by providing backhaul support and enabling people 
in remote areas to have access to mobile communications. Through Myanmar’s transition to “disciplined” 
democracy, the Myanmar military’s access to satellites has increased, likely boosting military capability. 
This is supported by a domestic Satcom industry that emerged as a result of World Bank-supported 
telecommunications reforms, approved by the NLD-led government government.   

4.1 AsiaSat (Hong Kong)

AsiaSat is a Hong Kong-based satellite business with direct links to the Myanmar military. AsiaSat is owned 
by CITIC and the Carlyle Group. CITIC is a Hong Kong-listed conglomerate majority owned by China’s 
Ministry of Finance. CITIC is leading a consortium to develop a controversial special economic zone and 
deep-sea port in Kyaukphyu, Arakan state, as part of the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC).249 
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The Carlyle Group is a US-based equity firm listed on the Nasdaq. In 2019, a Wall Street Journal investigation 
uncovered the Chinese government’s acquisition of US satellite technology through AsiaSat, and the use of 
AsiaSat to “strengthen police and military power” including in the South China Sea and Xinjiang.250 As a 
result, the US Congress ordered an investigation into AsiaSat in December 2019.251 

AsiaSat has provided Satcom support to the Myanmar military since as early as 1989, when China installed 
an AsiaSat network in Myanmar for external communications.252 In 1994, the military leased a quarter of a 
transponder on the satellite AsiaSat 1, expanding its Satcom capabilities.253 The Myanmar army’s Directorate 
of Psychological Warfare and Public Relations has had a long relationship with AsiaSat, signing a contract in 
1997 to broadcast military propaganda on AsiaSat 2.254 AsiaSat 2 was built by General Electric Astro Space, a 
predecessor of Lockheed Martin (USA).255 The Directorate of Psychological Warfare and Public Relations 
currently uses AsiaSat 9 to broadcast seven Myawaddy TV (MWD) channels, a medium the army used to 
disseminate hate speech against the Rohingya and instigate communal violence, as part of the crime of 
genocide.256 The UN Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar (UN IIFFMM) found that 
hate speech “accompanied outbreaks of violence, especially in Rakhine State” and described “dehumanizing and 
stigmatizing language against the Rohingya, and Muslims in general”.257 AsiaSat 9 was built by US-based Maxar 
Technologies, one of five satellites Maxar has sold to AsiaSat.258 

AsiaSat has contacts with a number of Myanmar businesses, including King Royal Technologies Co. Ltd., a 
Myanmar military contractor that has commercial ties to Viettel. King Royal Technologies was set up in 2013 
for the supply and provision of “secure satellite communications for Ministry of Defence [sic]”.259 King Royal 
Technologies received a network facilities licence in 2015, benefiting from the World Bank-supported sector 
reforms. Services under the licence include terrestrial fixed-line transmission facilities, satellite earth station 
facilities, provision of internet, ducts, trenches, poles, dark fibre, radio equipment, deployment and 
maintenance of telecommunications networks.260 

A screengrab of the Myanmar 
army broadcasting over 
Maxar-built AsiaSat 9 during 
the Rohingya genocide in 
September 2017.
SOURCE: MWD ON YOUTUBE. 

A King Royal Technologies 
product display at CommuniCast 
show, Myanmar, 2014, showing 
military communications 
equipment. 
SOURCE: KING ROYAL 
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During the 2018 Myanmar Air Defence Command visit to Viettel subsidiary M1 (see Chapter 3), two 
members of King Royal Technologies Co. Ltd were included in the delegation.261 According to the M1 
website, King Royal Technologies is engaged in military research and manufacturing of military equipment. 
This could suggest a public-private partnership involving the army’s signals workstations, or investment into 
domestic manufacturing of military signals equipment for sale to the Myanmar army. In the same year, King 
Royal Technologies proposed a meeting with the Myanmar army’s Directorate of Procurement regarding the 
VIP configuration of an Airbus A319, according to a leaked document released by Justice For Myanmar.262 

As Myanmar’s telecommunications market has grown, King Royal Technologies has branched out into civil 
telecommunications, further showing the enmeshment of military and business interests in the sector. 

In 2015, OCK Group (Malaysia) and King Royal Technologies signed a master lease agreement with Telenor 
for 920 towers, an alarming failure in Telenor’s human rights due diligence given King Royal Technologies 
open military procurement activities.263 King Royal’s partner, OCK, leases towers to Mytel.264 King Royal 
Technologies provides services to Myanmar’s state-owned telecommunications enterprise MPT, and there is a 
high likelihood that King Royal is also a Mytel contractor.265 

King Royal Technologies sells satellite services in Myanmar through AsiaSat, and there is a risk that the 
company uses AsiaSat for its Satcom services to the Myanmar military. According to the AsiaSat website, 
King Royal Technologies is using AsiaSat 7’s Ku-band frequency spectrum.266 King Royal also has a satellite 
contract with Speedcast International, a Singapore company that recently filed for bankruptcy.267

Other Myanmar AsiaSat contractors include KBZ Gateway and Seanet. KBZ uses multiple AsiaSat satellites, 
including AsiaSat 4, which was built by US aerospace giant, Boeing.268 It is not known if KBZ Gateway and 
Seanet are providing satellite services to the Myanmar military and Mytel although there is a risk.  

AsiaSat (Hong Kong)

The Carlyle Group is a US-based equity firm listed on the Nasdaq. In 2019, a Wall Street Journal investigation 
uncovered the Chinese government’s acquisition of US satellite technology through AsiaSat, and the use of 
AsiaSat to “strengthen police and military power” including in the South China Sea and Xinjiang.250 As a 
result, the US Congress ordered an investigation into AsiaSat in December 2019.251 

AsiaSat has provided Satcom support to the Myanmar military since as early as 1989, when China installed 
an AsiaSat network in Myanmar for external communications.252 In 1994, the military leased a quarter of a 
transponder on the satellite AsiaSat 1, expanding its Satcom capabilities.253 The Myanmar army’s Directorate 
of Psychological Warfare and Public Relations has had a long relationship with AsiaSat, signing a contract in 
1997 to broadcast military propaganda on AsiaSat 2.254 AsiaSat 2 was built by General Electric Astro Space, a 
predecessor of Lockheed Martin (USA).255 The Directorate of Psychological Warfare and Public Relations 
currently uses AsiaSat 9 to broadcast seven Myawaddy TV (MWD) channels, a medium the army used to 
disseminate hate speech against the Rohingya and instigate communal violence, as part of the crime of 
genocide.256 The UN Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar (UN IIFFMM) found that 
hate speech “accompanied outbreaks of violence, especially in Rakhine State” and described “dehumanizing and 
stigmatizing language against the Rohingya, and Muslims in general”.257 AsiaSat 9 was built by US-based Maxar 
Technologies, one of five satellites Maxar has sold to AsiaSat.258 

AsiaSat has contacts with a number of Myanmar businesses, including King Royal Technologies Co. Ltd., a 
Myanmar military contractor that has commercial ties to Viettel. King Royal Technologies was set up in 2013 
for the supply and provision of “secure satellite communications for Ministry of Defence [sic]”.259 King Royal 
Technologies received a network facilities licence in 2015, benefiting from the World Bank-supported sector 
reforms. Services under the licence include terrestrial fixed-line transmission facilities, satellite earth station 
facilities, provision of internet, ducts, trenches, poles, dark fibre, radio equipment, deployment and 
maintenance of telecommunications networks.260 
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Seanet, based in Malaysia, has contracts with the Myanmar government, including for e-passports and e-visas 
and provides satellite services to MPT, which may be used by the military-owned virtual mobile network 
MECTel.269 KBZ Gateway is part of Yangon-based Kanbawza (KBZ) Group of Companies, a major crony 
conglomerate with close ties to the Myanmar military. In 2019, the UN fact-finding mission recommended 
that KBZ “should be criminally investigated and, if appropriate, prosecuted for making a substantial and direct 
contribution to the commission of the crime against humanity” as a result of its donations to the Myanmar 
military in 2017, in support of military operations in Arakan state and the construction of a border fence.270 

AsiaSat’s links to the Myanmar military are substantial. Justice For Myanmar concludes that AsiaSat’s and 
King Royal Technologies’ provision of satellite services to the Myanmar military may amount to the crime of 
aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes against humanity in Arakan, Chin, Kachin and Shan states.  

4.2 Hughes Network Systems (USA)

Hughes is a US-based satellite technology and service company, listed on the Nasdaq. Hughes has contracts 
with both Seanet and KBZ Gateway for the use of the Hughes JUPITER system. According to a 2016 press 
release, Seanet will use the Hughes satellite network to serve telecommunications businesses and unnamed 
government agencies, which could include Mytel and the Myanmar military.271 Seanet may also use Hughes 
for state biometric identity and immigration contracts, which can further infringe on the rights of Rohingya, 
who are severely discriminated against within Myanmar’s citizenship framework.272 In 2019, Hughes 
announced that KBZ Gateway is using its satellite for the network expansion of an unnamed “leading Mobile 
Network Operator (MNO) in Myanmar and internationally” that could be Mytel.273 

Under the UN Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights, Hughes must prevent human rights 
violations within its business and relationships. Accordingly, Hughes must conduct rigorous human rights 
due diligence and divest from Myanmar if it cannot ensure that its satellite technology will not directly or 
indirectly benefit the Myanmar military. 
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4.3 Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications (VNPT) (Vietnam)

VNPT is a Vietnamese state-owned enterprise under the Committee for Management of State Capital at 
Enterprises, after being transferred from the Ministry of Information and Communications in 2019. VNPT 
currently has two satellites in orbit: Vinasat-1, launched in 2008, and Vinasat-2, launched in 2011. Both 
satellites were built and launched by Lockheed Martin.274 VNPT’s entry into Myanmar was part of the 2010 
bilateral agreement, signed with the former military dictatorship, that also involved provisions for Viettel.275  

In 2014, Myanmar-based private company Terabit Wave signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) 
with VNPT to access Vinasat explicitly for the expansion of coverage for services already being provided for 
Myanmar’s Ministry of Defence.276 In the same year, VNPT signed agreements with Myanmar companies 
Elite Telecom Public Company and Fortune International for access to Vinasat. Mya Han, managing director 
of Fortune International, is an investor and board member of Mytel. 

Terabit Wave is a subsidiary of A1 Group of Companies, a crony conglomerate operating in sectors including 
mining, construction, tourism and finance. Terabit Wave was registered in 2012 and has benefited from the 
World Bank-supported liberalisation of the telecommunications sector. Terabit Wave received a network 
facilities telecommunications licence in 2015 for services including “satellite earth station facilities, resale 
of wireline connectivity services, resale of terrestrial wireless connectivity services, international and domestic 
network transport and switching services, resale of international gateway services, masts, ducts, trenches, poles, 
dark fiber, radio equipment installed to send, receive and route communications”. Terabit Wave was providing 
communications services to the Myanmar military before receiving a telecommunications licence. 

Terabit Wave and Vietnam-based tech firm OSB JSC formed Com & Com, in 2014, a joint venture that 
provides satellite mobile backhaul network services to Mytel. In 2018, Belgium-based Newtec signed a deal 
with Com & Com to provide its Mx-DMA system for Mytel’s network.277 Following the publication of the  
UN fact-finding mission’s 2019 report, which named Newtec, the company severed its relationship with  
Com & Com.278 

Com & Com signed a contract for the commercialisation of Vinasat in Myanmar, in 2016, under the 
brand name ONET. ONET is a Mytel contractor, providing satellite services. The Com & Com website lists 
ONET usage for emergency and rapid response, maritime satellite communication, aeronautical satellite 
communication and “communication on the move”, which could be used for military purposes.279

The business activities of Terabit Wave is an instance of a supplier profiting from both the Myanmar military’s 
commercial and military communications activities.

While Justice For Myanmar cannot confirm if OSB JSC is providing technology to the military, it is likely, 
given the evidence of Mytel, being used for military purpose. At a minimum, OSB JSC is directly connected 
to the military’s international crimes through its commercial relationship with Mytel, which the military 
financially profits from. 
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Based on the available evidence, Justice For Myanmar concludes that the technology and services provided by 
VNPT and Terabit Wave to the Myanmar military’s Directorate of Signals is substantial, and amounts to the 
crime of aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity in Arakan, Chin, 
Kachin and Shan states. In addition, OSB JSC, through the joint venture, Com & Com, may also be aiding 
and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity through its provision of satellite 
technology to Mytel. 

4.4 Gilat Satellite Networks (Israel)

In June 2016, in the lead up to Mytel’s launch, SkyNet, part of the Shwe Than Lwin Group, announced a 
deal with Gilat for “quick deployment” of a satellite-based cellular backhaul network for one of Myanmar’s 
four mobile operators, which is likely Mytel.280 Gilat Satellite Networks is an Israeli corporation listed on 
the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange that sells civil and military Satcom technology and services. According to Gilat 
promotional material, its business “delivers its core strength in advanced Land, Airborne and Maritime Satellite 
Communications solutions to military customers worldwide”.281 Gilat supplies the US army‘s Warfighter 
Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T) programme.282 Gilat disclosed that it already has a relationship with 
a subsidiary of the unnamed mobile operator and that it has a number of projects in Myanmar. 

The Myanmar army’s Directorate for Psychological Warfare and Public Relations’ broadcasts through SkyNet 
implicates Gilat Satellite Networks in the Myanmar military’s dissemination of hate speech. 

Gilat technology has supplied the Myanmar military. In 2014, Gilat announced a Satcom procurement deal 
that included “tactical satcom units” for a “Myanmar government agency”. The deal included a SkyEdge II 
hub and terminals – with SatTrooper Manpacks, Raysat Satcom-on-the-Move antennas, WaveStream BUCs 
[block upconverters used for satellite transmission], and associated modems”.283 Terabit Wave confirmed on 
their website that the recipient of “Manpacks and Satcom-on-the-Move” was the Myanmar army’s Directorate 
of Signals.284 It is not known if additional equipment has been provided to the Myanmar army, and whether 
Gilat is continuing to provide very small aperture terminal (VSAT) support to the Myanmar army. According 
to the Gilat Satellite Networks announcement, “Terabit Wave won the deal through a competitive bidding 
process involving leading global and local solution providers”, suggestive of a wider military communications 
procurement industry in Myanmar.285 There is no evidence on the Ministry of Defence website of a “bidding 
process” for the Directorate of Signals. If there was a biddi ng process, it was likely out in secret, without 
democratic oversight and with a high corruption risk. 

Directorate of Signals troops 
demonstrating Gilat equipment 
supplied by Terabit Wave. 
SOURCE: TERABIT WAVE. 
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Based on the available evidence, Justice For Myanmar concludes that the technology and services provided 
by Terabit Wave/A1 Group and Gilat Satellite Networks to the Myanmar military’s Directorate of Signals 
is substantial, and amounts to the crime of aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes 
against humanity in Arakan, Chin, Shan and Kachin states. 

4.5 Intelsat (Luxembourg/USA)

Intelsat is a Luxembourg-based satellite corporation listed on the New York Stock Exchange with operational 
headquarters in the USA. In 2016, Intelsat signed a lease agreement with the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications (MOTC) to provide the Myanmar government with access to two Intelsat satellites for the 
“Myanmar government’s network” and for mobile operators.286 It is highly likely that the Myanmar military 
had access to Intelsat satellites as part of the agreement, and Intelsat services may have directly supported the 
2017 genocide against the Rohingya.  

In January 2017, the President of Myanmar’s NLD-led government formed the Myanmar Satellite System 
Steering Committee, under Notification 17/2017.287 Alarmingly, the president gave the Myanmar military 
control of the committee. The committee is chaired by Vice-President Lt Gen Myint Swe. Committee 
members include the ministers of defence and home affairs, also military appointees under the command of 
the military’s commander-in-chief. The committee is tasked with policy, financial and programme oversight. 
A photo of the first coordination meeting shows the participation of a uniformed official with insignia of the 
army’s Directorate of Signals, although the Directorate of Signals is not officially a member of the committee 
under Notification 17/2017.288

The government also formed a Satellite System Working Committee under Notification 18/2017, which is 
supervised by the steering committee. The working committee is chaired by the Minister of Transport and 
Communications (MOTC) and includes the deputy ministers of defence and home affairs, and the director 
general of MOTC’s Department of Information Technology and Cyber Security as secretary.289 

The Information Technology and Cyber Security Department is responsible for the operations of the satellite 
programme in MOTC, through its satellite sector, headed by Chief Engineer Win Aung. Win Aung is a 
military appointee who has worked as deputy chief engineer for MPT’s Overseas Communications section 
from 1990 to 2015 and was transferred to the satellite sector before the transfer of power to the National 
League for Democracy (NLD).290 During military rule, all international telecommunications were monitored, 
“presumably at the gateway switches connected to the Satcom ground stations. Telephone conversations and 
telex messages are recorded; connections are cut on both censorship and more general security grounds.”291 
Win Aung is therefore directly implicated in mass military surveillance. It was the acting director general of 
the Information Technology and Cyber Security Department who signed the payload indefeasible rights of 
use (IRU) agreement with Intelsat Global Sales & Marketing Ltd. in 2018.292  
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In 2018, MOTC signed a deal with Intelsat for the hosting of the satellite Myanmarsat-2, in a “multi-year, 
multi-transponder agreement… [for] both C- and Ku-band satellite services” on Intelsat 39.293  
Myanmarsat-2 is co-owned by Intelsat Global Sales & Marketing Ltd, domiciled in the UK, and the Myanmar 
government is paying US$155.7 million total from the state budget.294 In a speech to a steering committee 
meeting, Vice President Lt Gen Myint Swe announced that the satellite would be used “efficiently and 
effectively in education, health, human resources development and other sectors required by the nation”295 
(emphasis added). Through the steering committee, “relevant ministries are to draw up systematic plans to 
use the leased satellite channels”.296

Intelsat 39 was launched in August 2019 by ArianeSpace, a subsidiary of ArianeGroup, a French joint venture 
between Airbus and Safran SA. The satellite, including the Myanmarsat-2 payload, was manufactured by 
Maxar Technologies.297 Intelsat’s announcement detailed the hosting of Myanmarsat-2 and the MOTC deal, 
which supposedly involves the use of Myanmarsat-2 for mobile operators. This would therefore support 
Mytel’s expansion, adding to the Myanmar military’s secret slush fund. It is concerning that Intelsat failed to 
publicly disclose that the satellite steering committee is controlled by the Myanmar military. 

It appears likely that the Myanmar military will use Myanmarsat-2 for military purposes. Justice For 
Myanmar therefore concludes that Intelsat could be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and 
crimes against humanity. Maxar Technologies could be aiding and abetting the commission of those crimes, 
depending on what it knew and when, and the nature of the business’s contractual arrangements with Intelsat 
and the Myanmar government. By launching Myanmarsat-2, ArianeSpace has failed in its human rights due 
diligence obligations under France’s 2017 Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law and the UN Guiding Principles. 

A Myanmar government 
announcement on the  
launch of Myanmarsat-2  
on Intelsat 39. 
SOURCE: MINISTRY OF 

INFORMATION
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4.6 JAXA, Hokkaido and Tohoku universities (Japan)

The Japanese government and Hokkaido and Tohoku universities are providing technology and support 
to Myanmar for a domestic space programme. The programme involves the launch of two micro-satellites, 
training, and the construction of a ground station, developed with the Myanmar Aerospace Engineering 
University (MAEU).298 The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) is set to launch the satellite.299 The 
programme falls under the military-controlled Satellite System Steering Committee, and it is likely that the 
micro-satellite may also be used for military purposes. The project is designed to boost Myanmar’s satellite 
research and design capabilities, with the objective of enabling Myanmar to carry out “construction of a 
spacecraft bus, payload and sensors, ground control station and utilisation of space technology.”300 These 
involve dual-use technology and could enhance the Myanmar military’s signals capabilities. 

The involvement of MAEU raises serious additional concerns. The university was established in 2002 
by Myanmar’s former military dictator, Senior General Than Shwe, under the Ministry of Science and 
Technology.301 MAEU provides training and technology to the Myanmar military, and is conducting research 
and development in arms and dual-use goods. MAEU’s Department of UAV Research does applied research 
in unmanned aerial vehicle design, multi-copters, autonomous capabilities, aerial surveying, mapping and 
aerial surveillance, specifically for military application, with the support of French and US researchers.302 The 
department provides support and training to the military’s Map Production Engineering Unit and to the No. 
8 and No. 2032 Air Defence Commands, and owns a number of UAV, allied technology and a ground control 
station with a 100km range. For the Air Defence Command, MAEU’s unmanned aerial vehicle programme 
has provided “real monitoring for surveillance mission”; bomb damage assessment; piloting and ground 
control air defence officer training; and the use of target drones for air defence systems training.303 Other 
programmes of concerns include MAEU’s Fuel and Propellant Engineering Department, which conducts 
research and training in the construction and operation of rockets, specifying missiles as a use case.304 
MAEU’s Department of Space Systems Engineering provides courses in satellite engineering, remote  
sensing and Satcom.305 

MAEU UAV map production and 
training support for the military’s 
Map Production Engineering 
Unit. 
SOURCE: MAEU
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Myanmar’s micro-satellite is scheduled to launch in Feb. 2021. In Oct. 2020, the satellite construction 
was completed and it was transferred to JAXA.306 Myanmar is seeking overseas development assistance 
for its space programme.307 MAEU’s rector has disclosed that the micro-satellite can transmit “images for 
ministries”.308 The micro-satellite could be utilised in reconnaissance and command capabilities for military 
operations in ethnic areas. 

Through the programme, the Myanmar government is procuring technology from Japanese companies, 
including antennas and a satellite tracking system from ELM Technology and a transmitter and receiver from 
Addnics Corp. These and other suppliers to the micro-satellite programme could be aiding and abetting the 
commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity.309

Based on the findings of this report and the extensively documented evidence of the conduct of the Myanmar 
military, Japanese government departments, universities and businesses will be in support of Myanmar 
military operations that violate international human rights and international criminal law, should the 
micro-satellite programme be implemented. Japanese public and private entities will therefore be aiding and 
abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

The government of Japan, its universities, ELM Technology, Addnics Corp and associated businesses must 
immediately cease their support for Myanmar’s micro-satellite and space programme. 

As long as the Myanmar military remains outside of civilian control, there must be a moratorium on the 
transfer and provision of satellite technology to Myanmar, until it can be independently established that the 
Myanmar military and its operations will not benefit, directly or indirectly. 



• Viettel Construction Myanmar is leading the construction of at least 38  
Mytel towers in military bases, many in ethnic areas where there is conflict. 

• Mytel infrastructure on military bases are plausibly used to support  
military communications. 

• Bases with Mytel towers include regional and strategic operational commands, 
infantry battalions and an engineering battalion that are directly perpetrating 
grave human rights violations.

• Four towers are located in Directorate of Defence Industries facilities, the 
Myanmar military’s arms manufacturer. CH
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5.1 Mytel supports military operations against ethnic communities 

5.2 Mytel and the Directorate of Defence Industries

CHAPTER 05

An examination of confidential Viettel files shows the site designs for 37 Mytel base transceiver stations in 
military bases and secret military facilities. Documents show that staff from Viettel Construction Myanmar, 
including Vietnamese staff employed by the Vietnam People’s Army, and their subcontractors (namely 
Taicom JSC), operate within Myanmar military bases and conduct site surveys, tower construction, repairs 
and maintenance. While Justice For Myanmar cannot confirm whether construction for all these base 
stations has been completed, it is likely given Mytel’s rapid roll-out. Justice For Myanmar does not have access 
to the complete list of Mytel or MECTel base station locations so the true number of sites on military bases 
and other military facilities is expected to be higher.  

There is a high risk that Mytel infrastructure directly supports the Myanmar military and is being used for 
military purposes, if even as a backup or adjunct communications system. Mytel’s 4G LTE network can be 
utilised for varied purposes including military communications, surveillance systems, command and control, 
base security and wi-fi for bases. The risk of the military’s tactical use of Mytel infrastructure will only 
increase as 5G is rolled-out in the Mytel network. 5G can be used for sensors; on-the-move communication 
between vehicles; the operation of autonomous ground and air vehicles; anti-jamming applications and 
within high-powered military cloud computing.310 
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In placing base transceiver stations in military bases, Mytel effectively escapes regulation of those sites. 
There is no independent oversight body that can inspect for the illegal use of Mytel telecommunications 
infrastructure within military bases. Under Section 39(b) of Myanmar’s Telecommunications Law, the 
Posts and Telecommunications Department (MPT) has the authority to “inspect and supervise the licensed 
telecommunications service businesses, network facility businesses and telecommunications equipment 
businesses”, and, under 40(a)(ii), may “enter and inspect the building and places and equipment offering 
telecommunications services”.311 However, civilians do not have the authority to enter military bases, thereby 
exempting Mytel base stations from the law. 

Viettel’s operational presence within military bases is regulated under article 21 of Viettel’s charter,312 requires 
Viettel “to perform national defense and security tasks” using Vietnamese military assets and “to perform 
national defence and security tasks at other enterprises where necessary” including with foreign organisations. 
Viettel’s activity on bases amounts to a form of direct technical support for the Myanmar military and its 
communications systems. 

By potentially supporting the Myanmar military operationally, through the provision of telecommunications, 
Mytel and Viettel are aiding and abetting the military’s crimes, which include war crimes and crimes  
against humanity.

Within areas of armed conflict, the commercialisation of military bases through Mytel implicates the  
business in militarisation and land grabbing. Placing towers on bases provides Mytel with security through 
the Myanmar army, significant in areas where there is ongoing armed conflict and where Mytel can be  
viewed with hostility given its military ownership. It is unknown if Mytel is paying the army for security  
of infrastructure.

A number of documents describe “leases” on bases, evidence of an additional off-budget source of revenue 
for the Myanmar military. As the country’s auditor-general lacks the authority to scrutinise the Ministry 
of Defence, there is no civilian oversight of payments from Mytel to the Myanmar military for the use 
of its facilities, which is a public asset. Business revenue supports the military’s international crimes and 
strengthens its grip on Myanmar.

5.1 Mytel supports military operations against ethnic communities  

By operating transceiver base stations within military units that are committing war crimes and crimes 
against humanity, Mytel is aiding and abetting those crimes. In the Ann township of Arakan state, Mytel 
operates a base station within the base of Myanmar Army Engineering Battalion 919.313 Ann is the 
headquarters of Myanmar’s Western Command, which was “actively engaged” in the 2017 “clearance 
operations” and sexual violence against the Rohingya.314 
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In June 2020, the Myanmar army again launched “clearance operations” in western Myanmar and there are 
reports of more than 12,000 civilians in Ann township under siege, displaced from their villages, without 
access to an escape route and facing a critical lack of food supplies. According to DMG, an indigenous media 
group whose site is banned from Myanmar cyberspace by the military, “Out of rice, the villagers are surviving 
on bananas, jackfruit, mangoes and vegetables”.315 International crimes committed against civilians in Ann 
and other parts of Arakan involve the same army units that are hosting Mytel infrastructure.    

In some cases, base stations are located beside guard posts and gates, suggesting that Mytel is using the  
army to defend its infrastructure. In the Laukkai township in the Kokang region in northern Shan state, a 
Mytel base station is located beside a guard post.316 In Kokang, there are well-documented cases of war  
crimes and crimes against humanity. In 2017, approximately 20,000 civilians were displaced as a result  
of military operations in the Kokang region317 and there are reports of extrajudicial killings, torture and 
forced disappearances.318 

Mytel BTS SHN1527, in an 
unspecified military base 
in Laukkai township in the 
Kokang region. An army guard 
is located beside the tower. 
War crimes and crimes against 
humanity committed by the 
Myanmar military have taken 
place in the township. 
SOURCE: VIETTEL CONSTRUCTION 

MYANMAR (VCM) VIA DATA 

BREACH
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In Kengtung town in eastern Shan state, there are two Mytel base stations in military bases within the town’s 
vicinity, including one319 in the headquarters of the Triangle Command and a second320 in a base west of 
Kengtung airport. The Triangle Command houses signals and intelligence units, whose role includes military 
communications and signals intelligence (SIGINT) activities. The presence of base stations in Kengtung that 
are directly controlled by the Myanmar military creates a surveillance risk for town residents, in addition to 
the risk that the infrastructure is being used for military communications. 

In Lashio town in northern Shan state, a Mytel base station in Engineering Battalion 912 also puts the local 
population at risk of surveillance and abuse.321 Controlled by army engineers whose duties include the 
management of infrastructure, there is a high risk that the tower is being used by the military, which is 
engaged in ongoing conflict in Shan and committing human rights violations with impunity.   

Two Mytel base stations are 
located in military bases in 
the vicinity of Kengtung town, 
putting the population at a high 
risk of surveillance. 
SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH, BASED 

ON COORDINATES FOUND VIA VCM 

DATA BREACH

Mytel BTS SHN1038 in the 
vicinity of Lashio town, creating 
a risk that the army can 
use Mytel infrastructure for 
military communications and 
surveillance. 
SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH, BASED 

ON COORDINATES FOUND VIA VCM 

DATA BREACH
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In remote ethnic areas, base stations are located on sites where there is active armed conflict. One base station 
is located in a base in Phin Htout of Kengtung township, an area where there is armed conflict.322 Within the 
military base, Viettel Construction Myanmar is building infrastructure, and there is also a MEC tower. The 
base station is located beside a helicopter landing pad, and there is a risk that it serves military 
communications, directly contributing to the human rights violations being committed by troops under the 
Triangle Regional Command. 

In Mong Phyak, eastern Shan state, a Mytel base station323 is hosted by Special Operations Command 18, 
one of a number of bases in the area where soldiers commit crimes with impunity. Shan Human Rights 
Foundation (SHRF), an ethnic civil society organisation established in 1990, documented the rape of a 
73-year-old woman, whose head and ears were slashed in order to steal her earrings.324 

There are about 1,000 Burma Army troops stationed around Mong Phyak town, which has a population 
of about 6,000 civilians. Such a large military-civilian ratio is a constant source of fear for local 
residents, particularly women, given ongoing military impunity for sexual violence. In 2015, SHRF 
documented the rape of a woman near Tachilek by a Burma Army soldier from Mong Phyak. The soldier 
was transferred back to his base in Mong Phyak, but there was no news of further punishment.      

Mytel’s base station in Military Operations Command 18 is part of the Myanmar army’s chilling presence in 
the Mong Phyak area. Given the evidence of the military’s criminal conduct in Mong Phyak and elsewhere, 

Mytel BTS SHN1349 in Phin 
Htout, Kengtung township, is in 
a military base that also includes 
a MEC tower. 
SOURCE: VCM VIA DATA BREACH
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there is a risk that the Mong Phyak base station supports military activity and contributes to grave human 
rights violations.
 
In Karenni state (renamed Kayah in English by the Bamar-dominated government in 1951), Light Infantry 
Battalion 337 hosts a Mytel base station in the Bawlakhae area.325 The battalion is directly involved in 
establishing new bases in Karenni, which has caused fear among local civilians that tensions could inflame 
conflict.326 An additional Mytel base station (KHY0089) is hosted at an army training facility in Hpruso. 

In Karen state (renamed Kayin in English by the former military dictatorship), there are two base stations 
under Light Infantry Division 22: One in the division headquarters in Hpa’an327 and one in an unspecified 
army base that appears to be Light Infantry Battalion 202 in Taung Ka Lay, a conclusion based on location.328 
The Karen Human Rights Group has documented land confiscation involving troops from both of these 
military units.329 Land confiscation for military bases has been reported in Myanmar for many years, both 
under military dictatorship and after the regime reformed itself.330

Mytel BTS KYH0089 in a 
military training facility in 
Hpruso, Karenni state. 
SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH, BASED 

ON COORDINATES FOUND VIA VCM 

DATA BREACH

Mytel BTS TNI10220 in a 
naval base in Yebyu township, 
Tanintharyi. 
SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH, BASED 

ON COORDINATES FOUND VIA VCM 

DATA BREACH
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In building infrastructure, businesses must abide by the principles of free, prior and informed consent. This 
is especially important in ethnic areas of Myanmar, where there is a long history of militaristic development. 
As a report by Norwegian bank DNB on Telenor’s business in south-east Asia puts it, Mytel has “exclusive 
access to military land for site acquisition”.331 Similarly, a shareholder of tower company Apollo Towers 
disclosed in 2015 that the Ministry of Defence had rejected their attempts to lease military land for towers.332 
Mytel’s connection to military communications systems has enabled the operator to force its way into ethnic 
areas, without the need to negotiate access to land or consent, and without regard for the rights of local 
communities. Based on the data available to Justice For Myanmar, the majority of Mytel towers on military 
bases are located in ethnic areas.  

5.2 Mytel and the Directorate of Defence Industries

The Directorate of Defence Industries is the Myanmar military’s arms manufacturer, producing weapons that 
the military uses to commit genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. Mytel operates infrastructure 
in at least four Directorate of Defence Industries facilities in the Magwe region.333 This is evidence of a 
direct business connection between Mytel and the Directorate of Defence Industries. While the four towers 
are in different parts of Magwe, the base transceiver station (BTS) identification numbers are in sequence, 
suggesting a systematic plan to build communications infrastructure in Directorate of Defence  
Industries bases. 
 
In 2018, the UN Panel of Experts reported that the Directorate of Defence Industries “maintains a 
sophisticated global procurement network”, including for a North Korea-linked missile programme334 and 
that the directorate had received “ballistic missile systems from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in 
addition to a range of conventional weapons, including multiple rocket launchers and surface-to-air missiles”.335 

 

Mytel BTS MGY0746 within 
a large Directorate of Defence 
Industries facility. 
SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH, BASED 

ON COORDINATES FOUND VIA VCM 

DATA BREACH

Mytel and the Directorate of Defence Industries
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Site plans for Mytel BTS 
MGY0747, within a Directorate 
of Defence Industries production 
area. The location suggests that 
the tower’s primary purpose is in 
the service of the directorate. 
SOURCE VCM VIA DATA BREACH

Mytel BTS MGY0747, within 
a Directorate of Defence 
Industries production area. 
SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH, BASED 

ON COORDINATES FOUND VIA VCM 

DATA BREACH
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Mytel’s direct operational link to the Directorate of Signals provides further evidence of Mytel and Viettel’s 
role in aiding and abetting the Myanmar military’s war crimes and crimes against humanity, through the 
provision of infrastructure and communications technology. There is also a high risk that Mytel and Viettel 
are engaged in procurement activities in support of the Directorate of Defence Industries and other parts of 
the military, through Viettel’s global supply chain.

As the next chapter will show, Mytel’s base stations are constructed with equipment from international 
suppliers, either through Mytel directly, or through Viettel’s procurement networks. Each base transceiver 
station includes transmission, radio and microwave equipment; optical cables and cable accessories; power 
supply technology; as well as the tower structure, foundation and mini-shelter. 

By building towers in military facilities, Viettel and Mytel are providing the Myanmar military with full 
access to technology from international suppliers, and there is a risk that military can use this technology for 
military purposes. 

Mytel and the Directorate of Defence Industries



• International businesses are providing technology and services to Mytel and 
Viettel, exposing them to risks of directly or indirectly contributing to the 
Myanmar military’s egregious human rights violations.

• Major international businesses, including those domiciled in Japan, Germany, 
the USA and China, are supplying Mytel, commercially supporting the Myanmar 
military and providing technology that may be utilised for military purposes. 

• International tower companies with financing from international financial 
institutions are providing services to and profiting from Mytel.CH
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6.1 Transmission and microwave equipment

6.2 Radio equipment

6.3 Timing technology 

6.4 Power suppliers 

6.5 Nokia (Finland) and Ericsson (Sweden)

6.6 Tower companies doing business with Mytel and the Myanmar military

CHAPTER 06

Through Viettel’s global reach, a wide number of international businesses are providing technology and 
services for the Mytel network. As Mytel is operationally and financially integrated into the Myanmar 
military, these businesses could be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against 
humanity. Any equipment procured by Mytel can be used by the Myanmar military. All Mytel suppliers 
must therefore immediately cut ties. Any businesses that have breached international human rights law 
must be held accountable. All Viettel suppliers, direct and indirect, could be in contravention of their 
obligations under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises, through links to the Myanmar military, and must conduct urgent and thorough 
human rights due diligence. If they cannot ensure that the Myanmar military neither directly nor indirectly 
benefits from their business relationship with Viettel, then their only option is to cut ties.  

Huawei (China) and ZTE (China) have been widely criticised by several governments for perceived threats 
to user privacy, and users in Myanmar are no exception to these concerns.336 It is notable that Viettel has 
shunned Huawei within its domestic network, due to cybersecurity concerns, but it is using Huawei and 
ZTE technology extensively in Myanmar.337 ZTE has had close ties with Mytel since the establishment of the 
business. An early international trip of Mytel investors was to China to meet with ZTE.338  
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6.1 Transmission and microwave equipment 

Huawei and ZTE are major suppliers of transmission equipment to Mytel. Huawei is also directly partnered 
with Mytel for the operation of Huawei-branded towers. As a result of the extensive use of Huawei and ZTE 
technology in the Mytel network, Justice For Myanmar concludes that Huawei and ZTE could be aiding and 
abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

NEC (Japan) is a key supplier of microwave equipment for Mytel base stations. According to Viettel 
documents, NEC provides the bulk of microwave equipment across the network.339 Equipment is primarily 
from NEC’s iPasolink family, which NEC advertises as being widely used across the military sector.340 NEC 
microwave equipment used Mytel includes various configurations of microwave outdoor units (ODU) and 
the iPasolink VR2.341 As a result of the extensive use of NEC equipment in the Mytel network, including 
within military bases, Justice For Myanmar concludes that NEC could be aiding and abetting the commission 
of war crimes and crimes against humanity.
 
Microwave equipment is also supplied by Huawei, including Huawei’s RTN 905, XMC ODU and  
microwave antennas.342 

6.2 Radio equipment

CommScope (USA) is a Nasdaq-listed company that manufactures a broad range of telecommunications 
technology, including base antennas. CommScope is supplying Mytel and the Myanmar military with at  
least three models of antenna and it is highly likely that these are being used in Myanmar military facilities 
and supporting its signals capabilities.343 As a result of the extensive use of CommScope equipment in the 
Mytel network, there is a high risk that it is also being used within military bases. Justice For Myanmar 
therefore concludes that CommScope could be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and  
crimes against humanity.
 
ZTE is also a major supplier of radio equipment to Mytel, including baseband units and remote radio units. 
Remote radio units and other radio components are also supplied by Huawei.344 

6.3 Timing technology 

Adva (Germany), through its subsidiary, Oscilloquartz (Switzerland), provides advanced timing technology. 
In March 2020, Adva, which is listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, announced a deal with Viettel for 
the roll-out of a timing solution across the Mytel network, in support of 4G services and in preparation 
for 5G.345 The technology is built on Adva’s primary reference cesium clock with synchronisation supply 
units. According to Oscilloquartz’s own promotional material, the equipment is “the ideal timing source 
for mission-critical infrastructure such as radio access networks… and military networks”.346 Cesium clocks 
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can also be used in guided missile systems. According to Adva’s announcement, NEC is responsible for 
installation and maintenance. As the roll-out is network wide, it will include installations on restricted 
military sites, as detailed in the previous chapter, and the Myanmar military will have unrestricted access to 
Adva’s technology for military purposes. As a result of the nationwide use of Oscilloquartz/Adva equipment 
in the Mytel network, including within military bases, Justice For Myanmar concludes that Oscilloquartz/
Adva could be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity.

6.4 Power suppliers

Mytel has a range of suppliers for lithium and for valve regulated lead-acid (VRLA) batteries for base 
stations. Batteries are designed specifically for powering telecommunications networks, and, in some cases, 
the suppliers list military communications as an explicit use case.347 In addition, Mytel is using generators to 
power base stations throughout its network, utilising technology from Japan. Some Mytel towers are running 
on solar power provided by Voltalia, a French business controlled by the Mulliez family with investment from 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and French development bank Proparco.348 
Justice For Myanmar concludes that these suppliers are in breach of their obligations under the UN Guiding 
Principles. They must conduct urgent human rights due diligence and ensure that their business relationships 
do not directly or indirectly benefit the Myanmar military.

Suppliers include: 

• Leoch International Technology (Hong Kong) – supplies VRLA batteries to power Mytel  
base stations.349  

• Shandong Sacred Sun Power Sources Co. Ltd. (China) – supplies VRLA batteries to power 
Mytel base stations.350  

• ZTT (China) – supplies lithium batteries to power Mytel base stations.351  

• Coslight (India) – supplies lithium batteries to power Mytel base stations.352  

• Yanmar (Japan) – supplies generators to power Mytel base stations.353  

• Voltalia (France) – supplies 2kw continuous off-grid solar energy to 171-plus Mytel towers 
through a contract with  Myanmar National Telecom Infra Company Limited (MNTI), a 
subsidiary of MNTH.354  
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6.5 Nokia (Finland) and Ericsson (Sweden)

Nokia and Ericsson are major suppliers of hardware for Viettel’s domestic network355 and Ericsson is 
supporting Viettel’s 5G trials.356 Viettel Global Investment JSC’s financial statements include liabilities 
to Nokia Networks (formerly Nokia Solutions and Networks). While Justice For Myanmar has not seen 
evidence of the use of Nokia and Ericsson technology within the Mytel network, there is a high risk that it 
could be deployed in Myanmar through Viettel in Vietnam. 

6.6 Tower companies doing business with Mytel and the Myanmar military 

Myanmar telecommunications reforms have led to a growing tower industry in the country, referring to 
domestic and international firms that construct telecommunications towers to be leased out to mobile 
operators. Mytel is benefiting from the market liberalisation by leasing towers from third parties for network 
transmission. Leased towers from private operators may be utilised for military purposes within the 
Myanmar military’s communications network. At a minimum, tower companies have commercial ties with 
the Myanmar military, through Mytel. From a privacy standpoint, it is concerning that Mytel personnel have 
access to collocation sites that are being used by other mobile operators, including Telenor (Norway) and 
Ooredoo (Qatar). There is risk that shared tower sites can be tampered with, including for surveillance.

One of the biggest private tower operators, Irrawaddy Green Towers (IGT) (Luxembourg), signed a master-
lease agreement with Mytel in July 2017 for 677 tower sites.357 IGT is therefore supporting the Myanmar 
military’s business and is linked to its international crimes. IGT was named by the UN fact-finding mission 
because of this commercial relationship with the Myanmar military. 

In the lead up to the Rohingya genocide in July 2017, IGT made a 5,000,000 MMK (US$3,644) donation to 
the commander of the Naypyidaw Regional Military Command, Lt Gen Myint Maw, purportedly for victims 
of a military plane crash.358 The donation is a sign of IGT’s close ties to the Myanmar military. As commander 
of the Naypyidaw Regional Military Command, Lt Gen Myint Maw is directly involved in the Mytel network, 
which has planned a mobile car tower at command headquarters.359 

A photograph of IGT’s donation 
to the Naypyidaw Regional 
Military Command.
SOURCE: TOWER TIMES.
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IGT was formerly owned by Irrawaddy Towers Asset Holding (ITAH), a Singapore-registered shell company. 
The majority owners of ITAH are Alcazar Capital Limited, a Dubai-based private equity firm, and M1 Group 
Limited.360 On December 11, 2020, the business was sold to CVC Capital Partners (Luxembourg).361 The 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) and Asian Development Bank (ADB) have provided a joint loan 
facility to IGT. IGT has additional financing from European Development Financial Institutions (EDFI), led 
by Dutch development bank Financierings-Maatschappij voor Ontwikkelingslanden (FMO). Participating 
EDFI institutions in the IGT financial package are Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 
(DEG) (Germany); Proparco (France); CDC Group (Great Britain); Belgian Investment Company for 
Developing countries (BIO) (Belgium); and the Development Bank of Austria (OeEB) (Austria). CDC Group 
is Europe’s biggest lender to IGT.362 

IGT’s main competitor is Apollo Towers, a tower business majority-owned by US-equity firm TPG Capital. 
Apollo Towers has US$250 million in financing from the Development Finance Corporation, the USA’s 
international development bank.363 In 2018, Apollo Towers merged with tower company Pan Asia Majestic 
Eagle to form AP Towers.364 At the time of the merger, minority shareholder Myanmar Investments 
International Ltd (MIL) announced that “Apollo Myanmar recently secured a large-scale commitment 
for additional tenancies on its existing towers from Telecom International Myanmar Company Limited 
[Mytel]… The Directors of MIL (the “Directors”) believe that this will have a positive impact on Apollo Towers’ 
profitability.365 According to Viettel data, Pan Asia also leases towers to Mytel,366 thereby supporting the 
Myanmar military and its crimes. 
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National Tower Development Co. Ltd. (NTD) (Singapore) is a tower company set up “to take advantage 
of the new fourth operator Mytel’s network rollout in the country.”367  According to a presentation published 
by former NTD CEO Kieran J Rabbitt, the company signed a “build to suit” agreement with Mytel in Jul. 
2017 and had built 120 sites by Dec. 2018, focussing on Mandalay region and Kachin state.368  One of NTD’s 
directors, Patrick Aung, is involved in arms procurement for the Myanmar military.369 Other tower businesses 
leasing to Mytel include edotco and OCK Group, both of which are domiciled in Malaysia.370 OCK Group is a 
partner of military arms contractor King Royal Technologies (see Chapter 4). 

In addition to commercial links to the Myanmar military through Mytel, Apollo Towers has attempted to 
lease military land. According to Tillman Global Holdings disclosures to the US government, “some of the 
land where operators desire to locate towers (to achieve reliable cell phone coverage throughout the country), is 
owned by the military. Apollo has, along with other tower companies, met with military officials solely regarding 
leasing arrangements.”371 In an earlier 2014 report, Tillman Global Holdings states that Telenor is one of the 
telecommunications providers attempting to lease land from the Myanmar military.372 Justice For Myanmar 
cannot confirm if these negotiations were successful. In 2015, Tillman Global Holdings reported that “all 
applications for Military owned land lease by Apollo Towers have been rejected by the Ministry of Defense.”373 
However, Apollo Towers has successfully leased land from the Ministry of Home Affairs, which is controlled 
by the Myanmar military.374 Justice For Myanmar is concerned about Apollo Towers’ commercial relationship 
with the Ministry of Home Affairs. Funds can contribute to human rights violations committed by the police 
and domestic intelligence, which are under the Ministry of Home Affairs. As Apollo Towers is financed by US 
public funds, the US government has a responsibility to act.

All tower companies must adhere to their obligations under the UN Guiding Principles, cut ties with Mytel 
and sever any leases with Myanmar military-controlled entities, including the Ministry of Home Affairs.



• Mytel was created as a public-private partnership and the military is the 
“government shareholder”. The military is misappropriating public funds and 
assets through Mytel, which feeds a secretive off-budget slush fund. 

• Major international banks provide loans to Viettel Global JSC, benefiting the 
Myanmar military and further enabling its criminal conduct. These funds  
may be used for the procurement and transfer for arms and dual-use goods  
to Myanmar. 

• Vietnamese banks provide loans and services to Mytel, directly benefiting the 
Myanmar military. These include banks in which the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC) holds equity, and banks on the IFC and Asian Development 
Bank’s (ADB) trade finance programmes. 

• MEC has benefited from financing raised on the Yangon Stock Exchange. 

• A network of digital financial services businesses in Myanmar include both 
military-owned and allied entities and facilitates military transactions, including 
for the state.  CH
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CHAPTER 7

Mytel serves an economic purpose for the Myanmar military. As a highly profitable business, Mytel provides 
an off-budget source of revenue for the Myanmar military that supports the military’s international crimes 
and enriches senior military figures. Through Viettel Global Investment JSC, a subsidiary of Viettel, the 
Myanmar military has benefited from loans that bankroll the network’s roll-out and international financial 
service businesses. With Myanmar state involvement, the military has also created its own digital financial 
infrastructure, increasing profits and enabling its continued criminal conduct. The military may even benefit 
from World Bank development assistance, which has awarded strategic contracts to military suppliers.

Mytel is now a highly competitive mobile network, despite its late market entry.375 According to the People’s 
Army Newspaper, in the first quarter of 2020, Mytel made US$25 million in profits,376 but there is no 
transparency over revenue flows to MEC and the Myanmar military, nor of payments for Mytel’s use of public 
assets, such as military land and infrastructure. Despite already making profits, Mytel has a tax exemption 
from the Myanmar government.377 This was likely granted under Myanmar’s 2016 Investment Law, which has 
provisions for various forms of tax relief and exemptions, including income tax exemptions for 3, 5 or 7 years. 

The Myanmar military has direct influence over Mytel finances. Under the Memorandum of Association of 
Telecom International Myanmar (formerly Myanmar National Tele & Communications Company Limited), 
the chief financial officer (CFO) is to be nominated by Star High or Myanmar National Telecom Holdings 

7.1 International banks benefitting the Myanmar military through Mytel and Viettel

7.2 Vietnamese banks benefitting Myanmar military through Mytel and Viettel

7.3 MEC capital raising through the Yangon Stock Exchange

7.4 Financial services

7.5 The military’s digital financial services

7.6 Take control
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(MNTH).378 In Telecom International Myanmar’s first board of directors, Retired Maj Gen Thein Aung, 
managing director of MEC, served as CFO. He was removed from the Mytel board of directors on Sept. 23, 
2019.379 This gives Senior General Min Aung Hlaing influence over Mytel finances through the military’s 
chain of command, since Maj Gen Thein Aung (rtd) and other military appointees are subservient.

7.1 International banks benefitting the Myanmar military through Mytel and Viettel

The human rights violations and corruption linked to Mytel are enabled through substantial financing from 
international banks, through Viettel Global Investment JSC. International banks providing credit to Viettel 
Global include HSBC (UK), Standard Chartered (UK), MUFG (Japan), Maybank (Malaysia) and Taipei 
Fubon Bank (Taiwan).  

Viettel Global’s committed investment in Mytel is US$859.95 million, which amounts to approximately 
49% of the project’s total capital requirements of US$1.755 billion. Of Viettel Global’s allocation of capital 
expenditure, US$690.9 million is in the form of shareholder borrowings and credit from domestic and 
foreign financial institutions.380 As of March 31, 2020, Viettel Global has invested approximately US$550.5 
million, largely from foreign and domestic bank loans.381 According to 2019 financial disclosures from Viettel 
Global, investment in Mytel from long-term loans was VND8,221,158,325,327, equivalent to US$354.56 
million.382 Investment from short-term loans was VND382,954,151,290, equivalent to US$16.51 million.383 
For the 2019 financial year, Viettel Global reported investment capital in Mytel of VND3,750,686,475,101, 
equivalent to US$163 million.384

In examining Viettel Global loan data, general loans have been included because there is a high likelihood 
that they support Viettel Global’s investment in Myanmar. Mytel is Viettel Global’s largest source of revenue 
and largest recipient of capital expenditure among subsidiaries and associates. In 2019, Mytel accounted 
for 44.61% of Viettel Global’s net sales and service revenue.385 In the same year, Mytel received over 59% of 
capital expenditure for Viettel Global subsidiaries and associates. 
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International banks contributing loans to Viettel Global from 2016 to Q1 2020.
Amount shows highest value loan during the period. Where loans are provided from more than one branch in the same year, they are 
added together

BANK NAME TYPE OF LOAN
AMOUNT 

(VND BILLION)
AMOUNT EQUIVALENT 

(USD MILLION)

HSBC Long-term Loan 927.33 40.32

Maybank 
Long-term loan 2,773.84 120.6

Short-term Loan 465 20.22

Standard Chartered Bank Short-term Loan 464.39 20.19

Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Short-term Loan 348.30 15.14

Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd (MUFG) Short-term Loan 1,688.857 73.43

SOURCE: SEE BREAKDOWN AND REFERENCES IN EXCEL HERE. SUMMARY EXCHANGE RATE OF 23,000 VND TO US$1. 

Even if loans to Viettel Global are restricted for use in Vietnam, there is a risk that they will contribute to the 
Myanmar military’s crimes. Justice For Myanmar has uncovered evidence in this report of procurement and 
services for Mytel that are purchased in Vietnam. These include payments to other Viettel subsidiaries that 
manufacture arms and dual-use goods, including VHT, M3 and Viettel Cyber Security, as well as to third-
party vendors. Finance to Viettel Global that is used in Vietnam may therefore still support Mytel.  

In 2017, MUFG granted a loan to Mytel shareholders via Singapore, totalling VND835.52 billion, equivalent 
to US$37 million.386 It is not known whether the recipient is Telecom International Myanmar or their 
shareholders but it is clear the loan is tied to “network development” in Myanmar. As the loan recipient is 
specified as “Mytel shareholders” rather than Viettel Global, it is possible that this loan is not part of Viettel 
Global’s investment commitment in Mytel and may have been secured on behalf of one of the two other 
Mytel shareholders, Star High or MNTH. There is therefore a high risk that MUFG financing benefits the 
Myanmar military. This benefit would be direct, if Star High is the recipient, or indirect, if MNTH or Telecom 
International is the recipient. MUFG financing may therefore amount to aiding and abetting the commission 
of war crimes and crimes against humanity.  

International banks that maintain business relationships with Viettel Global Investment JSC are in breach 
of their human rights responsibilities under the UN Guiding Principles and OECD Guidelines, and may be 
violating their own policies. HSBC, Standard Chartered and MUFG have all adopted the Equator Principles 
framework to assess and manage social and environmental risk in their operations, including in relation 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fc8b622a46460357b1efb67_Mytel_VTG_investment_and_loan_data_JFM.xlsx
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to human rights.387 It is unclear if loans to Viettel Global Investment JSC were assessed under the Equator 
Principles. Furthermore, under HSBC’s ‘defence equipment sector policy’, the bank must not provide 
financial services to businesses that primarily manufacture weapons, including conglomerates “where the 
conglomerate’s business relates primarily to weapons”, a clause that may apply to Viettel.388 

HSBC and Standard Chartered may be in breach of EU Restrictive Measures on Myanmar, for providing 
“financing or financial assistance related to goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1, including in 
particular grants, loans and export credit insurance, for any sale, supply, transfer or export of these goods and 
technology, or for the provision of related technical assistance, brokering services or other services, directly or 
indirectly, to any military end-user or to the Border Guard Police in Myanmar/Burma, or for military use in 
Myanmar/Burma.”389 

There is a high risk that loans to Viettel are directly assisting the “sale, supply, transfer or export of equipment, 
technology or software intended primarily for use in the monitoring or interception by the Government of 
Myanmar/Burma, or on its behalf, of the internet and of telephone communications on mobile or fixed networks” 
prohibited under EU restrictive measures.390 International loans are supporting the Myanmar military, 
through Viettel Global, to develop a source of revenue, access technology and software and likely conduct 
surveillance of Mytel’s more than 10 million subscribers, in breach of the human rights obligations of HSBC, 
Standard Chartered, Maybank and Tapei Fubon Commercial, under the UN Guiding Principles. Human 
rights due diligence is urgently needed and these banks must cut ties with Viettel if they cannot ensure that 
their business relationship does not directly or indirectly benefit the Myanmar military. 

Myanmar Financial 
Networks 
Through Mytel, the Myanmar 
military benefits from 
connections to international 
financial networks.
Connections indicate 
creditors, unless otherwise 
labeled.
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7.2 Vietnamese banks benefiting Myanmar military through Mytel and Viettel

Major Vietnamese banks provide short and long-term loans and financial services for Mytel, in some cases 
through their direct operations in Myanmar. A number of these banks are linked to international financial 
institutions, who bear responsibility for human rights violations connected to banks they have invested in 
and financed. Many of the loans found are general, while a minority are tied to Mytel. There is a high risk 
that general loans issued in Vietnam are connected to Mytel, given the substantial size of Viettel Global’s 
investment in Myanmar compared its other businesses. In some cases, Viettel Global has secured financing 
for Mytel and/or its shareholders.
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Vietnamese banks contributing loans to Viettel Global from 2016 to 2020 (approximate)
Amount shows highest value loan during the period. Where loans are provided from more than one branch in the same year,  
they are added together

BANK NAME TYPE OF LOAN
AMOUNT

(VND BILLION)
AMOUNT EQUIVALENT 

(USD MILLION)

Military Commercial Joint Stock Bank (MB Bank)
Short-term Loan 427.678 18.59

Long-term Loan 2,948.261 128.19

Vietnam Export Import Commercial Joint Stock Bank 
(EXIMBANK)

Short-term Loan 1,427.988 62.09

Long-term Loan 239.053 10.39

Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of 
Vietnam (Vietcombank)

Short-term Loan 1,006.735 43.77

Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Investment and 
Development of Vietnam (BIDV)

Short-term Loan 221.82 9.64

Long-term Loan 1,389.33 60.41

Vietnam Technological and Commercial Joint Stock Bank 
(TECHCOMBANK)

Short-term Loan 25.27 1.10

Long-term Loan 473.00 20.57

 An Binh Commercial Joint Stock Bank (ABBank) Short-term Loan 180.727 7.86

Sai Gon Commercial Joint Stock Bank (SCB)
Short-term Loan 181.429 7.89

Long-term Loan 2,082.063 91

South East Asia Commercial Joint Stock Bank (SeABank) Short-term Loan 85.651 3.72 

VietinBank
Short-term Loan 361.54 15.72

Long-term Loan 610.024 26.52

Ho Chi Minh City Development Joint Stock Commercial 
Bank (HDBank)

Long-term Loan 1,179.00 51.26

Lien Viet Post Commercial Joint Stock Bank Long-term Loan 1,179.00 51.26

Vietnam International Commercial Joint Stock Bank (VIB) Long-term Loan 993.731 43

 

SOURCE: SEE BREAKDOWN AND REFERENCES IN EXCEL HERE. SUMMARY EXCHANGE RATE OF 23,000 VND TO US$1. 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fc8b622a46460357b1efb67_Mytel_VTG_investment_and_loan_data_JFM.xlsx
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According Viettel Global’s 2019 financial disclosures, a VND658,565,092,523 (US$28.4 million) loan from 
Vietnam International Bank (VIB) to Mytel is listed, secured against Mytel assets.391 Viettel Global’s 2018 and 
first quarter 2020 reports also list VIB loans tied to Mytel.392 It is not clear if this credit has financed Viettel 
Global’s investment commitment, or if it is issued to Telecom International Myanmar and is the responsibility 
of all shareholders. VIB is part of the IFC Global Trade Finance Program, with a guarantee of US$144 million 
for the bank.393 In July 2020, VIB received an IFC award for “Best Operations Bank in East Asia and the 
Pacific”.394 One of VIB’s largest shareholders is Australia’s Commonwealth Bank, with 20% equity, raising 
serious concerns that Australia’s largest bank is in breach of its human rights responsibilities through its 
ownership of VIB.395 Loans from VIB may have directly supported Mytel’s military infrastructure, potentially 
aiding and abetting the military’s international crimes.   

In 2017, Tien Phong Commercial Joint Stock Bank (TPBank) (Vietnam) granted an unsecured loan of US$45 
million to Myanmar National Tele & Communications Co. Ltd., the former name of Telecom International 
Myanmar, Mytel’s registered company.396 The loan term expires May 26, 2022. As the loan was earmarked 
for Mytel, it may not be part of Viettel Global’s investment commitment in Mytel. The loan, earmarked 
for telecommunications network development, may also benefit the Myanmar military’s communications 
capabilities, aiding and abetting their international crimes. TPBank is a member of the IFC’s Global Trade 
Finance Program and, in addition, the IFC acquired a 5% stake in the bank in 2016, before the Myanmar 
loan was issued. As equity-holder of the bank, the IFC bears responsibility for TPBank’s financial links to the 
Myanmar military, including any international crimes that the loan may have contributed to. 

HDBank and BIDV both provide loans specifically for Mytel397 and, in addition, have signed comprehensive 
partnerships with Viettel for the provision of credit and financial services that includes Mytel.398 HDBank 
has opened a representative office in Myanmar,399 while BIDV has opened a branch in the country.400 
Comprehensive services may include support of MytelPay, Mytel’s mobile money service in which the 
Myanmar military is a shareholder, through Telecom International Myanmar. South Korea’s KEB Hana Bank 
has a 15% stake in BIDV and is a “strategic shareholder”.401 Furthermore, HDBank has a credit agreement 
with the Asian Development Bank as part of its Trade Finance Program.402

According to Viettel Global’s 2018 audit, LienVietPostBank issued a loan to Mytel of VND487.804 billion 
(around US$21 million).403 Again, it is unclear if Viettel Global brokered the loan for Telecom International 
Myanmar, or whether this contributes to Viettel Global’s investment commitment. 

VietinBank, a member of IFC’s Global Trade Finance Program,404 has provided Viettel Global with 
VND361.55 billion (US$15.72 million) short-term loans and VND610.03 billion (US$26.52) in long-term 
loans, with a high likelihood that the funds have benefited the Myanmar military through Mytel.405 IFC 
reportedly reduced its stake in VietinBank from 8% to 1.63% as of January 2020, while the IFC Capitalization 
Fund reduced its ownership in the bank to 3.35%.406

Loans and financial services to Mytel from VIB, TPBank, HDBank and BIDV are substantial, and Justice 
For Myanmar concludes that they could amount to aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and 
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crimes against humanity. Evidence of loans from other major Vietnamese banks raises serious concerns about 
the lack of human rights due diligence and routine breaches of their international obligations under the UN 
Guiding Principles. No responsible bank should provide loans to Viettel, as an arms manufacturer, and Mytel, 
as a business directly supporting the Myanmar military’s international crimes. 

The complicity of major Vietnamese banks raises questions over the due diligence and human rights 
safeguards of IFC and ADB in their relationships with financial intermediaries. Justice For Myanmar 
welcomes IFC’s commitment to undertake an audit of its investments in Myanmar, so as to ensure they do 
not benefit the Myanmar military. However, limiting the audit to investments within Myanmar is clearly 
insufficient. The IFC must include other financial intermediaries in the region that are investing in Myanmar. 
This must include all Vietnamese banks. The ADB should follow the IFC’s lead and conduct a comprehensive 
audit of its investments, including financial intermediaries, to ensure none are supporting the Myanmar 
military and its businesses. 

7.3 MEC capital raising through the Yangon Stock Exchange

The Myanmar military has used Yangon Stock Exchange to raise funds for military communications 
infrastructure, through TMH Telecom Public Co. Ltd.  
 
TMH Telecom is associated with Tah Moe Hnye Chan Thar Group and established in Kutkai township in 
northern Shan state.407 In 2017, TMH Telecom appointed retired Brig Gen David Abel to their board. Brig 
Gen David Abel, who died in January 2019, was a founder of military conglomerate Myanmar Economic 
Holdings Ltd. (MEHL), a former military finance minister and an assistant quartermaster general.408 

According to TMH Telecom’s prospectus, 70% of the capital raised from its listing was to be spent on a towers 
project in Mandalay region and Shan state for military holding company Myanmar Economic Corporation 
(MEC).409 TMH Telecom lists substantial ongoing projects for MEC, suggesting that it is a major private 
contractor supporting military communications construction and maintenance, including for use in the 
Mytel network. TMH Telecom lists receivables for mobile station construction and maintenance, including 
a significant number of towers in Naypyidaw and the construction of a tower on Kyay Sin Taung, where the 
military operates the notorious Sabae Taung and Kyay Sin Taung (S & K) copper mine with Chinese arms 
manufacturer Norinco.410 TMH Telecom also lists mobile radio projects, which could be for military use. The 
company has a bank guarantee from Innwa, a bank closely linked to the Tatmadaw.411 According to TMH 
Telecom’s 2018 financial statements, the business is doing network maintenance and optimisation for MEC, 
as well as procurement, including to power MEC tower sites.412 In addition to its work with MEC, TMH 
Telecom has contracts with Mytel and the state-owned Myanma Posts and Telecommunications (MPT). Tah 
Moe Hnye Chan Thar Group directors control Myanmar Hurricane Investment & Telecom, which operates 
MEC’s call centres, does network monitoring and provides value added services to users of virtual mobile  
network MECTel.413  
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TMH Telecom is involved in the maintenance of critical national telecommunications infrastructure 
for China and Myanmar, working with China Unicom to build and operate the landing stations for the 
China-Myanmar inland fibre route, which connects to AAE1, one of Myanmar’s main communications 
nodes. Landing stations are in Ngwesaung and Muse and TMH Telecom provides security, power systems, 
submarine equipment and management of the network operation centre.414 Given TMH Telecom’s close 
association with the military, its involvement in these landing stations may serve to protect the military’s 
interest in this infrastructure. TMH Telecom’s role could compromise Myanmar’s national communications 
infrastructure, as it could support any military cable tapping. 

Justice For Myanmar concludes that TMH Telecom’s support for MEC and Mytel, which includes 
infrastructure development, could amount to aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes 
against humanity.  

It is a major concern that the military is using the Yangon Stock Exchange to raise capital, and it shows a 
serious lack of due diligence on the part of the stock exchange operators, which are the state-owned  
Myanma Economic Bank, Daiwa Securities (Japan) and Japan Exchange Group.415 The Yangon Stock 
Exchange must implement human rights and corruption due diligence safeguards and prevent businesses 
from raising funds for military projects through the stock exchange.  

7.4 Financial services

7.4.1 Deloitte (UK)
Since before the formation of Mytel in 2016, UK-based Deloitte has provided audit services to 
Viettel Global Investment JSC through their firm in Vietnam.416 Deloitte’s audits include details of 
Viettel funds transferred to Myanmar, transactions between Viettel and the Myanmar military and 
details of Mytel profits. Mytel’s auditor in Myanmar is unknown. In maintaining business links to 
Viettel, Deloitte provides an international source of legitimacy to Mytel. According to Deloitte’s 
“Commitment to Responsible Business Practice Statement”, the firm abides by the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, 
which require Deloitte to prevent, mitigate and remedy human rights violations connected to 
its business and relationships.417 Deloitte specifies that it is “committed to making informed and 
deliberate choices about client acceptance and engagement”.418 Yet it has continued to provide 
services to Viettel, despite potential evidence of Viettel’s connection to international crimes being 
committed by the Myanmar military, via its business links with Mytel.

7.4.2 Fortumo OÜ/Boku, Inc. (Estonia/USA)
Boku Inc is a mobile payment solutions business domiciled in the UK and listed on AIM, the London 
Stock Exchange’s market for small and medium businesses. In July 2020, Boku, Inc. announced the 
acquisition of Fortumo OÜ, a direct carrier billing business domiciled in Estonia.419 In August 2020, 
Fortumo announced a direct carrier billing contract with Mytel to facilitate user payments for digital 
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content and services. Fortumo’s press release describes Mytel as “a caring innovator… [that] wants to 
become a telecommunication network that strengthen the power for the people of Myanmar”.420 Boku 
did not disclose to its shareholders that the Myanmar military is a key beneficiary of its partnership 
with Mytel, and that the UN Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar (UN 
IIFFMM) has recommended that businesses cut ties with Myanmar military-owned companies, 
explicitly naming Mytel, which creates investement risks. The Fortumo OÜ/Boku, Inc. partnership 
with Mytel will generate off-budget revenue for the Myanmar military that could be used in military 
operations. Justice For Myanmar therefore concludes that Fortumo OÜ/Boku, Inc. could be aiding 
and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

7.4.3 Digital Virgo (France)
Digital Virgo is a mobile payments technology provider, domiciled in France. The business is owned 
by BNP Paribas and private equity firm Sofival, both domiciled in France, and Ioda SA, domiciled 
in Luxembourg.421 Digital Virgo announced a contract with Viettel Global in May 2020 to support 
the direct carrier billing system for Viettel subsidiaries, including in Myanmar. According to the 
announcement, Digital Virgo’s platform “goes one step further on the consolidation of a sustainable 
and efficient profitability”.422 It is unclear if Mytel has already incorporated Digital Virgo’s technology 
into its billing system. Once implemented, Digital Virgo could be in breach of EU export restrictions, 
for the provision of “technical assistance, brokering services and other services related to military 
activities and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of arms and related materiel of  
all types”.423

Digital Virgo must withdraw from its contract with Viettel and ensure that the Myanmar military 
does not access Digital Virgo’s payment technology. 

7.4.4 Oracle (USA) and FPT (Vietnam)
In 2016, FPT signed a deal with Viettel Group to deploy Oracle Hyperion software across Viettel’s 
network, enabling Viettel to consolidate its financial reporting.424 This directly supports Viettel’s 
financial operations, including Mytel and Viettel’s comprehensive support for the Myanmar military.    

7.4.5 World Bank payments to military contractors
Through the World Bank, military contractors have received funds for key “reform” project 
components. A search of tender documents published on the World Bank website shows records of 
three Telecommunications Sector Reform Project contracts awarded to business partners of Mytel 
and the Myanmar military. These include US$414,800 for a spectrum management system, awarded 
to Spectrum Center – Comit – A1 Joint Venture in June 2020;425 US$2,382,053 for a fixed spectrum 
monitoring station awarded to Comit – A1 Joint Venture in May 2019;426 and US$177,876 for 
electromagnetic field testing and measurement equipment awarded to an alliance of  
Terabit Wave and Comit in May 2019.427 Comit provides services for Mytel and MEC towers  
(see Chapter 3). Terabit Wave, a subsidiary of A1 Group, provides satellite services to Mytel  
and the Myanmar military (see Chapter 4).
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These contracts raise serious concerns regarding the World Bank’s due diligence systems. One 
contract was even awarded after publication of the UN fact-finding mission’s report on military 
businesses, that recommended international financial institutions “support and encourage investment 
only in the non-Tatmadaw linked private sector to support the growth of alternative economic actors to 
the Tatmadaw and associated businesses”. 

The involvement of businesses linked to the Myanmar military also threatens the integrity of 
Myanmar’s spectrum management system, as Myanmar military partners cannot fulfil independent 
regulatory functions. 

7.5 The military’s digital financial services

Tied to MEC’s telecommunications businesses, the military has significant interests in the digital financial 
services sector, benefiting from post-2011 economic liberalisation. In January 2013, MEC formed a 
partnership to establish Myanmar Mobile Money, in connection to Innwa Bank, MEC’s private bank.428 
One of Innwa Bank’s key functions is to serve the military accounts department, which uses the bank for 
salary distributions to military officers. Military officers are able to manage their funds through Myanmar 
Mobile Money.429 

Since 2015, Myanmar Mobile Money has provided mobile banking for Myanma Economic Bank, a state 
bank under civilian control that provides financial services primarily to government departments and civil 
servants. According to the Ministry of Planning, Finance and Industry website, Myanma Economic Bank’s 
own mobile payment system operates with Myanmar Mobile Money and Innwa Bank, and the bank’s 
identity verification system has been limited to MECTel, Mytel and MPT SIM users, although this may have 
recently changed.430 

Through Myanma Economic Bank, Myanmar Mobile Money is also integrated into the civilian civil service 
pension system, enabling government staff to withdraw their pension through MEC’s Myanmar Mobile 
Money network (Mytel Pay, MPT Money and Wave Money are also available).431 Since 2019, Myanma 
Economic Bank has approved other digital financial services providers for mobile payments, however they 
are only allowed to operate through a limited number of branches and for a narrower range of services, 
according to the ministry website. This protects the military’s economic interests and incentivises civil 
servants to become customers of MEC, profiting the military at public expense.432 
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Myanmar military’s digital 
financial services 
The Myanmar military has 
built a secretive financial 
network that gives it access 
to digital payment services 
and performs government 
business with no democratic 
oversight
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Myanmar Mobile Money was established in partnership with Mobilemate Telecommunication Co. Ltd. and 
French-based Oberthur Technologies.433 Oberthur Technologies, now called IDEMIA, was named by the 
UN fact-finding mission as a “foreign company with contractual or commercial ties to MEHL or MEC”.434 
IDEMIA responded to the UN IIFFMM, stating that they had provided software to Innwa Bank via a contract 
with Mobilemate Telecommunications Co. Ltd. which has since expired.435 IDEMIA has since been in 
discussion with the Myanmar civilian government and members of the military over biometric identification 
systems and e-government.436 Mobilemate Telecommunications Co. Ltd. is owned by Kyaw Htoo Linn, who 
is a director of KMA Telemedia Holdings Ltd., which owns and operates the national broadcast network 
Channel K as a joint venture with K Telemdia Holdings.437 Until recently, Kyaw Htoo Linn was a directory of  
Myanmar Telemedia, which operates in Singapore and provides services to Mytel,438  

In 2012, EasyPay was launched, as a “sister company” of Myantel and Solutions Hub Co. Ltd.439. It operates 
in cooperation with  Myanmar Mobile Money and has a “partnership agreement” with Innwa Bank,440 and 
describes MECTel, Mytel and MPT as “partners”.441 EasyPay and Myanmar Mobile Money are the only digital 
financial services providers for Myanma Insurance, the state insurance programme.442 Solutions Hub is a 
subsidiary of Myanmar Telemedia Holdings.443 EasyPay and Myanmar Mobile Money are not included on the 
Central Bank of Myanmar’s “list of mobile financial services providers”.444 According to information disclosed 
by EasyPay, the service may be operating with Myanmar Mobile Money through Innwa Bank’s licence.445 

In 2019, MytelPay was launched, fully owned by Telecom International Myanmar, Mytel’s registered company. 
MytelPay is a mobile wallet and digital transfer system tied to Mytel’s mobile network. The service is part of 
“Viettel’s comprehensive strategy on digital transformation”,446 and is a major expansion of the Myanmar 
military’s digital financial operations. One of MytelPay’s partners is Myanmar Payment Solution Services 
(MPSS), a business founded by Myanmar Technologies and Investment Corporation (MTI), a Mytel 
shareholder through MNTH.447 MytelPay was included in Myanmar’s pension payment system in 2020.448 

Mytel executives at the launch 
of MytelPay, with the Yangon 
chief minister and Vietnamese 
ambassador to Myanmar. 
SOURCE: VIETNAM EMBASSY IN 

MYANMAR
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In partnership with Viettel and crony businesses, the Myanmar military is expanding its financial 
infrastructure, which can be used to facilitate the military’s criminal conduct and the offshoring of the 
country’s wealth, misappropriated by top generals and their cronies. It is unconscionable that military-
controlled finance businesses are being supported by civilian institutions and are performing state functions, 
including the payment of salaries and pensions. These services also  
create high risks for internet users, enabling their military owners to mine large amounts of data from 
Myanmar people.  

The Myanmar military’s digital finance services partners are directly contributing to the enrichment of 
Myanmar’s military and could be could be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes 
against humanity.

An independent investigation must be intiated into the military’s finance businesses, including corruption 
within the state payroll and pension system.  

7.6 Take control

Through Mytel’s abstruse structure within Myanmar’s military economy, top generals misappropriate funds 
and divert revenue to finance the military’s international crimes. There is no democratic oversight of Mytel, 
which is an instrument for military abuse and corruption. This abuse and corruption is supported by a global 
network of businesses, banks and organisations. It has to end. 

The people of Myanmar demand real change. Mytel is a creation of the Myanmar government. It has to serve 
the people, not the military generals. Myanmar’s democratic government must end all military business. 
Take Mytel back. 

Telecommunications can be a force for good. 



Mytel, its shareholders, partners and the Myanmar government are aiding 
and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. An 
international network of businesses are legally implicated. 

FINDINGS
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1. Mytel provides communications technology and infrastructure to the Myanmar military, including 
within military facilities. As such, it directly supports the military’s operational capabilities, specifically 
in the field of signals for the army and air force. As a result, Mytel is aiding and abetting the Myanmar 
military in the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

2. Mytel is a source of off-budget revenue for the Myanmar military through shares held by Star High, a 
subsidiary of the military operated Myanmar Economic Corporation (MEC). This revenue could be 
used in the Myanmar military’s commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Mytel and its 
shareholders could therefore be aiding and abetting those crimes. 

3. Viettel, which is the biggest investor in Mytel, is systematically upgrading military communications 
infrastructure, transferring technology to multiple parts of the Myanmar military and providing 
training. Viettel is therefore making a significant contribution to the operational capabilities of the 
Myanmar military. As a result, Viettel is aiding and abetting the Myanmar military in the commission 
of war crimes and crimes against humanity.

4. Viettel is acting as a loan guarantor. This financial role support off-budget revenue to the Myanmar 
military, which could be used in the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. 

5. The government of Myanmar as a whole is supporting Myanmar military operations through the 
Satellite Steering Committee, Myanmar Aerospace Engineering University and the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications. In doing so, the government of Myanmar as a whole, both the 
civilian side of the government and the military side, share responsibility for failing in its obligation 
to respect, protect and fulfil human rights. The civilian side of the government therefore bears 
responsibility for the associated serious human rights violations that the military is committing. 

6. Mytel and Viettel are violating the right to privacy of the people of Myanmar through the collection 
and analysis of personal data, outside of Myanmar’s jurisdiction and without apparent democratic 
oversight from Myanmar authorities. These violations of the right to privacy are enabled by Myanmar’s 
lack of robust privacy protections.   

7. Mytel is a public-private partnership and MEC is the government shareholder. As a result, Mytel  
must be subject to democratic oversight and MEC’s full share of profits are required to be incorporated 
into the Union Budget. However, Mytel is being managed outside of democratic oversight and profits 
are being misappropriated and not going into the Union Budget. Mytel is also using public assets, 
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including land and military communications infrastructure, without democratic oversight as to the 
terms of these agreement and the financial arrangements.  

8. Myanmar businesses, through Myanmar National Telecom Holdings (MNTH), are providing capital 
and operational support for Mytel. As Mytel provides communications technology, infrastructure and 
revenue to the Myanmar military, which supports military operations, domestic shareholders could be 
aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes against humanity.  

9. The military has access to satellites, which it uses for military communications, for psychological 
warfare broadcasts and for remote sensing. Satellites support core operations of the Myanmar 
military, including the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Businesses providing 
satellite services to the Myanmar military are therefore aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes 
against humanity. These include Intelsat, VNPT, Gilat Satellite Networks and AsiaSat. Businesses 
manufacturing satellite technology and providing allied services may be aiding and abetting 
those crimes, depending on the circumstances of the sale. These include Maxar Technologies and 
ArianeSpace. The government of Japan will be aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes against 
humanity should its support for Myanmar’s microsatellite programme continue. 

10. Major suppliers of Mytel are providing technology that is being used by the Myanmar military and 
within military bases in areas where international crimes are being committed. These businesses 
could be aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes against humanity. These businesses include NEC, 
Huawei, ZTE, CommScope and Oscilloquartz/Adva. 

11. Viettel supports Mytel operations from Vietnam, and multiple Viettel subsidiaries provide goods and 
services to Mytel and the Myanmar military. Businesses with commercial relationships to Viettel are 
therefore at a high risk of directly or indirectly contributing to human rights violations in Myanmar. 
These businesses must therefore conduct urgent human rights due diligence, in accordance with their 
obligations under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and OECD Guidelines 
for Multinational Enterprises. 

12. International and Vietnamese banks are providing finance and other forms of support, directly 
to Mytel and indirectly, through Viettel. Through Mytel, these businesses are contributing to the 
development of military infrastructure, the procurement of technology that can be used for military 
purposes; and profits in which the military has an interest. Loans and financial services to Mytel and 
Viettel may therefore contributes to serious human rights violations and could contravene obligations 
under the UN Guiding Principles, OECD Guidelines and Equator Principles.  

13. The World Bank’s support for telecommunications reform in Myanmar has provided indirect support 
for the military, in a serious shortfall of the World Bank’s human rights and corruption due diligence. 
Other international financial institutions have also failed in their due diligence through their support 
for entities that have commercial relationships with Mytel. 



• Boycott Mytel

• Sanction Myanmar military generals and their businesses

• Dismantle the military cartel
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To the people of Myanmar

Boycott Mytel! Mytel fundamentally harms the people of Myanmar. Mytel is stealing the wealth of Myanmar, 
misusing public assets and enriching military generals. Mytel is directly contributing to grave human rights 
violations, fuelling civil war in ethnic areas. Mytel is a major threat to privacy, collecting personal data on a 
mass scale, fully accessible to the militaries of Myanmar and Vietnam. 

• If you value human rights, boycott Mytel! 
• If you value democracy, boycott Mytel! 
• If you’re concerned about privacy, boycott Mytel! 
• If you’re concerned about Myanmar sovereignty, boycott Mytel! 
• If you want to take a stand against corruption, boycott Mytel! 
• If you want fair and equitable economic development, boycott Mytel! 
• If you want to stop the Myanmar military’s abuse of Buddhism for their personal and political 

benefit, boycott Mytel! 
• If you have a Mytel SIM card, destroy it. If you’re thinking of buying a Mytel SIM card, don’t do it. 
• Spread the message on social media. Tell your family and friends to boycott Mytel! 
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Demand that the government and your local hluttaw representatives take action on Mytel. Mytel is a state-
owned enterprise. It belongs to all the people of Myanmar and must be controlled by the civilian government 
elected by the people. All profits must be used democratically for the benefit of the people of Myanmar. 
Funds and assets stolen by the military cartel must be returned to the people.    

To civil society of Myanmar

• Raise public awareness about Mytel’s deplorable conduct and demand action for peace, human 
rights and privacy. Campaign for a boycott of Mytel. 

• Mytel is a threat to civic space and civil society through the mass collection of personal data that 
can be used for military surveillance. Those working to improve the human rights situation in 
Myanmar are particularly at risk. Protect civil society by boycotting Mytel.

• Advocate for the removal of Mytel from military bases. Mytel is operating in military bases in 
ethnic areas, contributing to grave human rights violations and threatening peace.

• Refuse donations and sponsorship from Mytel. 
• Boycott Mytel-sponsored events.

To media, entertainment and eSports

• Continue to monitor and investigate Mytel, Viettel and the rest of the military cartel. 
• Continue to expose their criminal conduct and the complicity of the government and  

other entities. 
• Mytel is a threat to freedom of expression through the mass collection of personal data that can 

be used for military surveillance. Protect independent media space by boycotting Mytel.
• If you’re a celebrity, refuse to collaborate with Mytel and all other military businesses to support 

human rights and build democracy in Myanmar. Spread the word to boycott Mytel!
• If you’re in the entertainment and gaming industry, support human rights and democracy by 

refusing business from Mytel. 
• If you’re an eSports athlete, support human rights and democracy by boycotting Mytel 

competitions and refusing sponsorship.

To the government of Myanmar

Human rights and privacy
• Support international mechanisms to hold Mytel and its partners accountable for contributing to 

the Myanmar military’s international crimes. Ensure Mytel and its partners are held accountable, 
including by taking legal action where appropriate and compensating victims of human rights 
violations connected to Myanmar military business. 

• Comply with the provisional measures order of the International Court of Justice, issued on Jan 
23, 2020 to protect the rights of Rohingya under the Genocide Convention.

• Mytel collects personal data that is used by military-owned entities in Vietnam and Myanmar, 
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without any transparency or public oversight. Create a privacy commission with the power to 
ensure that the people of Myanmar are guaranteed the right to privacy and the right to erase 
their personal data stored by entities including Mytel and Viettel.

Corruption and mismanagement
• Star High is the public shareholder in Mytel. Immediately place Star High under civilian public 

management. As a public-private partnership, Mytel must be fully transparent to the Hluttaw 
(parliament) and all public profits must go into the Union Budget. This has not happened and 
must be investigated. There must be a full and public audit of Mytel’s finances, including public 
financing of Mytel and their revenue and profits. 

• Appoint a special commission to undertake an impartial, comprehensive and public investigation 
of Mytel. This must include: 

 - Mytel’s creation under the Joint Venture Formation and Tender Selection Work Committee, 
including the selection of Star High and Viettel and Mytel’s licencing process.  

 - The formation, operations and capital investment of Myanmar National Telecom  
Holdings (MNTH).

 - Mytel’s use of public assets, including military infrastructure.
 - Mytel’s collection and use of personal data.

• Prosecute all cases of criminal conduct. Seize stolen assets and proceeds of corruption.

National security 
• Conduct an urgent, comprehensive and independent investigation of the national security 

risks of Mytel’s operations in Myanmar in relation to Viettel’s access to sovereign assets 
and infrastructure, as an entity controlled by the Ministry of National Defence of Vietnam. 
Immediately cease Mytel’s use of military infrastructure. Defence infrastructure must never be 
used for business purposes. Fully disclose findings to the public and take legal action as needed. 

• Ban Viettel and all other foreign military-owned businesses from operating in Myanmar. 
• Support international efforts to hold the military accountable for its international crimes. The 

military can only ensure national security when it is fully under civilian control and abides by 
international law.

Telecommunications regulation 
• Create a truly independent telecommunications regulator which has the power to protect the 

rights of the people of Myanmar. 
• Reform the Telecommunications Law so it meets international human rights standards. This 

must involve the repeal of 66(d). 

Dismantle the military cartel
• Ban the Myanmar military from business and politics, placing the military fully under civilian, 

democratic control. 
• Dismantle the military cartel by nationalising all military businesses, including MEC, MEHL and 
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their subsidiaries.  
• Use all funds and assets seized from the military cartel for the benefit of the people of Myanmar.

To the Hluttaw (parliament) 

• Scrutinise Mytel, including the formation and licencing process, Mytel’s use of state assets and 
state revenue and the state’s 28% equity, which is currently held by Star High. Ensure the state’s 
28% share in Mytel is managed in accordance with state procedures as applied to state-owned 
businesses. All profits must go into the Union Budget. Mytel accounts must be fully subject to 
Auditor General and parliamentary scrutiny. 

• Thoroughly investigate all military businesses and disclose findings to the public. Military 
business is a fundamental threat to democracy, peace and economic development in Myanmar. 

• Legislate to disband Myanmar Economic Corporation (MEC), Myanma Economic Holdings 
Limited (MEHL) and all other military-owned businesses. End the corruption and conflict of 
interest that enables the military’s criminal conduct.

• Exercise authority to end the military’s involvement in business. Transfer all military-owned 
businesses to civilian control. Assets stolen by the Myanmar military must be returned to  
the people.  

• Withhold the approval of Ministry of Defence budgets until the military and their businesses are 
fully under civilian control.

To businesses and investors 

• The Myanmar military’s criminal conduct is enabled by their business interests. It is the 
responsibility of all businesses under international human rights law to ensure that they are not 
aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Cut all ties with 
the Myanmar military, their conglomerates, subsidiaries and business partners, including within 
all parts of the supply and investment chain. 

• All businesses with commercial ties to Viettel, and their subsidiaries, must urgently conduct 
comprehensive human rights due diligence and take concrete action to ensure that they are not 
directly or indirectly supporting Viettel’s business in Myanmar.

• When doing business in Myanmar, conduct continuous, rigorous and transparent human rights 
due diligence prior to investment, in a way that is publicly transparent and in accordance with 
international human rights principles. 

• Fully abide by the UN Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights. Where human rights 
violations have taken place in relation to business, ensure victims and survivors have full access 
to justice and remedy, including compensation and psycho-social support. 

• Investors must divest from businesses that continue to maintain commercial ties with the 
Myanmar military.
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To the government of Vietnam

• Immediately withdraw Viettel from Myanmar. 
• Stop supporting Myanmar military business.
• Immediately terminate the Myanmar military’s access to VNPT satellites, including through 

third parties. 
• End the transfer of weapons and dual-use goods to the Myanmar military. 
• End all training and technical support to the Myanmar military. 
• As a UN Security Council member, play a positive role in preventing the Myanmar military’s 

crimes and holding perpetrators to account under international law. Stop supporting the 
international crimes that the Myanmar military has been committing.

To UN member states

• Investigate all violations of domestic and international law involving businesses domiciled in 
your territory, in relation to their commercial ties with Myanmar military-controlled businesses. 

• Prevent any businesses domiciled in your territory from entering into a commercial relationship, 
directly or indirectly, with the Myanmar military and its businesses. 

• Cut all ties with the Myanmar military. Ensure development assistance does not directly or 
indirectly support the Myanmar military and its businesses. 

• Impose targeted sanctions on the Myanmar military leadership, Myanmar military businesses, 
their subsidiaries and joint businesses. This must include Viettel, until it leaves Myanmar. 

• End all support for Myanmar’s satellite program until the Myanmar military is brought under 
civilian control. 

• JAXA, Japan’s state agency, must halt the planned launch of Myanmar’s micro-satellite. 
• Tohoku and Hokkaido universities must end their relationship with Myanmar Aerospace 

Engineering University (MAEU), as a result of MAEU’s direct support for the Myanmar military 
and the high risk of MAEU research being used for military purposes.  

• Advocate for the referral of the Myanmar military’s international crimes to the International 
Criminal Court, including the role of business in supporting those crimes. 

• Support the Myanmar government to remove the military from business and politics and 
promote non-military business that upholds human rights. 

• Legislate for mandatory human rights due diligence.

To the United Nations Security Council 

• Impose targeted sanctions against the Myanmar military leadership and Myanmar  
military-owned businesses to prevent them from continuing to commit war crimes and  
crimes against humanity. 

• Impose a comprehensive arms embargo against the Myanmar military and  
military-controlled entities. 
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• Refer Myanmar to the International Criminal Court for war crimes and crimes against humanity 
in Arakan, Chin, Kachin and Shan states. 

To the World Bank

• Investigate the World Bank’s role in enabling the creation of Mytel and its crimes through World 
Bank-supported reforms. 

• Investigate Comit and A1 Group of Companies contracts, in relation to their supply of 
technology and services to the Myanmar military and its business interests. 

• Ensure that no World Bank contracts in Myanmar are awarded to Myanmar military businesses 
or businesses with links to the Myanmar military. 

• End all direct and indirect relationships with the Myanmar military, military-owned businesses, 
their subsidiaries and joint business partners. 

To the IFC, ADB and EDFI

• Conduct a comprehensive assessment of direct and indirect financial support for the Myanmar 
military, its businesses and associates, including through financial intermediaries in Myanmar, 
Vietnam and elsewhere that have investments in Myanmar. 

• Put in place transparent and rigorous measures to ensure programmes, including direct budget 
support, do not benefit the Myanmar military, its businesses, subsidiaries and joint business 
partners in any way.

• Implement heightened human rights due diligence requirements to prevent any future project 
from directly or indirectly benefiting the Myanmar military.

To United Nations agencies, international donors, international non-governmental organisations and 
embassies in Myanmar

• Put in place transparent and rigorous measures to ensure programmes do not benefit the 
Myanmar military, its businesses, subsidiaries and joint business partners in any way.

• Put in place a ban on the purchase of goods and services from businesses owned by the Myanmar 
military, its subsidiaries and joint business partners, including Mytel.  
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 Named international businesses that are connected to Mytel, Viettel and the Myanmar military. 

Findings are graded as follows:
A. The company is aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against  

humanity in Myanmar. 

B. The company might be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes  
against humanity in Myanmar.

C. The company may be failing to meet its obligations under the UN Guiding Principles on  
Business and Human Rights, must conduct human rights due diligence and take steps to  
ensure that it does not directly or indirectly benefit the Myanmar military. 

No. NAME OF COMPANY DOMICILE COUNTRY CONNECTION FINDING

1 A Company Germany Provides content to Viettel C

2 Addnics Corp Japan
Providing a transmitter and receiver 
for Myanmar’s satellite programme

B

3 Adva Germany
Provides timing solutions to  
Mytel – Parent company of 
Oscilloquartz (Switzerland)

B

4
An Binh Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(ABBank)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

5 Apollo Towers USA
Leases towers to Mytel. Majority 
owned by US private equity firm TPG 
Capital.

C
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6 ArianeGroup France
Subsidiary ArianeSpace launched 
the satellite Myanmarsat-2.

C

7 AsiaSat Hong Kong

Provides satellite services to the 
Myanmar military, including to the 
Directorate of Psychological Warfare 
and Public Relations 

B

8 Boku Inc USA
Provides a direct carrier billing 
system to Mytel through its 
subsidiary, Fortumo OÜ (Estonia). 

B

9 Cisco USA
Provides technology to Viettel 
IDC and ngena, both of which are 
connected to Mytel 

C

10 Com & Com Vietnam 

Com & Com provides satellite and 
other telecommunications services 
to Mytel. A joint venture between 
OSB JSC and Terabit Wave

B

11 Comit Vietnam
Partnership with Mytel and Viettel. 
World Bank contractor for spectrum 
monitoring in Myanmar   

B

12 Commscope USA Supplies antennas to Mytel.  C

13 Coslight India Supplies lithium batteries to Mytel C

14 Deloitte UK
Audit provider to Viettel Global 
Investment JSC 

C

15 Digital Virgo France
Provides a customer billing system 
to Mytel. Shareholders include BNP 
Paribas

B
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16 ELM Technology Japan
Providing antennas and a satellite 
tracking system for Myanmar’s 
satellite programme 

B

17 Elofun Vietnam Content provider for Mytel. C

18 Edotco Group Malaysia Leases towers to Mytel C

19 Ericsson Sweden Viettel vendor, including for 5G C

20 FPT Vietnam
Provides Oracle Hyperion financial 
supporting software to Mytel and 
has built a Mytel data centre 

B

21 Flytxt Netherlands
Provides artificial intelligence 
technology to Viettel partner, Comit 

C

22 Fujitsu Japan
Partnership with Viettel IDC for 
cloud computing 

C

23 Gilat Satellite 
Networks

Israel
Sold tactical satellite equipment to 
the Directorate of Signals in 2014. 
Supplier of Shwe Than Lwin

A

24

Ho Chi Minh City 
Development Joint 
Stock Commercial 
Bank (HDBank)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

25 Huawei China
Provides a broad range of 
telecommunications technology to 
Mytel, including for 5G

B

26 HSBC UK
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C
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27 Hughes USA
Provides satellite services in 
Myanmar to private operators 
including KBZ Gateway and Seanet

C

28 IDEMIA France Myanmar Mobile Money partner B

29
Intelsat S.A. and 
Intelsat Global Sales 
& Marketing Ltd.

Luxembourg/USA 
and UK

Partner of the satellite 
Myanmarsat-2 programme and 
co-owner of the satellite hosting 
payloads for the Myanmar 
government. Also supported 
Myanmarsat-1 

B

30 Irrawaddy Green 
Towers

Luxembourg
Has a master lease agreement with 
Mytel 

C

31 Iridium USA
Partnership with Viettel High 
Technology for the sale of satellite 
tracking devices

C

32

Joint Stock 
Commercial 
Bank for Foreign 
Trade of Vietnam 
(Vietcombank)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

33

Joint Stock 
Commercial Bank 
for Investment and 
Development of 
Vietnam (BIDV)

Vietnam

Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC and has 
a comprehensive cooperation 
agreement with Mytel

B

34 Leoch International 
Technology

Hong Kong Supplies VRLA batteries to Mytel C

35
Lien Viet Post 
Commercial Joint 
Stock Bank

Vietnam
Provides financing to Mytel Viettel 
Global Investment JSC. 

B
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36 Lockheed Martin USA
Manufacturer of VNPT Vinasat 
satellites. Also manufactured 
AsiaSat 2 

C

37 Maxar Technologies USA
Manufacturer of Intelsat 39, 
including Myanmarsat-2 payloads. 
Manufacturer of AsiaSat 9

B

38 Maybank Malaysia
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

39 MFOCN/Hyalroute Singapore Leases fibre-optic cables to Mytel C

40 Microsoft USA
Partnership with Viettel IDC, 
providing access to Azure cloud 
services

C

41
Military Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(MB)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC. 

C

42 Misfit Technologies Singapore
Provides SIM registration technology 
to Mytel

C

43
Mitsubishi UFJ 
Financial Group 
(MUFG)

Japan
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
and Mytel 

B

44 Moonton China Provides content to Mytel C

45 National Tower 
Development (NTD)

Singapore Builds and leases towers to Mytel C

46 NEC Japan

Supplies microwave transmission 
equipment to Mytel. Installs and 
maintains Adva timing solutions 
equipment for Mytel 

B
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47 ngena Germany
Provides SD-WAN services to 
Viettel, including in Myanmar. 

C

48 Nokia Finland

Viettel vendor, including for 5G. 
Viettel Global Investment JSC 
financial reports include payments 
to Nokia Networks

C

49 NuRAN Wireless Canada
Partnership with Viettel subsidiary 
VTTEK for 5G research.

C

50 OCK Group Bhd Malaysia Leases towers to Mytel C

51 Oracle USA
Supplies Oracle Hyperion financial 
supporting software to Mytel, 
through FPT 

C

52 Premier League UK
Licenses content to Mytel through 
Shwe Than Lwin. 

C

53 Qualcomm USA

Partnership with Viettel subsidiary 
M1 Communication for research, 
design, manufacture and sale of 
telecommunications technology  

C

54
Sai Gon Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(SCB)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC.

C

55
Shandong Sacred 
Sun Power Sources 
Co. Ltd.

China Supplies VRLA batteries to Mytel C

56

Southeast Asia 
Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(SeABank)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C
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57 Standard Chartered UK
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

58 Taicom JSC Vietnam
Contracted for the construction of 
Mytel infrastructure.

A

59 Taipei Fubon 
Commercial Bank

Taiwan
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

60

Tien Phong 
Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(TPBank)

Vietnam
Provides financing to Mytel and 
Viettel Global Investment JSC

B

61 UniPin Indonesia Mytel content provider  C

62 VIAVI Solutions USA
Supplies radio frequency monitoring 
technology to Viettel partner Comit 

C

63 VietinBank Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

64

Vietnam Export 
Import Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(EXIMBANK)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C

65

Vietnam 
International 
Commercial Joint 
Stock Bank (VIB)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Mytel and 
Viettel Global Investment JSC

B

66

Vietnam 
Technological 
and Commercial 
Joint Stock Bank 
(TECHCOMBANK)

Vietnam
Provides debt financing to Viettel 
Global Investment JSC

C
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67 Voltalia France
Supplies solar energy to Mytel 
towers through MNTI. Majority-
owned by the Mulliez family

C

68 Yanmar Japan Supplies generators for Mytel towers C

69 ZTE China
Supplies a broad range of 
telecommunications technology to 
Mytel

B

70 ZTT China Supplies lithium batteries to Mytel C
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Named Myanmar businesses that are connected to Mytel, Viettel and the Myanmar military 

Findings are graded as follows:
A. The company is aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes against  

humanity in Myanmar. 

B. The company might be aiding and abetting the commission of war crimes and crimes  
against humanity in Myanmar.

C. The company may be failing to meet its obligations under the UN Guiding Principles on  
Business and Human Rights, must conduct human rights due diligence and take steps to  
ensure that it does not directly or indirectly benefit the Myanmar military. 

No. NAME OF COMPANY CONNECTION FINDING

1 ABC -MIB
Owner of Mahar Myanmar movie-streaming 
service. Provides content to Mytel 

C

2 Blue Ocean Business Services 
Co. Ltd.

Partnership with Mytel for services to micro, small 
and medium businesses 

C

3 Blue Planet Provides content to Mytel  C

4 Contents Hub
Provides content to Mytel. A subsidiary of Myantel 
Holdings  

C

5
EasyPay (Easy Pay Company 
Ltd.)

Digital financial services partner of MEC and 
Mytel

A

6 GlobalNet (Global Technology 
Group)

Supplies dark fibre to Mytel. C
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7 Golden Land East Asia Devel-
opment Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

8
International Power Genera-
tion Public Company Ltd. (IGE 
Group)

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

9 KBZ Gateway Provides satellite services, in Myanmar. C

10 King Royal Technologies Co. 
Ltd. 

Provides technology and services to the Myanmar 
military, including the Air Defence Command 

A

11 Mahar Yoma Public Company 
Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

12 Mobilemate Myanmar Mobile Money partner B

13 Myanmar Agribusiness Public 
Corporation Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

14 Myanmar Agriculture and Gen-
eral Development Public Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

15 Myanmar Edible Oil Industrial 
Public Corporation Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

16 Myanmar Hurricane Invest-
ment & Telecom

Operates MECTel’s call centre Provides network 
monitoring and value-added services for MECTel 

B

17 Myanmar ICT Development 
Corporation Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

18 Myanmar Industries Alliance 
Public Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B
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19
Myanmar National Telecom 
Holdings Public Co. Ltd. 
(MNTH)

Special Project Vehicle of 11 Myanmar compa-
nies. Provides investment and operational support 
to Mytel. Subsidiaries include Myanmar National 
Telecom Infra Co. Ltd. (MNTI) and Myanmar 
National Telecom Services Co. Ltd. (MNTS) 

A

20 Myanmar Payment Solutions 
Services

Provides services to MytelPay B

21 Myanmar Technologies and 
Investment Corporation Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

22 PlayBox
Provides content to Mytel. A subsidiary of Myantel 
Holdings  

C

23 Royal Yatanarpon Telecom 
Public Company Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

24 Shwe Pyi Tagon Telecommuni-
cation Public Company Ltd.

Mytel shareholder, through MNTH B

25 Shwe Than Lwin, owner of 
SkyNet

Provides satellite services to the Myanmar 
military’s Directorate of Psychological Warfare and 
Public Relations. Content and service provider for 
Mytel 

B

26 Seanet
Provides satellite services to the Myanmar govern-
ment 

C

27 Solutions Hub Co. Ltd
EasyPay shareholder. A subsidiary of Myantel 
Holdings  

B
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28 Telecom International Myan-
mar Co. Ltd. (Mytel) 

Mobile network operator co-owned by Myanmar 
military-owned conglomerate MEC and overseen 
by the director of the Directorate of Signals. 
Involved in the upgrading of military communi-
cations infrastructure, military procurement and 
military financing. Parent company of Mytel Wallet 
International Co. Ltd. 

A

29 Terabit Wave
Procures technology and provides services for the 
Myanmar military, including the Directorate of Sig-
nals. A subsidiary of A1 Group of companies

A

30 TMH Telecom 
Provides network maintenance, optimisation and 
procurement for MEC and Mytel. Part of Tah Moe 
Hnye Chan Thar Group. 

B

31 Yangon Stock Exchange (YSX) 

A joint venture between Japan Exchange Group 
(Japan), Daiwa Securities (Japan) and Myanma 
Economic Bank. Enabled TMH Telecom’s float, 
which primarily raised funds for investment into 
MEC’s telecommunications operations 

C
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Named state and international actors

No. NAME OF ENTITY JURISDICTION CONNECTION

1 Asian Development 
Bank

International 

Supported the development of 
e-government in Myanmar. Provides 
trade finance to creditors of Viettel Global 
Investment JSC, raising serious human 
rights due diligence concerns 

2 CDC Group UK

Loan to Irrawaddy Green Towers, which 
has a master lease agreement with Mytel 
and has donated funds to the Myanmar 
military. Serious human rights due diligence 
concerns regarding CDC Group’s investment 

3

European 
Development 
Financial Institutions 
(EDFI)

European Union

Loan to Irrawaddy Green Towers, which has 
a master lease agreement with Mytel and 
has donated funds to the Myanmar military. 
Lead arranger is Dutch development bank 
FMO. Serious human rights due diligence 
concerns regarding EDFI investment

4 Hokkaido University Japan

Provides training and technical support 
for Myanmar’s micro-satellite programme, 
which risks contributing to grave human 
rights violations 

APPENDIX 3
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5 International Finance 
Corporation (IFC)

International

Provides trade finance and equity to 
creditors of Viettel Global Investment JSC 
and Mytel, raising serious human rights due 
diligence concerns

6
Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency 
(JAXA)

Japan
Plans to launch Myanmar’s micro-satellite 
in 2021, which risks contributing to grave 
human rights violations

7 Ministry of Transport 
and Communications 

Myanmar

Formed and licensed Mytel. Establishing 
system of mass surveillance through its 
“lawful interception” program. Systemic 
failings in its responsibility to regulate 
Mytel. Major violator of the right to privacy 
and freedom of expression 

8 MPT Myanmar
Myanmar’s state mobile network operator, 
hosts MECTel for MEC. Under Ministry of 
Transport and Communications (MOTC)

9 Myanma Economic 
Bank

Myanmar

Partner of Myanmar Mobile Money and 
majority shareholder in Yangon Stock 
Exchange. Under the Ministry of Planning, 
Finance and Industry. Provides institutional 
support for the Myanmar military and its 
businesses. 

10
Myanmar Economic 
Corporation (MEC) 
and its subsidiaries 

Myanmar

A military conglomerate that holds 
government shares in Mytel through its 
subsidiary, Star High Co. Ltd. Procures 
equipment and finances the Myanmar 
military. Also operates MECTel, Sigma wire 
and cable business and a remote sensing 
ground station. Is aiding and abetting the 
commission of war crimes and crimes 
against humanity
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11
Myanmar Aerospace 
Engineering 
University 

Myanmar

Supports the implementation of Myanmar’s 
satellite programme. Provides technology 
and training to the Myanmar military, aiding 
and abetting the commission of war crimes 
and crimes against humanity 

12 Myanmar Armed 
Forces 

Myanmar

Beneficial owner of MEC and Star High. 
Responsible for genocide, war crimes and 
crimes against humanity. Systemically 
misappropriating public revenue and assets 

13 Star High Co. Ltd. Myanmar

MEC subsidiary that legally controls the 
government’s 28% share of Mytel. Star High 
shares are held by private individuals. Is 
aiding and abetting the commission of war 
crimes and crimes against humanity

14

Steering Committee 
on Establishing a 
Myanmar-owned 
Satellite System

Myanmar

Public management body for Myanmar’s 
satellite program, controlled by the 
Myanmar military. Could be aiding and 
abetting the commission of war crimes and 
crimes against humanity

15 Tohoku University Japan

Provides training and technical support 
for Myanmar’s micro-satellite programme, 
which risks contributing to grave human 
rights violations 

16
Military Industry 
and Telecoms Group 
(Viettel)

Vietnam

Largest shareholder and investor in Mytel. 
Involved in the upgrading of military 
communications infrastructure and military 
procurement through multiple Viettel 
subsidiaries. Is aiding and abetting the 
commission of war crimes and crimes 
against humanity. Under the Ministry of 
National Defence
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17
Vietnam Posts and 
Telecommunications 
(VNPT) 

Vietnam

Provides satellite services to Myanmar’s 
Ministry of Defence. Is aiding and abetting 
the commission of war crimes and crimes 
against humanity. Under the Committee for 
Management of State Capital at Enterprises

18 World Bank International

Provides funding and support to the 
government of Myanmar through the 
Telecommunications Sector Reform Project 
and Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory 
Facility. Reforms led to creation of Mytel. 
Has awarded contracts to military partner 
businesses for spectrum management. 
Serious human rights due diligence failings 
in Myanmar programming 
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Telecom International Myanmar (Mytel) board of directors

No. NAME POSITION NATIONALITY OTHER POSITIONS

1 Do Manh Hung Director Vietnam
General director of Viettel Global 
Investment JSC

2 Hoang Trung Thanh CEO Vietnam

3 Khin Maung Soe Chairperson Myanmar
Director of MEC and of Star High 
Co. Ltd. 

4 Moe Myintzu Secretary Myanmar
Also secretary of Mytel Wallet 
International Co. Ltd. 

5 Mya Han Director Myanmar

Director of MNTH, chairperson 
of Fortune Group of Companies, 
director of New Day Energy, 
director of Myanmar Kyauk Phyu 
SEZ Consortium, director of 
Rakhine Development Corporation, 
director of Yatanarpon Teleport, 
director of  Myanmar Information 
& Communication Technology 
Development 

6 Nguyen Cao Loi Director Vietnam
Deputy general manager, Viettel 
Global Investment JSC
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7 Soe Thein Director Myanmar

Director of MNTH, director 
of Myanmar Information & 
Communication Technology 
Development, director of Royal 
Yatanarpon Telecom, director of 
Yatanarpon Teleport 

8 Colonel Tao Duc 
Thang

Director Vietnam Deputy director, Viettel Group.

9 Major General 
Thaw Lwin

Director Myanmar
Director of the Directorate of 
Signals, Myanmar army 

10 Yin Maung Nyunt Director Myanmar
Myanmar Economic Corporation 
(held the position of deputy general 
manager in 2008). 
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Known telecommunications towers on military bases 

No. CODE AND LINK  DESCRIPTION STATE OR REGION NOTES

1 CHN0005
No. 268 Infantry 
Battalion, Falam

Chin N/A

2 KCN0321
No. 383 Light 
Infantry Battalion 

Kachin

Plans specify Waingmaw, 
but GPS coordinates are in 
Sahmaw. Reports on LIB 
383. Guyed Tower

3 KCN0156
No. 40 Army 
Hopin Quarter, 
Monyin

Kachin N/A

4 KCN0402
Army land 
in Mansi  - 
unspecified

Kachin
Area of armed conflict. 
Details unknown 

5 KYH0055
No. 337 Light 
Infantry Battalion 
base in Bawlakhae

Karenni
Area of conflict related to 
military base-building 

6 KHY0089
No. 14 Army High 
Grade Training 
School in Hpruso

Karenni N/A

5 KYN0253
No. 22 Light 
Infantry Division  - 
Hpa’an 

Karen Hpaan

APPENDIX 5

https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/CHN0005_SST4-60m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%2010x16_0m_GEM_V1.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/KCN0321_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10m_0m_Coc%20A_V1_M.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/KCN0156_SST3-45m_130kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x14_1m_Coc%20A_20T_V2.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/KCN0402_GMT4-60.5m-130Kph-Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10m_1.5m_Coc%20A_10T_V1.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417f07b9be580f144c48_A35%20KYH0055_GMT3-60.5m-130kph-Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x10m_0m_Coc%20A_V1_M%20-%20B2S.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/KYH0089_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10m_0m_GEM_V2.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/A36%20KYN0253_SST3-40m_130kph_MainNode_1x30kVA_Fence%2012x16_1.5m_Coc%20A_V4.pdf
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6 KYN0358
Taung Kalay army 
base

Karen

Base is unspecified – 
likely to be Light Infantry 
Battalion 202, which 
is under Light Infantry 
Division 22

9 MGY0008
No. 101 Light 
Infantry Division, 
Pakkouku

Magwe
MEC tower already in 
place. Mytel building an 
equipment room  

10 MGY0746

Directorate of 
Defence Industries 
facility, Thayet 
township, Magwe

Magwe N/A

11 MGY0747

Directorate of 
Defence Industries 
facility, Myothit 
township, Magwe

Magwe N/A

12 MGY0748

Directorate 
of Defence 
Industries facility, 
Taungdwingi, 
Magwe

Magwe N/A

13 MGY0749

Directorate of 
Defence Industries 
18, Taungdwingyi 
township, Magwe

Magwe N/A

14 MON0379
No. 24 Infantry 
Battalion, Thaton

Mon N/A

15 MON0163
No. 8 Infantry 
Battalion, Billin

Mon N/A

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe4176e791e12ea818ace4_A37%20KYN0358_Pole-20m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%206x6m_0m_Coc%20A_V2.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/MGY0008_130kph_MainNode_1x30kVA_0m_Coc%20A_V2.pdf 
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/A39%20MGY0746_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1.PDF
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417fec023b4210246ca2_A40%20MGY0747_SST3-60m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%2010x16m_0m_Coc%20A_20T_PMT8100W_V1.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/A41%20MGY0748_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/A42%20MGY0749_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/MON0379_GMT4-60.5m-130Kph-Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x10m_1m_Coc%20A_10T_V1.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/MON0163_GMT4-60.5m-160kph-Main%20node_1x30kVA_Fence%2010x12m_0m_Coc%20A_10T_V2.pdf
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16 NPW0074

Naypyidaw 
Army Division 
Commander Office 
Compound

Naypyidaw

Command includes 
Advanced Signals Warfare 
Force, No. (2) Advanced 
Signal Battalion and No. 
(8) Air Defence Signal 
Battalion. Mobile car 
tower

17 NPW0040_1
National Defence 
College 

Naypyidaw

National Defence College, 
which trains high-ranking 
military officials. Studies 
include military science 
and technology. Rooftop 
tower 

18 NPW4001
No. 3 Military 
Hostel

Naypyidaw Mobile car

19 RKE0233

No. 919 
Engineering 
Battalion, Ann 
township, Arakan

Arakan
Location of Western 
Command Headquarters 

20 SHN0001_01
Lashio township – 
place unknown 

Shan
Within a base, next to an 
army store and officer’s 
home

21 SHN0005
No. 350 Artillery 
Army, Mongyai 
township

Shan
Subcontracted to Taicom 
JSC. 

22  SHN0118
Combat Training 
Force, Lawksauk

Shan N/A

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe41708416f6a82eb80846_A56%20NPW0074_Mobile%20Car-30m_160kph_Acesses_V1.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/NPW0040_1_RTT_H%3D6m_160kph_1minishelter_1battery%20cabinets_V2.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/NPW4001_Mobile%20Car-30m_130kph_Acesses_V1.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417d4a516b54111d755b_A28%20RKE0233_SST3-60m_225kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%2010x16m_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN0001_01_Pole-15m_160kph_Access_No%20Fence%20_No%20Slab_Coc%20A_V1.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN0005_GMT3-66m-130kph-Main%20node_1x30kVA_Fence%2010x12m_0m_Coc%20A_10T_V1.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN0118_SST3-45m-130Kph-ACCESS_1x8kVA_Fence%208x14m_0m_Coc%20A_V1_M.pdf
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23 SHN0121
Army Tactial 
Unit, Monghsat 
Township

Shan
Subcontracted to Taicom 
JSC.

24 SHN0734
Army outpost, 
Laukkaing 
Township

Shan N/A

25 SHN0808
No. 281Infantry 
Battalion, 
Mongyang, Shan

Shan N/A

26 SHN1038
No. 912Military 
Engineers 
Battalion, Lashio

Shan N/A

27 SHN1064
No. 522 Light 
Infantry Battalion, 
Lashio

Shan N/A

28 SHN1192
No. 351 Artillery, 
Tangyan township

Shan N/A

29 SHN1231

No. 226 Infantry 
Battalion, 
Kengtung 
township

Shan
Between Loi Pang Koi and 
Low Mwe Hill Station

30 SHN1233

Military Operation 
Command 18, 
Mong Hpyak 
Army, Monghpyak 
township

Shan N/A

31 SHN1240
Triangle 
Command, 
Kengtung

Shan
SE of Kengtung town. 
Location of Signals units 

https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN0121_SST3-45m_130kph_Main%20node_1x30kVA_Fence%2012x16m_0m_Coc%20A_V2_10T.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN0734_SST3-60m_130kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%2010x16m_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1_New.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN0808_SST3-60m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%2010x16m_0m_GEM_20T_V2.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417eac0e69b6964fdbba_A32%20SHN1038_SST3-40m_130kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x14_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V3_San%20nen.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN1064_SST3-40m_225kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x14_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V3_San%20nen%20%2B%20Ke%20da.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN1192_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1_San%20nen.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN1231_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V1.PDF
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417e67f5d11a141fb2b1_A34%20SHN1233_SST3-45m_130kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x14m_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V2.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417c9193bc838d2c03e4_A30%20SHN1240_SST3-45m_130kph_Access_1x8kVA_Fence%208x14m_10T_0m_Coc%20A_V2.pdf
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No. CODE AND LINK  DESCRIPTION STATE OR REGION NOTES

32 SHN1266

No. 150 Infantry 
Battalion, 
Monghsu 
township

Shan
Beside Mongsan town 
within expansive military 
base 

33 SHN1349
Phin Htout army 
base, Kengtung

Shan

Also shows an MEC tower 
and Viettel supporting 
MEC infrastructure. Next 
to military heli-pad  

34 SHN1405
Army Training 
School, Kengtung

Shan
Near Kengtung town and 
airport

35 SHN1527
Unknown base, 
Laukkai township

Shan

Kokang region, tower 
located next to a guard 
post, appears to have a 
dedicated guard. Close to 
other army buildings

36 TNI0220
Naval/army base – 
Yebyu township

Tanintharyi
Area of ongoing land 
conflict

37 YGN0024
Army village, 
Mingalardon

Yangon
Location of three Signals 
units

38 YGN1605 MEC Main Store Yangon N/A

https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN1266_GMT4-60.5m-130kph-Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10m_0m-Coc%20A_20T_V1.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe41748ff3b9d182ab95df_A33%20SHN1349_SST3-50m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x14m_0m_GEM_20T_V1.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/SHN1405_GMT3-60.5m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_GEM_20T_V1.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe4174e70cd334e667f98b_A29%20SHN1527_SST3-50m_130kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x14m_0m_GEM_20T_V1.pdf
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/A38%20TNI0220_GMT3-49.5m_160kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%208x10_0m_Coc%20A_20T_V2.PDF
https://files.justiceformyanmar.org/YGN0024_SST3-40m-195kph-MainNode_1x12kVA_Fence%2012x14m_0m_Coc%20A_V1_S_SoilTest.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e691d0b7de02f1fd6919876/5fbe417bf8100cb30087e14d_A14%20YGN1605_SST3-40m_195kph_Access_1x12kVA_Fence%200x0m_0m_GEM_10T_V1.pdf
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